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Thesis Summary
The thesis first explores, summarises and evaluates the diffuse climate justice literature in
Chapter 2. The review reveals climate justice as a concern for various disciplines, including
Economics, Political Science, International Relations (IR), Law, Geography; and subdisciplines/fields such as political philosophy, political ecology, environmental law, ethics
and governance research. The review documents the main units of analysis o f each approach,
and their conceptual and methodological strengths and weaknesses.

Finally, the review

concludes with the identification of several broad limitations and proposes solutions.
Chapter 3 develops a multi-scalar framework that structures and directs the remainder of the
thesis.

This framework provides a means to analyse climate justice as an appraisal of

adaptation finance distribution and effectiveness.

First, the case is made for adaptation

finance as an observable, tangible and measurable proxy for climate justice by understanding
funds as a fonn o f compensation for actors experiencing climate risk.

Second, the main

contribution of the framework is the establishment of climate justice as a top-down
accumulative process by following adaptation finance through multiple scales, and using
various theoretical tools to elucidate the primary sites, actors and practices. This chapter is
published in Progress in Human Geography.
Chapter 4 documents and debates the available data and methodologies to empirically follow
adaptation finance through three scales o f analysis (Chapters 5-7), and discusses data
extraction techniques important when researching adaptation finance. This chapter initially
outlines some basic research design principles and how they apply to the empirical Chapters
that follow. Second, it explores data extraction techniques from previous international and
subnational adaptation finance research.

Third, Chapter 4 outlines the methodologies

available to analyse the distribution and effectiveness o f adaptation finance.
Chapter 5-7 are empirical studies designed in a top-down format, following adaptation
finance from international transfers to community level implementation. Chapter 5 applies
Tobit regression analysis to establish the determinants o f international adaptation finance
transfers to African states between 2000-2010 and focuses on the relationship between
adaptation finance distribution and climate vulnerability.

The findings suggest adaptation
2

finance is not going to the most physically climate vulnerable African states; and even socio
economic indicators are mixed. Rather, finance is administered according to interest linkages
between donors and recipients, the extent o f prior donor presence and governance levels
within African states. Chapter 5 is presently under review in Global Environmental Politics.
Chapter 6 uses logit and negative binomial regression analysis to establish the drivers of
subnational adaptation finance transfers to districts in Malawi between 2000-2010, and again
focuses on the adaptation finance-climate vulnerability relationship. The analysis suggests
that disproportionately less adaptation finance arrives in the areas of highest need compared
to those with medium or low need.

Other key determinants include donor accessibility to

districts, operational cost minimisation and the economic functionality of districts. Chapter 6
is published in World Development.
Chapter 7 tests the effectiveness o f adaptation finance in reducing vulnerability compared to
autonomous actions in eighteen villages from three vulnerable districts in Malawi.

To

establish a quasi-experiment, a case selection technique matches villages receiving finance
with those who receive no funds on the key drivers o f vulnerability.

The study then

compares community perceptions of the two groups based on a framework o f positive and
negative adaptation. Findings broadly indicate that, relative to villages receiving no funds,
adaptation finance villages address more climate risks and consistently facilitate greater
agency, security, and a more sustainable lessening o f climate vulnerability.

Chapter 7

concludes the process of following adaptation finance down to community level
implementation. This final empirical chapter is published in Global Environmental Change.

Chapter 8 concludes by first summarising the main findings o f the thesis and how these
combine into an accumulative multi-scalar analysis of climate justice. The second and third
sub-sections set out the theoretical and practical significance of these findings to scholars,
policymakers and activists. The final sub-section establishes the direction of future research.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The fo llo w in g thesis fo c u se s on the distribution and effec tiv en ess o f adaptation finance as a
m eans o f op erationalising the con cep t o f clim ate ju stice.

C lim ate ju stice research often

contends that there is an ob servab le and d ev elo p in g injustice happening as a result o f
physical ch an ges to the clim ate caused by hum an activity. There are m any w a y s to explain
this phenom en on, but m ost centre on disparities in clim ate risk and respon sibility (A dger,
P aavola, Huq et al., 2006; R oberts and Parks, 2007; G rineski, C ollin s, Ford et al., 2 0 1 3 ). The
U nited States, Europe and Japan are prim arily respon sible for present and historical carbon
em issio n s [ranging b etw een 1 .6 -2 .7k tons per capita C O 2 em ission s accum ulated since 1960
in particular d ev elo p ed states (W orld B ank, 2 013)]; and contributing to 60-80% o f present
w arm ing (W ei, Y ang, M oore et al., 2 0 1 2 ) w ith m ore to take effect through lagged effects
(L om borg, 2 0 0 1 ).

A t the sam e tim e, these states have infrastructural and tech n ological

capabilities that provide unprecedented hum an security, and along w ith it, protection from
clim ate hazards for citizen s. T he relatively lo w risk and high resp on sib ility o f the d evelop ed
w orld accounts for m any o f the in equ alities surrounding claim s o f clim ate ju stice.
C on versely, A frican, A sian and South A m erican states exp erience disproportionate n egative
con seq u en ces o f clim ate variability and change relative to the d ev elo p ed w orld (M aplecroft,
2011; B usb y, Sm ith and W h ite, 2 0 1 1 ).

C om m un ities are often located in marginal

environm ents prone to adverse p h ysical p henom ena, such as flo o d in g (L opez-M arrero, 2010;
M ustafa, 1 9 98), drought (E riksen and Lind, 2009; Stringer, D yer and R eed, 2 0 0 9 ) and ston n s
(Fazlul and N ob u o, 2008; K elly and A dger, 2 0 0 0 ). E xposure and sen sitivity to th ese p hysical

10

hazards is caused by the manifestations o f poverty and underdevelopment (W isner, Blaikie,
Cannon

and

D avies,

2004;

Tanner

and

Hom-Phathanothai,

2013),

w hereby

poor

infrastructure and governance structures exacerbate impacts (M eam s and Norton, 2010).
Though high climate risk is coupled with low levels o f responsibility in developing states.
Inequality is compounded by adversely affected developing states having little responsibility
for past and present causes o f climate change (Fiissel, 2010).

C ollectively, developing states

contribute between 20% to 40% o f present warming (W ei, Yang, M oore et al., 2012), but
m ost African and A sian states per capita CO 2 em issions are less than 115 accumulated tons
since 1960 (World Bank, 2013).

In essence, many o f the poorest and m ost vulnerable

contribute nothing to current and future anthropogenic climate changes.
Yet further still, future projections o f developing states suggest growing clim ate threats to
livelihoods, incom es and human security (Fankhauser and Tol, 1996; Tol, 2009; V enneulen,
Campbell, Ingram et al., 2012); eroding social, econom ic and physical security (Markandya
2011; M endelsohn, Morrison, Schlesinger et al., 2000);

and with developing

experiencing 75% o f adverse effects forecast to 2100 (Srinivasan, 2010).

states

In particular,

African states suffer falling crop yields (Stem , 2007), annual declines in Gross D om estic
Product (GDP) (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000) and with the poorest and m ost m arginalised
Africans experiencing the greatest impact (Faramarzi, Abbaspour, Vaghefi et al., 2013;
Berrang-Ford, D ingle, Ford et al., 2013).

A ll the above suggests the need for concerted

action from both within existing institutions and new ly established clim ate justice collectives.

1.2 Recognition of Climate Justice in Practice
Climate justice is developing a growing recognition. The follow ing section explores som e o f
the conceptual and practical applications o f justice and equity within the clim ate regim e,
academic and advocacy debates. In the remainder o f this thesis, regim e is used to refer to the
collection o f state and non-state actions that mitigate and adapt to clim ate change (see
Keohane and Victor, 2011; Abbot, 2012 or Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3). An important first step is
to look at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC C) as the
primary director o f action for mitigation and adaptation. In particular, evidence o f concern
with equity is present in legal mandates for mitigation, technology transfer and finance;
11

second, advocates aim to organise action in favour o f disadvantaged groups and advance
visions o f decentralised, equitable and environm entally sustainable societies; third, academics
use climate justice and ethics to conceptualise and reveal facets o f climate change as an
inequity.

1.2.1 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
The UNFCCC organises cooperation on climate change issues. The inequities o f climate
change are form ally recognised from the Convention’s (1992) guiding principles.

Such a

focus largely determ ined the design o f regim e pillars, with m itigation as the prim ary concern.
Article 3 states:

“Parties should protect the climate system fo r the benefit o f present and future
generations o f humankind, on the basis o f equity and in accordance with their
common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities. Accordingly,
developed country Parties should take the lead in combating climate change and the
adverse effects th e re o f’
Affirming:

“Specific needs and special circumstances o f developing countiy Parties, especially
those...vulnerable to the adverse effects o f climate change, and o f those Parties,
especially developing country Parties, that would have to bear a disproportionate or
abnormal burden under the Convention
The institutionalisation o f equity as an ideal w ithin the context o f m itigation calls for
disproportionate action from developed states.

Conversely, transfer o f environm entally

sound technology is another requirem ent o f developed states. To meet obligations under the
Convention, developed states are responsible for transferring technology to developing states.
Article 4.5 states:

“Developed country Parties...shall...promote, facilitate and finance...the transfer o f
or access to, environmentally sound technologies and knowhow to other Parties,
particularly developing country Parties, to enable them to implement the provisions
o f the Convention ”.

12

Finance is another regime responsibility, requiring further disproportionate action from
developed states. Article 11.5 o f the Convention states;
"'developed country Parties may also provide ...developing country Parties ...financial
resources related to the implementation o f the Convention through bilateral, regional
and other multilateral channels ”.
The Kyoto Protocol (1998) includes climate impacts with responsibility implied for
developed states. Article 2 states:
"Annex I shall strive to implement the commitments mentioned....(to ensure that
anthropogenic carbon dioxide equivalent emissions o f the greenhouse gases do not
exceed their assigned amounts)....to minimize adverse social, environmental and
economic impacts on developing country Parties, particularly ....(low-lying, disaster
prone...etc.) ”.
Whether proclaiming action on mitigation, technology transfer or climate finance,
disproportionate efforts are necessary from developed states to address facets of inequity
intrinsic to climate change. Recently, the Conference of the Parties (COP) 18 introduced loss
and damage as criteria to guide action on finance and is approaching a fonnal recognition of
finance as compensation to vulnerable groups (UNFCCC, 2012). Nevertheless, there is much
action addressing climate justice outside of the climate regime.

1.2.2 Advocacy and Activism
Developments within the UNFCCC coincide with the formation of institutions focusing on
climate justice as a political cause. These include networks such as Climate Justice Montreal,
which mobilise collective action on climate change issues; Climate Justice Now is a global
network of organisations and movements committed to social, ecological and gender justice;
GenderCC: Women fo r Climate Justice demand the transcendence of power politics and
advocate women’s rights, gender and climate justice. Others, such as the Climate Justice fo r
All campaign of the World Council of Churches, seek influence within climate negotiations
for vulnerable groups.
Activists identify political, economic and social arrangements as sources o f injustice and
offer a vision of the just society. Social ecologists advocate structural transformation o f the
13

capitalist econom y towards greater decentralisation, local-level decision-m aking, sustainable
technologies and incorporation o f indigenous knowledge (Tokar, 2010).

Conversely, Eco-

socialists dem and societal transformation based on socialist and deep ecological principles
(W all, 2010). They prom ote the transcendence o f technological im provem ents and taxation
as clim ate solutions. Instead, the state and capitalism are to be dismantled, and in its place, a
system o f com m on productive ownership for freely associating producers (Angus, 2010). All
such inquires are placed to change societal ideology, but others have adopted more objective
and balanced reasoning to climate justice issues.

1.2.3 Academic Response
A cadem ic debates on climate justice and ethics began in earnest through the w ork o f Henry
Shue (1992), though some association with the concept can be traced to Passm ore (1974), or
even H ardin (1960).

Hitherto research predom inantly focuses on (re)conceptualising the

m eaning o f clim ate justice. Comm on study areas within the field include the application of:
human rights to clim ate impacts (M unoz, 2010; Robinson and Miller, 2010); litigation
fram eworks

to clim ate damage and responsibility (Abate, 2010; Grossman, 2003);

cosm opolitan perspectives o f global citizens (Caney, 2006a; Harris and Symons; 2010);
intergenerational frameworks factoring cost accumulations over time (Vanderheiden, 2008;
Page, 2008); state-based conceptions dividing impacts and attribution in international fora
(Shue, 1992); and local level adaptation to increase the agency o f vulnerable com munities in
the developing w orld (A dger and Paavola, Huq et al., 2006; Osborne, 2013). Therefore, the
conceptual side o f the debate is being addressed.
Em pirical research rem ains less com mon depending on how the justice/ethics debate is
framed.

Studies focus on the justice im plications o f clim ate policies, such as Reduced

Em issions from D eforestation and D egradation and genetic engineering (Beym er-Farris and
Basset 2012; M ercer, Perales and W ainwright 2012; Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013; Hoang,
Pham, V an N oordw ijk, 2013); adaptation options within clim ate v u b erab le localities (Dulal,
Broding, T hakar et al., 2010); or the physical and socio-econom ic climate risk o f different
localities (G rineski, Collins, Ford et al., 2013). Quantitative research has until recently been
confined to state ratification o f environm ental treaties as an indication o f climate change
cooperation (Roberts and Parks, 2007).

Therefore, m ultiple means are available to

operationalise the concept o f climate justice, but thus far, few apply climate finance.
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1.3 Introduction of Climate Finance
Climate finance for m itigation and adaptation is now a prim ary concern o f the U NFCCC
since Copenhagen 2009. This began with the infamous proclam ation o f scaled up, new and
additional, predictable and adequate funding...approaching $30bn for the period 2 0 1 0 2 0 12 . . . (and rising to )...$100bn a year by 2020 to address the needs o f developing countries
(UNFCCC, 2010). Scholars claim that, due to stasis on m itigation (Campbell, 2013), finance
to developing states is becom ing the main function o f the climate regim e (M ichaelowa, 2012).
In addition, since Doha (2012), officials are beginning to recognise adaptation funds as
com pensation given for climate related loss and dam age (Clark, 2012).
Yet climate finance research is often concerned with much aside from actual flows o f funds.
There is clear focus on present and future sources o f finance (Bowen, 2013; Haites and
M wape, 2013) and the public or private means in which to increase climate funding
(M ichaelowa, 2012). Structural perspectives dem and that fianding m echanism s be designed
for m axim um equity and transparency (Bird, Brown and Schalatek, 2011; Gomez-Echeverri,
2013); or investigate the dynamics o f the Pilot Program from Climate Resilience (PPCR)
(Seballos and Kreft, 2011) and G reen Climate Fund (Klein and M ohner, 2011).

A

considerable body o f research investigates the structures o f the A daptation Fund, its
independence in raising funds, participatory governance and direct access for applicants
(Horstmarm, 2011; H anneling and Kaloga, 2011; Ratajczak-Juszko 2012).

Conversely,

macro perspectives describe the dissem ination structures o f international climate finance
(Buchner, Brown and Corfee-M orlot 2011; Clapp, Berm and Corfee 2012) with some
specificity within the African context (Calland and Reddy 2013).

Therefore, much has

focused on the institutional sources and their various architectures.
A sm aller proportion o f research investigates climate finance as a politicised process.
Existing studies o f funding flows usually focus on accounting, but often adm it the limitations
due to data papacy.

For instance, the Fast-Start-Finance initiative offers: a) no means to

decipher new and additional funds; b) scattered data sources applying inconsistent definitions
o f precisely w hat constitutes climate finance; and c) conclusions vacillate depending on
w hether pledges, com mitments or disbursem ents are counted (Stadelm ann, Brown and
H om lein, 2012). A common finding is that, for instance, $343-$385 billion was identified as
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clim ate finance in 2010/2011 (Buchner, Falconer, Herve-M ignucci et al., 2012; Buchner,
Falconer, H erve-M ignucci et al., 2013). Those scholars central to this discussion are often
frustrated by the lack o f an agreed definition that will enable robust evidence gathering in
relation to the m eeting o f funding pledges (Stadelmann, M ichaelow a and Roberts, 2013).
N evertheless, climate finance research often assumes that m ore finance indicates progress,
but funds may sim ply be investments to wealthy developed states, or associated with
econom ic or security strategies. The exception are studies o f stand-alone climate funds, such
as the A m azon Fund, w hich docum ent the donor-im plem enting-partner-recipient nexus
(Canales-Trujillo and N akhooda, 2013; Forstater, N akhooda and W atson, 2013); or research
into the political econom y o f funding architectures, but which omit the use o f data on finance
flows (H arm eling and Kalonga, 2011; Seballos and Kreft, 2011; Klein and M ohner, 2011;
Shankland and Cham bote, 2011). Further, only a few recent policy-based research articles
provide inform ation about subnational allocation or final disbursem ent (Tumushabe,
M uhumuza, N atam ba et al., 2013; M andel, Shivaranjani, Rathi et al., 2013).
have

long

recognised

with

developm ent assistance,

climate

finance

As scholars

allocation

and

im plem entation is a politicised process operating across m ultiple levels.
Research into the detenninants o f international climate finance distribution, and adaptation
finance in particular, is confined to Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al. (2013).
They correlate the distribution o f the Adaptation Fund using the framework o f equity versus
efficiency, and find some evidence o f cost effectiveness driving allocation. This is where
studies o f distributional equity overlap with aspects o f clim ate justice. Aside from this study,
the rem aining climate finance allocation research is thus far unpublished (Halimanjaya, 2013).
Therefore, there is space within the literature for research to follow adaptation finance from
international transfers to ground level im plem entation and develop findings relevant to
climate justice.

1.4 M ulti-Scalar Analysis of Climate Justice
The following thesis operationalises adaptation finance as a proxy indicator for climate
justice.

It situates itself within the climate justice literature on distributive (Harris and

Symons, 2010) and corrective justice (Posner and Sunstein, 2008), but also introduces
substantive justice w hen analysing im plem entation (Heywood, 2004). Substantive justice is
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used here to estabhsh w hether positive effects (i.e. vulnerabihty reductions) are m ateriahsing
for the target actors (i.e vulnerable com munities).

Further, it is a m ulti-scalar analysis o f

climate justice investigating the distribution and effectiveness o f adaptation finance. This is
an empirical approach to clim ate justice, which involves a systematic analysis following
adaptation funds dow n through the multiple scales o f international and subnational
distribution to ground level effectiveness.
The focus is whether: a) the m ost vulnerable receive a disproportionate share o f adaptation
finance; and b) w hether funds effectively reduce vulnerability for communities experiencing
climate risk.

In reference to the former, it is important to clarify that ‘disproportionate’

means those experiencing the highest vulnerability consistently receive more funds than those
w ith medium or low vulnerability. Few theoretical or empirical precedents can direct such an
analysis o f climate justice, and as a consequence, the research develops an inductive
approach m erging adaptation finance with the burgeoning vulnerability literature as the point
o f departure.
Climate vulnerable African states, subnational administrations and com munities are those
most in need o f adaptation finance. To address the inequalities o f climate change, this thesis
asks whether developed states distribute adaptation finance to vulnerable African states
(Chapter 5); and w hether central governm ents then allocate adaptation finance to climate
vulnerable districts (Chapter 6).

Finally, as the adaptation literature identifies vulnerable

communities in the developing w orld as those experiencing physical hazards first hand, the
final stage questions w hether adaptation finance reduces climate vulnerability at the
community level (C hapter 7).
To clarify, in this thesis the application o f scale is associated with empirically analysing
international, national and local governm ental institutions.

As such, the study takes a

reductionist fram ing by observing the actions o f key decision-m akers and recipients related to
adaptation finance distribution and implementation. Therefore, the research does not engage
in the nuances o f the epistem ological (M anson, 2008) and ontological (M arston, Jones and
W oodward, 2005; M acK innon, 2010) scale debates that dominate such discussions in
Geography.

Rather in this sense, scale facilitates a more com prehensive framing by
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analysing multiple key points o f adaptation finance dissem ination and uptake that together
constitute climate justice as an accumulative m ulti-scalar process.

1.4.1 Research Questions
The main concern is w hether the dynamics o f adaptation finance distribution and
im plem entation address climate justice by reducing climate risk for the m ost vulnerable
com munities.

The absence o f analytical precedents requires building theory from related

literatures to direct the research.

Therefore each question makes both a theoretical and

em pirical contribution to the climate justice and adaptation finance literature.
Policym akers suggest adaptation finance distribution be directed to the most vulnerable.
Article 4.4 o f the Convention (1992) asserts that:
"'developed country parties ...shall...assist the developing country parties that are
particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects o f climate change in m eeting costs o f
adaptation to those adverse effects

”

where the most vulnerable are defined as:
''low -lying...sm all island countries ...arid and sem i-arid areas liable to floods,
drought and desertification, and developing countries with fra g ile mountainous
” (UNFCCC, 1992).
In addition, the Copenhagen Accord incorporates developm ent by considering the most
vulnerable as Least Developed Countries (LDC), Small Island D eveloping States (SIDS) and
Africa (UNFCCC, 2010).
A cadem ic literatures call for funding distribution based on fair criteria (Ciplet, Roberts and
Khan, 2013); to poor vulnerable countries as an ethical obligation (Fussel, Hallegatte, Reder,
2012); directed to vulnerable urban stakeholders (Ayers 2009); and equitable allocation...to
the m ost vulnerable countries (Schalatek and Bird, 2011: 6).

To date, empirical research

suggests that there is no prioritisation o f the m ost vulnerable (Stadelmann, Persson,
Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013). In conceptual terms, policym akers and academics are broadly
fram ing the discussion based upon R aw ls’ (1972) Theory o f Justice: if a decision-m aker has
no infonnation regarding their position w ithin a society, they will distribute resources to the
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m ost disadvantaged groups.

W hen analysing allocation in this study, justice is being

addressed when disadvantaged groups receive disproportionate resources to address
inequalities. Therefore:
Q uestion 1: Is climate vulnerability the prim ary factor in international adaptation finance
distribution?
Q uestion 2: Is climate vulnerability the prim ary determ inant in subnational adaptation
finance distribution?
Question 1 asks w hether international distribution is made from developed states (or
m ultilateral institutions themselves governed by states) to vulnerable developing states.
Question 2 asks if subnational distribution is made from central governments to vulnerable
political administrations (i.e. districts, counties).

Past research into international and

subnational developm ent aid distribution facilitates the construction o f models based on
recipient need and donor interest (Chandrasekhar, 1965; Berthelemy, 2006; Feeny &
M cGillivray, 2008; Hayter, 1971; 1981).

D onor interest (or governm ent interest as it is

term ed in subnational studies) identifies resource providers as working to further political,
econom ic or m ilitarily strategic ends.

For instance, African states are thought to reward

subnational localities for political loyalty with resource allocation (Clay, Molla, Habtewold et
al., 1999; Jayne, Strauss, Yamano et al., 2001; Reinikka & Svensson, 2004). Therefore:
Q uestion 3: Is donor interest the prim ary factor in international adaptation finance
distribution?
Q uestion 4: Is governm ent interest the prim ary determ inant in subnational adaptation finance
distribution?
The international distribution question considers all donor countries and their fund transfers
to African recipients, as the latter are identified as the m ost climate vulnerable continent on
several measures.

Follow ing this process further, M alawi is a significant recipient o f per

capita adaptation finance and is the m ost climate vulnerable mainland African state
(M aplecroft, 2011).

The subnational distribution questions are addressed through an

exam ination o f M alawi governm ent fund allocations in districts.
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The m ulti-scalar fram ework indicates climate vulnerable com munities as the defining actors
in climate justice analysis (Chapter 3).

States, as in the bureaucratic structures receiving

adaptation finance, are themselves not vulnerable to climate change; subnational districts, as
in the geographic locations o f political adm inistrations, are not vulnerable to climate change.
Rather, poor com m unities based in marginal environm ents and experiencing floods, droughts,
storms and land degradation should be the pivotal and defining actors in climate justice
analysis.

Once adaptation finance arrives for im plem entation w ithin a locality, the issue is

to detennine effectiveness in reducing climate risk for com munities. In particular, adaptation
finance m ust have a discernible im pact according to the com munities themselves - and this
must be appreciable relative to on-going inform al adaptations occurring in the absence o f
fonnal funding.

The rem aining questions avail o f past research using participatory

vulnerabihty assessm ents (Chiwaka & Yates, 2005; Care, 2009; Felling, 2007; Van Aalst,
2008; Fazey, Kesby, Evely et al., 2010; Red Cross, 2010) that include com m unity knowledge
into the evaluation o f climate sensitivity and exposure. In addition, adaptation research into
formal (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009; Sovacool, 2012) and inforaial adaptations (Forsyth and
Evans, 2013) provides the conceptual basis. Therefore:
Question 5: Does adaptation finance address what climate vulnerable com m unities perceive
as their clim ate risks?
Question 6: Does adaptation finance enable com munities to attend to more climate risks than
infonnal m easures alone?
Question 7: Does adaptation finance secure greater agency, security and more sustainable
vulnerability reduction than infonnal measures?
Questions 5-7 infonn the study o f the relative reduction in clim ate risk for vulnerable
com m unities in the districts o f Nsanje, Salima and Chikw aw a in M alawi. Fund distribution
could be made to the most climate vulnerable states, and to the m ost vulnerable districts
w ithin that state, but may never make an im pact in terms o f vulnerability reduction. A m ulti
scalar analysis offers a solution: to address climate justice adaptation finance m ust reduce
climate risk for communities most exposed.

Inter- and intra-state distribution holds little

meaning if the reduction fails to take place. Even so, reducing clim ate risk in communities
most in need is contingent upon prior distribution; adaptation finance must exist within
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clim ate vulnerable localities for a reduction in climate risk to occur on account o f these funds.
This offers a form o f substantive justice, “as it is outcom es, and not merely procedures, that
claim to be ju st” (Heywood, 2004: 176).

The m ulti-scalar analysis achieves this by

recognising the process that results in the lessening of clim ate vulnerabilities for com munities
as the prim ary actors in clim ate justice analysis.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 2

Literature Review

The following chapter reviews the climate justice literature and offers solutions to advance
the debate.

Climate justice literature has grown exponentially in recent years, including

insights from perspectives as disparate as ecological economics and political philosophy;
from principles driving action within the climate regime, to com parative studies o f livelihood
options within climate vulnerable localities. The debate is a rich and broad multi- and inter
disciplinary

concern,

incorporating

numerous

actors

and

m ethodological

constructs.

Nevertheless, the literature is dominated by theoretical and conceptual discussions applying
distributive, procedural and cosmopolitan justice frameworks to various aspects o f climate
policy. The few empirical investigations that do exist are often constrained by a single scale
o f analysis.

Finally, a prelim inary case is made for an empirical m ulti-scalar analysis o f

climate justice.

2.1 Introduction
Clim ate change is the basis o f a novel global inequahty through the disjunction between
climate risk and responsibility (Grineski, Collins, Ford et al., 2012). D eveloped states are
predom inantly responsible for causing climate change through present and historical
em issions; while, many developing states experience disproportionate risk to adverse
consequences.

In addition, developing states show little responsibility for causing climate

change (Fiissel, 2010). Yet these same states are projected to lose further social, economic
and physical security relative to other regions (M arkandya 2011; M endelsohn, M orrison,
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Schlesinger and Andronova 2000), which will exacerbate inequality further, erode traditional
livelihoods and feedback to create even greater exposure to climate hazards (Anthroff,
Hepburn and Tol 2009; Bowen, Cochrain and Fankhauser 2012).
The following review outlines research addressing many facets o f climate inequality,
involving political philosophy, state and non-state, economic/market, local level and legal
literatures. These often vary according to which discipline or field addresses climate justice:
each has a tendency to speak to particular actors, scales and methodological construct. An
academic discipline is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as simply a “branch o f learning or
scholarly instruction.” The latter in particular implies the conditioning, to varying degrees, o f
the general approach taken to assimilate and build knowledge and the types o f ontological
assumptions inherent to the process. Alternatively, a field is defined as “a particular branch
of study or sphere o f activity or interest” and is thus is more subject-focused. For instance,
state-based perspectives are often the concern o f IR scholars who apply justice principles to
policy action between states and within the climate regime (Albin, 2001; Femiann, 1997); the
comparing o f regional climate inequity is conducted primarily by economists in terms of
relative damage projections (Fankhauser, 1996; Tol, 2009); likewise, researchers from the
field o f political ecology typically evaluate local level institutions and their capacity to absorb
and adjust to climate change impacts (Braun & Assheuer, 2011; Adger, 2001). Though there
is a possibility o f overlap where, for instance, the study o f climate justice in terms of
governance is very much a trans-disciplinary concern. Nevertheless, all are united in their
endeavour to reveal some aspect o f climate related disadvantage as a justice issue.
There is a tendency for theoretical and conceptual debates to dominate. Indeed, normative
claims are often the main output (Baer, 2006; Adger, Paavola, Huq et a l, 2006; Page, 2008;
Caney, 2009) of research applying cosmopolitan, intergenerational, distributive and
procedural justice. For instance, investigations may concern the rights of persons (Caney,
2006b); the need to provide funding directly to vulnerable people (Harris, 2010); the
distributive implications of irresponsible consumption on future generations (Green, 1977);
procedural implications of accessing funding for the most vulnerable (Grasso, 2010); and the
application o f human security frameworks to fill the gender gap in climate justice research
(Tschakert and Machado, 2012). The objective often appears to be the juxtaposition or fit of
the social issues of climate change to frameworks allowing some form o f justice evaluation.
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The review identifies four Hmitations that consistently appear within the climate justice
literature: first, the research is often inclined to focus on a single and non-interactive scale
that fails to develop any persuasive account o f the types o f actors climate justice
sim ultaneously concerns (Dulal, Bording, Thakar et al., 2010; Beym er-Farris and Bassett,
2012), and com m only excludes interactive relationships o f consequence above and below the
given actor; second, the application o f distributive and procedural frameworks often
supersede em pirical research o f present/past remedial actions - even when such actions are
discussed, the literature often falls back on prescriptive idealistic solutions, such as the
optimal design o f climate policy (Vinuales, 2011), ju st groundw ater m anagem ent (Zagonari,
2012), or adaptation funding m echanism s (Bird, Brown and Schalatek, 2011); third, regime
analysis operationalises indicators with only an indirect association to the subject matter
(Roberts and Parks, 2007); fourth, there is a fixation upon the ethical design o f climate policy
architectures, but w hich offers little in tenns o f outcomes (Grasso, 2010). Therefore, there is
clearly space w ithin the literature for a new empirical research agenda. This review proposes
just such an agenda by first operationalising a suitable proxy indicator for climate justice
which provides findings on some o f the many relevant relationships involved with climate
inequalities and the resultant remedial efforts; second, a m ulti-scalar analysis offers one
m eans to address the simultaneous global-local characteristics associated with climate justice
issues.
Three sections follow: section two surveys the main frameworks; section three summarises
the empirical approaches; section four offers solutions to the limitations w ithin the discussion
and proposes several means by which to advance the debate.

2.2 Frameworks
The following section outlines the m ain climate justice frameworks. These are categorised as
philosophical, state and non-state, econom ic/market, local level and legal. This uncovers the
considerable conceptual and theoretical depth o f clim ate justice as a subject matter and
incorporates many issues relating to distribution, procedures, human rights, cosmopolitanism
and climate change negotiations to name but a few.

The main concepts, frameworks and
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methodologies are to some extent dependent on the discipline or field approaching the subject,
and its subsequent unique fram ing o f the debate.

2.2.1 Philosophical
Philosophical debates concern the distribution o f costs/resources, within and across space and
time.

The debate recently m oved tow ard the ethical and justice im plications o f climate

change policy, policy architectures and political institutions. This offers the capacity to make
norm ative evaluations concerning present/future (state or individual) rights, clim ate
conservation, ju st political institutions and climate policy; nevertheless, there are em pirical
limitations; assessm ents o f the character and dynam ics o f institutions and policy reveal little
in terms o f their consequences. The m ost appropriate place to begin is with Rawls.
The difference principle is the basis o f the majority o f climate justice debates (Rawls, 1972).
Liberal egalitarian distributive justice is a synthesis o f political equality and econom ic
liberty: if citizens o f a liberal dem ocratic polity (Rawls, 1985) are oblivious to their position
w ithin a society - confined behind a veil o f ignorance - they will approve o f unequal
resource distributions beneficial to the m ost disadvantaged.

Criticisms surround the

assum ption o f man being concerned with hum an rights (Caney, 2006a) and om ission o f
cultural values (Sandel, 1988), but distributive justice is at the foundation o f m ost climate
justice research, philosophical or otherwise.
Researchers began exploring the ethics o f intergenerational distributive justice

and

environm ental responsibility (Green, 1977). Distributive aspects o f intergenerational climate
change issues concern safeguarding fumre generations through equitable sacrifices according
to present means.
instance,

the

Later research focuses on changes in policy-resource decisions.

naturalist-preventionist approach

imposes

constrains

on

the

For

pervasive

exploitation o f ecological systems and thereby protects biological diversity in the long run
(Norton, 1989: 137); the no worse o ff approach suggests non-renewable resources, and their
side effects, should be com pensated to the extent that no future generation suffers more
environm ental degradation than that which presently exists. The latter being the preferable
option for a rational actor unaware o f the generation they will inhabit.

O ther researchers

reject the utilitarian models, and apply the concept o f sustainabilitarianism (sustainability as a
guiding principle) as a w ay to circumnavigate intergenerational discounting (Roem er, 2011).
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It is im portant to m ention here that Rawls never developed distributive justice to
accom m odate future generations (Vanderheiden, 2008).

Nevertheless, distributive justice

m eans m any other things to climate justice scholars.
Further perspectives m odify or reconceptualise distribution-based climate justice frameworks.
Some signify ethical em issions allocation, such as the inherent egalitarianism o f per capita
entitlem ents, or the intrinsic utilitarianism o f willingness to pay (Grubb, 1995). Conversely,
many adopt distribution related principles. An exam ple is the M axim in principle - the worst
consequences o f not taking precautionary action are w orse than the worst consequences o f
taking it (M cKinnon, 2009); or the equal proportionality in intergenerational costs principle
(M oellendorf, 2009). R ecent research argues for a distributional typology o f burden sharing
dividing positive and negative duties (Duus-Otterstrom and Jagers, 2012), or a com plete re
think to recognise our responsibility to nature (Jamieson, 2010) and biodiversity loss (Rosales,
2009).

Though many are concerned that incorporating multiple and com peting justice

distributive principles inhibits progress in international climate negotiations (Vanderheiden,
2013), due to problems with hannonising such abstract notions with practice.

One

perspective that has grown in popularity, as least for certain large developing states, is
cosmopolitan justice.
The concept o f cosm opolitanism displays application to the subject: justice must be
decoupled....from the territorial bounds o f the state (M altais, 2008: 594); imagining a
borderless world with a focus on the wellbeing o f individuals (Barry, 1999; Caney, 2006a);
w here a wrong done anywhere is felt everywhere. For instance, this illustrates how the very
actions that are designed to address intergenerational justice themselves determ ine which
individuals will live in the future (Page, 1999); to show how persons have com m on human
rights not to suffer the ill-effects o f climate change (Caney, 2006b); and highlight the perils
o f social discounting today for potentially w ealthier future individuals (Caney, 2009); or if
people’s interests count equally, and if continued availability o f natural resources affects
w elfare, then current generations ought rationally to com m it themselves to the practice o f
conservation.
N ew concerns surround the developm ent and continuity o f political institutions and treaties.
Some scholars apply cosm opolitanism to justify expanding dom estic political institutions to
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supranational entities with capacity to m eet the challenges o f climate change mitigation
(M altais, 2008).

N evertheless, some are sceptical whether a distributive climate treaty is

possible w ithout securing paretianism - all parties receiving an optimal deal (Posner and
W eisbach, 2010).

Conversely, others argue against state institutions governing adaptation

finance, because funds should facilitate hum an welfare rather than provide com pensation to
states

(Harris

and

Symons,

2010).

Contractualists

explain

the

detrimental

effect

environm ental policy has on dem ocratic political rights o f fiiture generations (Beckman,
2008); or the rejection o f deliberative dem ocracy due to the issue o f non-identity (Heyward,
2008).
Researchers have recently begun to apply justice (the rights people have) and ethical (how
people should behave) frameworks to individual climate policies.

Distributive and

procedural justice is used to attribute responsibility for financing climate change adaptation
and develop equity criteria to understand ju st funding architectures (Grasso, 2010; 2010a).
Others debate ethical emissions trading (Singer, 2004; Caney, 2010; Page, 2011). Schemes
aid the realisation o f cosm opolitanism as each person is entitled to an equal per capita share
o f the atm osphere (Singer, 2004); or that com m odification o f carbon, or the fact this trading
am ounts to paying others to perfonn your civic duty, holds no inherent injustice (Caney,
2010); and the use o f markets is not a substantive challenge in term s o f m itigating global
w anning as an objective (Page, 2011).

There are also reservations.

Evaluating carbon

trading according to distributive outputs fails to recognise effectiveness (Schuppert, 2011);
and assim ilates the values o f economists (equality o f opportunity to engage the market),
violating procedural frameworks and pohtical legitim acy for those with low er incomes
(Aldred, 2012; Page, 2012).

2.2.2 State Based Analyses
State based literature conceptualises climate justice w ithin the practice o f climate
negotiations. M itigation responsibilities, em ission reductions, liability for clim ate impacts,
atm ospheric rights and bargaining with pow er disparities are the main concerns (Sagar and
Bunuri, 1999). Justice has long been problem atic to assimilate between states. Scepticism
regarding international justice has been apparent since the writings o f Thucydides,
M achiavelli and Hobbes (M cCarthy, 1998).

M any state-based approaches recognise order
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over justice, or acknowledge order as a precondition for justice.

The decentralised and

anarchic international political system structures this outcome (Brown, 1995). Sovereign and
autonom ous states are obstacles to achieving and m aintaining justice in international politics
(M cCarthy, 1998). Nevertheless, some state-based scholars recognise justice as a reality.
The concept o f climate justice is articulated and contextualised through a range o f principles,
frameworks, criteria and analytical approaches analysing the practice o f inter-state climate
negotiations. Retributive justice is used to recognise the states causing clim ate change as
responsible for remedial efforts (Paterson, 2001). This underlies much UNFCCC discourse,
such as com mon but differentiated responsibilities and polluter-pays (FemianLn, 1997); and
has clear associations with the no hann principle, requiring states to avoid ham iing the
environm ent o f others, and when failing to do so, rem edy the damage caused (Albin, 2001;
58). However, practice dictates that harm done needs to be acknow ledged by both parties
through evidence from scientific com munities (Haas, 1992). Conversely, distributive justice
is also applied within state-based debates. This describes schemes that involve distributing
costs (or benefits) among interdependent parties (Paterson, 2001).

However, little

recognition is given to inter-generational justice issues in international negotiations questions o f justice within existing generations clearly affect the bargains states can make
and the pow er relations between them.

Inter-generational issues are intangible and

impractical for international negotiations and the realities o f inter-state bargaining. Yet, the
guiding and facilitation o f state-state deliberation is a prim ary focus o f this literature.
M ore nuanced approaches aim to secure justice within climate change negotiations: per
capita approaches (favoured by India and China) recom m end each person be given equal
carbon emission rights, allowing developing states greater agency for uninhibited economic
growth (Parks and Roberts, 2010).

This is cosmopolitan justice in practice within

international negotiations (Caney, 2006; M altais, 2008); historical responsibility incorporates
past emissions so states service their carbon debt (Parks and Roberts, 2010: 139), though
some question w hether individuals can be held responsible as a collective when under
authoritarian control (Beckman, 2012).

This represents intergenerational justice in the

practice o f international climate negotiations (Paterson, 2001). Alternatively, hum an rights
are used for m obilisation purposes, connecting issues o f hum an developm ent with
environm ental protection through a clim ate justice framing (N icholson and Chong, 2011).
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One o f the earhest contributions is the m ost conceptually challenging (Ferm ann, 1997).
Designed for the Kyoto negotiations (COP 3), the need was for moral principles to allocate
costs o f abatem ent when considering em ission disparities from uneven developm ent: the
equal entitlements criterion requires “humans to have an equal right to a share o f the global
com m ons” (p. 181); the ability-to-pay criterion entails the “costs o f com bating climate
change be distributed according to a nation’s ability to pay” (p. 183); finally, the reasonable
emissions criteria involves states “em itting m ore than w hat is deem ed reasonable to support a
consistent, modest standard o f living, accepting higher abatement costs than states facing
poverty” (p. 183). Together, these constitute a single framework capable o f incorporating
historical responsibility by identifying culpability, acknowledging the right to pollute by
poorer states, and the right o f all humans to an equal share o f the commons. Nevertheless,
there are reservations that creating static justice formulae inhibits successful negotiations
(M uller, 2001), due to the need for flexibility when transferring principles into the practice o f
international political bargaining.
State based literature conceptualises climate justice within the practice o f climate
negotiations.

In many senses, philosophical concepts are transferred from theory into

practice. Essentially, the concern is abatem ent costs, emission allowances and the bargaining
dilemm a o f uneven development. W hat constitutes as ju st is often som ew hat shallow, but the
merit is in the application.

These scholars aim to aid international negotiations between

states - though recent publications have becom e fewer and more recent scholarship calls for
greater recognition o f non-state actors (Keohane & Victor, 2011).

2.2.3 Governance
Governance based climate justice literature focuses on the climate regim e, and by using a
regim e framing there is an aw areness o f private non-state actors delivering on pledges made
by state institutions (Auer, 2000; Betsill & Bulkeley, 2006; Okereke, Bulkeley and Schroeder,
2009).

State-based paradigm s (liberal institutionalism in particular) offer an incomplete

conceptualisation o f regim e by not recognising the role o f non-state actors (Okereke,
Bulkeley and Schroeder, 2009; Okereke, 2010) and nonns in global clim ate change
governance (Okereke, 2006).

Governance scholars often question the dom inance o f the

nation state and dem arcations betw een international and domestic arenas (O kereke, Bulkeley
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and Schroeder, 2009).

They recognise global environm ental problem s as sim ultaneously

global and local, and incorporate a broad array o f actors (Auer, 2000), which is shown
through research such as on the CCP (Cities for Climate Protection) transnational network
(Betsill and Bulkeley, 2006).
The prim ary focus o f the governance literature on climate justice is discourse analysis that
indicates m arket justice as a reality.

They offer evidence o f a regim e setting w hereby

distributive justice is superseded by cost effectiveness, as regim e actions must be in
accordance with neoliberal values (Okereke, 2006).

For instance, the equity norm o f

com mon but differentiated responsibility is assim ilated into the regim e structure only because
many policy actions [i.e. CDM (Clean D evelopm ent M echanism ) and the deforestation
regime] are in accordance with neo-liberal ideas o f m arket-based solutions (Okereke, 2008;
Okereke and Dooley, 2010).

W ithout this correspondence, such initiatives simply carmot

materialise w ithin an era when neo-liberalism is the dom inant ideology.

Recent research

moves beyond discourse analysis by investigating justice im plications o f groundw ater
m anagem ent in Brazil, and in particular, the opportunity cost between the econom ic and
social sectors (Zagonari, 2010).

2.2.4 Economic/Market
Economic researchers place m onetary values on socio-economic damages o f climate hazards,
model physical effects, and confirm cost inequalities. Climate justice is understood through
equity or equity weighting. The national income o f particular countries is more vulnerable to
climate change than others and models enable the w eighting o f socio-econom ic factors.
Conversely, intergenerational justice is included through the social discount rate and analysis
o f the CDM incorporates aspects o f procedural justice. Econom ic approaches are one o f the
few areas with empirical capability.

Nevertheless, there are lim itations to cost-benefit

analysis. In particular, the dangers o f reductionism, aggregation and utility focused analysis.
Early m odels w eight societal costs o f climate variation (dim inishing crop yields and oceanic
elevations causing land loss) and m itigation, resulting in w orse-case scenarios o f 2% annual
declines in global economic output (Nordhaus, 1991); other forecasts place the figure at $28
per ton o f carbon by 2020 (Fankhauser, 1994); regional variation models show disparities
regarding the cost o f adaptation, the positive econom ic impacts in some developed countries
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and the incorporation of non-market factors, such as the proliferation o f malaria (Fankhauser
and Tol, 1996).

When combining future scenarios, spatial dynamics, sectoral features,

response ftinctions and potential adaptive capacity, the weakening of global economic
welfare is thought to be moderate, but with African countries suffering significantly more
negative effects of climate change relative to the developed world (Mendelsohn, Morrison,
Schlesinger et al., 2000).
The call o f economists is often investment now to lessen costs tomorrow, which has positive
implications for intergenerational justice. It is suggested that a present day armual investment
of 1% of GDP will stop a potential future cost o f 20% o f armual GDP (Stem, 2007), or a
carbon price (much higher than the $2 per ton in 2006 and 2007) that reflects social costs and
risks (Harriss-White, 2008).
accuracy o f this research.

Nevertheless, some scholars have reservations around the

Spash (2007) expresses that simply adding projected costs o f

damages from climate change to costs of adaptation and then subtracting this from projected
GDP is rudimentary. The uncertainty of cause-effect relationships, the over-dependence on
operationalised data and adapting existing theoretical models to complex climate futures
bring the application of orthodox theory into question.
Economic literature often focuses on climate equity. Attempts to synthesise efficiency and
equity in emission abatement are thought achievable, but problems of temporal and spatial
variation and enduring structural inequalities remain (Tol, 2001). Relative climate impacts
are greater in low-income countries, with significant welfare loss for Sub-Saharan Africa,
possibly reaching one quarter of annual income (Tol, 2009: 35).

Conversely, equity

weighting is a further area of research with justice implications, reflecting both the variation
in climate change impacts and differences in development. Anthoff, Hepburn and Tol (2009)
analyse the marginal damage costs of carbon emissions when incorporating these disparities.
Both intra-regional and subnational distribution of income determines the allocation o f
climate change impacts. Conversely, social discounting is analogous to equity weighting but
transferred to intergenerational justice (Baer, 2009) and shows the outcomes if risk to future
generations is handled in accordance with laws regulating risk to contemporaries (Davidson,
2006). However, Ackerman (2008) rejects that a minimal saving today will safeguard the
future. A high discount rate is inadequate and emphasises incorporating low discount rates to
account for potential far off future consequences.
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Some directly apply the concepts o f climate justice or fairness. Sniden (2010) analyses the
m ost just allocation o f climate change costs.

The per-capita approach comports optimally

w ith the goals o f understanding the atmosphere as com m on property and culpability based on
harm ful actions to others. There are debates about the legitim acy o f the CDM as an
institution (Lovbrand, 2008). A trade-off exists between the procedural ideal o f guaranteeing
actors affected by a CDM project a voice in the project design and im plem entation, with the
effectiveness o f the CDM institution; procedural justice is thought to only be possible with
the inclusion o f affected actors and this imperative supersedes project efficiency. Pittel and
Rubbelke (2013) investigate the role o f support for m itigation and adaptation in developing
countries in increasing a given agent’s fairness perception; and in turn how fairness may
influence negotiations on mitigation.
Economic approaches to climate justice have the most critics.

Econom ic theory tends to

understand efficiency as simply aggregated welfare, without explaining welfare re
distribution within the context o f climate change. Justice is often secondary within economic
frameworks (Sniden, 2010). If some benefit at the expense o f others, such an arrangem ent is
acceptable as long as economic optimisation is achieved. Further, m arket based solutions are
questioned. Lohm ann (2010) explains ignorance-creation via carbon markets, such as the use
o f dirty technology (often in the developing world) to secure emission cuts.

Finally,

advocacy based criticisms indicate the need for a regulatory reform o f the capitalist system ’s
ills o f fossil fuel consum ption (Storm, 2009). Their solution is to increase equity within
institutions by going beyond carbon trading or technocratic discussions towards more
equitable outcomes.

2.2.5 Local Level
The vulnerability fram ework theorises the social justice im plications o f climate change risk at
the local level and offers solutions through adaptation.
epistem ology

from

the outset,

Justice is infused within the

essentially through an appreciation

o f the multiple

disadvantages many households and communities experience in developing countries. The
climate justice debate focuses on funding the process o f adaptation - the duty o f the
developed w orld to provide finance to facilitate the necessary behavioural adjustments, and
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the right o f poor and cUmate vulnerable com m unities o f the developing w orld to receive.
Though it is w orth initially focusing on the interesting conceptual basis this literature stands.
Local level climate justice literature inherits a social justice framework from political ecology
and reconstructs “environm ental explanations and interventions in favour o f the m ost
vulnerable” (Forsyth, 2008: 762).

Political ecology documents environm ental problem s in

the developing w orld as a function o f the broader political econom y (Blaikie, 1985).

The

focus is on poverty, com pounded disadvantage and marginalisation, am ounting to an
epistem ology o f social justice (Low & Gleeson, 1998; Forsyth, 2008; Bryant & Jarosz, 2004).
V ulnerability is the theoretical basis for exposure and sensitivity to disasters, including
climate change. Natural disasters seldom exist in any absolute sense - social, political and
economic (but also caste, ethnicity, gender and so on) factors all determ ine vulnerability
(Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al., 1994).

In essence, the im mediate injustice arises as

“vulnerability is correlated with socio-economic position...and as a rule, the poor suffer more
from hazards than the rich” (Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al., 1994: 9).
From the above standpoint developed climate adaptation perspectives - the ability to
anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from disaster (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon et al., 2004).
Each household or com m unity’s capacity to adapt is itself a function o f num erous and
com pounded vulnerabilities (Adger, 2006; Brooks, A dger and Kelly, 2005).

Several

vulnerabilities m ay be present at once, including: economic factors, such as an actor’s
endowm ents (means o f producing or owning resources) or entitlements (access to incom e)
(Sen, 1983); political vulnerabilities, such as variation in access to state infrastructure (roads,
hospitals, schools...etc.) (Raleigh, 2010); or more institutional shortcom ings, such as
inadequate and inflexible governance structures (Adger, Lorenzoni and O ’Brien, 2009; Gupta,
Term eer, Klosterm ann, 2010).

Therefore, the adaptation literature serves as a persuasive

fram ework from which to analyse climate justice in developing countries.
The local level climate justice literature focuses on adaptation and the means to facilitate the
process. First, the developed w orld is recognised as responsible for creating clim ate change.
Second, developed states are to com pensate local level actors in the developing w orld by
aiding the adaption process (A dger 8l Paavola, 2006) through channelling funds from the
developed w orld (A dger & Paavola, 2006; Barnett & Adger, 2003).

A dger and Paavola
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(2006) m ake the important link betw een burden sharing between developed states, the level
o f financial assistance to vulnerable actors, and clim ate justice. Additionally, these scholars
edit the core text on adaptation and climate justice, w ith a specific concentration on what
could and should be done to best facilitate adaptation (A dger & Paavola, 2006), including
applying distributive and procedural frameworks to funding efforts o f the U NFCCC (Mace,
2005).
Recent research documents the institutional, language and technology barriers o f aiding
climate vulnerable communities, such as poor inform ation and action coordination and
targeting actors with an already existing engagem ent with interventions (Harvey, 2011);
others com pare Juarez (M exico) with El Paso (US) and show how lower socio-economic
groupings face a heightened risk from extreme heat, floods and peak ozone (Grinski, Collins,
Ford et al., 2012).

2.2.6 Legal
The legal literature applies litigation and rights-based fram eworks to climate change issues.
There are debates about the legitimacy o f rem edial institutions; reservations about the
application o f law to climate change issues, due to uncertainty, the contextual and time
dependent nature o f impacts, and the com plexity o f attributing causation to climate change.
Analogous to the state-based literature, legal scholars often take the state as the principal
actor (Goldsmith

& Posner, 2005) and includes various legal and litigation-based

perspectives. Early research applies tort principles to clim ate change, in order to justify who
will bear the costs associated with adverse effects.

These include reducing the costs of

accidents and corrective justice and m aking the costs payable to those who use/used the most
fossil fuels (Penalver, 1998).

Others evaluate the application of tort litigation to climate

adaptation via damage to property (G rossm an, 2003), the application o f free, prior and
inform ed consent for indigenous peoples (Atapattu, 2013), or public nuisance litigation as a
foundation for clim ate justice (Abate, 2010). Also, hum an rights issues exist in the massive
hum an and humanitarian crises ignored by technical m arket solutions to clim ate change,
m oderate political reform s, and stalled treaty efforts (Barcelos, Hicks and M arlow , 2010:
193). Finally, some expect climate adaptation law and policy to follow the law o f the horse,
whereby calls for a new specialised sub-field o f legal studies transpire in practice to simple
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application of general laws (Ruhl & Salzman, 2013).

Yet this explores little in terms of

remedial efforts.
Another recent concern is incorporating justice into climate change actions with remedial
benefits. Burkett (2008) claims that just clim ate policy entails the introduction of a CDM to
supplem ent the cap-and-trade schem e within the U S, which in turn can fund domestic
adaptation. There is also apprehension that the north-south dichotomy w ithin the principle o f
common but differentiated responsibilities is too simplisitic given developm ent disparities
within developing states (Farber, 2013); some see a lack o f fair solutions within UNFCCC
actions, which inhibit participation from the developing world and are flawed in assuming
developm ent and em ission reductions operate concurrently (Johnson, 2009); others find gaps
between the theory o f climate fairness and the m anner in which considerations o f fairness
operate in practice - m eaning political considerations should balance with effectiveness
(Vinuales, 2011).

Institutional agency is shown through the US Environmental Protection

Agency refusing to recognise the Clean A ir Act as incorporating climate change issues and as
a consequence declined to act (Gostin, 2007).

Conversely, some researchers question the

possibility o f applying climate change to domestic or international law. M cDonald (2011)
summarises the main doubts as: (1) high levels of uncertainty in cause and effect; (2) the
context-specific character o f clim ate impacts; (3) the known time lag between emissions and
impacts; and (4) the interaction between the physical impacts of clim ate change and other
social and econom ic stressors.
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T able 2.1: Clim ate ju stic e literature
D iscipline or F ield

U nit/C om m on M ethod

Strengths

Political Philosophy

N orth, South, states, individuals, past or future
generations / C onceptual deliberation

D ev elo p m en t o f the main
clim ate ju stice concepts

IR

States, international clim ate forum s /
A pplication o f ju stice fram eworks

C onceptual to o ls to elucidate
and explain state behaviour

G overnance

State and non-state actors addressing clim ate
change / D iscou rse A n alysis

R eco g n ises dom inance o f
m arket-based governance

Econom ics

G lobal, regions, continents, states, incom e
groups / cost-benefit analysis

Q uantifies costs and benefits
and equates w ith responsibility

A daptation

C om m unities in d evelop in g w orld /
D istributive and procedural fram eworks

Fram ework to understand local
agency in addressing risk

Legal

States, citizen s, private com panies/L egal
fram eworks

D esig n in g m eans to litigate
against those responsible

In summation, the approaches o f the various disciplines and fields are set out on Table 2.1.
Overall, the review reveals a general tendency for researchers to apply existing disciplinary
or field-based concepts, frameworks and methodologies to climate justice issues.

Ideas o f

distribution, procedures, human rights and so on, are transferred, m anipulated and reforaied
depending on the perspective.

Some show strengths in tenns o f the elucidation o f actors,

such as com m unities in the developing world within the adaptation literature. Others provide
substantive findings on issues o f climate equity, such as research into national level costs
within the economic literature.

However, the principal w eakness o f the climate justice

literature is the lack o f empirical analysis appropriate to climate justice as a m ulti-faceted
subject. For instance, econom ic researchers tend to approach analyses that are too aggregated
(and often operationalised) to uncover the situation o f climate vulnerable communities
existing at the local level; adaptation scholars adopt approaches that are too disaggregated
and have little conception o f state or international processes; alternatively, the textual
analysis o f policy architectures com mon throughout the literatures can often only evaluate
aspirations related to structural design and not actions that can reveal something o f the
consequences.

W hat follows further details this perspective on the limitations o f climate

justice literature.
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2.3 Methodological Limitations
The following section explores the methodological limitations o f existing climate justice
research. The dominance o f case study analysis spatially and tem porally constrains research;
second, applying distributive and procedural frameworks to climate change policy and
fianding architectures offers little in terms o f substantive outcomes; third, quantitative studies
are limited to ratification o f international climate change agreements to operationalise the
subject.

2.3.1 Case Study Dominance
Case studies represent a significant portion o f the em pirical analysis o f climate justice (Dulal,
Eroding, Thakar et al., 2010; Paavola, 2006; Thom as & Twyman, 2005).

These include

analysis o f peoples’ capital assets (human, social, natural, physical and financial asset) to
cope with climate variability (Dulal, Broding, Thakar et al., 2010); predicted climate impacts,
and future vulnerabilities in Tanzania (Paavola, 2006); the justice issues o f local natural
resource use in Nam ibia and Botswana (Thomas and Twyman, 2005); the domestic
distribution o f adaptation funding, and the inequalities o f pow er and resource distribution
w ithin Kenya (Eriksen and Lind, 2009). Recent research analyses injustice towards forestreliant com m unities in Tanzania through their transition from com m unity-based resource
m anagem ent to fortress conservation (Beym er-Farris and Bassett, 2012); and the injustice o f
transgenic seed varieties, which violate M exican culture o f seed hybridisation (M ercer,
Perales and W ainwright, 2012). The identification o f location specific (in)justice provides
im portant know ledge to the debate. Nevertheless, the causes and consequences o f climate
injustice are sim ultaneously global and local, with only partial answers derived from case
studies.

2.3.2 Distributive and Procedural Justice
The application o f justice frameworks to climate change policy represents another
com m onality in the literature.

Such investigations range from the distributive justice

contained w ithin the U N FC C C ’s Climate Change Convention (Paavola and Adger, 2006;
Okereke, 2006; 2010), to the justice o f proposals for the U N FC C C ’s Reducing Emission
from Deforestation and Forest D egradation scheme (Okereke, 2009).

O ther research
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identifies fair process witiiin the text(s) o f cHmate funds, through proposing financing by
culpable actors and allocation according to vulnerability (Grasso, 2010a); or the distributive
and procedural justice im m anent to A daptation Fund’s internal communications.
To be concise, policy proposals, international agreements or financing architectures inforni
analysis about adherence to structural ideals. However, this explains little in term s o f actions
and outcomes. Proposals often fail to develop into agreements; agreements often result in
partial compliance; financing architectures may be more indicative o f aspirations, rather than
that which transpires into practice.

2.3.3 Quantitative Analysis
To date, quantitative climate justice analysis involves essentially three studies.

Grineski,

Collins, Ford et al. (2012) analyse the climate risk o f Juarez (M exico) and El Paso (US) to
find lower social class neighborhoods face increased risks from extreme heat, floods and peak
ozone in El Paso. Roberts and Parks (2006; 2010) claim that global inequality erodes trust o f
poorer states in international negotiations and measure justice through regression analysis o f
the propensity o f states to join international climate change agreements (Roberts and Parks,
2007); they find civil society indicators, such as public voice measures and num ber o f NGOs,
display a strong relafionship with treaty ratification.

Conversely, Stadelmarm, Persson,

Ratajczak-Juszko et al. (2013) focus on the finance distribution record o f the Adaptation
Fund; they find that finance is distributed to countries with low climate vulnerability ranking,
high per-capita income and thus show an inequity in distribution. There are two principle
limitations from the first two studies outlined above. Grineski, Collins, Ford et al. (2012)
provide findings o f injustice in term s o f impacts alone.

Roberts and Parks (2007) assume

climate change agreements have a redistributive effect for the adversely affected and that
such actions have a positive effect on local level actors experiencing climate change. All o f
which questions treaty ratification as a proxy for climate justice.

2.3.4 Ethics of Climate Policy
New philosophical debates concern the ethical dim ensions o f climate policy, such as
em ission trading. Arguments against relate to the supersession o f environm ental values by
financial incentives, challenges to inclusivity and impartiality, inequality exacerbation and
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commodification o f the environment. Some claim that such perspectives are not credible as
long as policymakers ensure: a) monies raised go to adaptation in developing world; b)
developing states have a voice in the process; and c) environmental values are not eroded
(Page, 2011). Further, Caney (2010) refutes the commodification argument. Trading permits
lack many features o f private ownership: persons essentially buy use rights; emission markets
are designed to protect our world; and upstream auctions do not rescind the civic
responsibility of emissions trading. Though such approaches are not confined to emissions
trading.
The justice implications of Reduced Emission from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD)
are a further concern. Research indicates the exclusion of indigenous knowledge from the
policy process, because policy is designed by natural science and economics research
institutions (Hiraldo and Tanner, 2011). Others debate the REDD trade-off between equity,
environmental effectiveness and cost-efficiency, which lead to different outcomes (Cattaneo,
Lubouiski, Busch et al., 2010); or procedural justice implications o f carbon project design
(Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013). If equity is evaluated as the financial incentive relative to the
opportunity costs of participation, then the most equitable approach is to compensate
emissions reductions while withholding part o f the payments to compensate for carbon stock.
Ethical arguments concern how people should safeguard the environment, or enact remedial
efforts (Svoboda, 2012).

Climate justice involves recognition that people have rights in

relation to climate change, an acknowledgement that rights are violated, and compensatory
actions are taken (Farber, 2007).

The ultimate effect o f compensatory actions is not a

concern of this literature. In short, those that experience injustices o f climate policy are often
neither consulted nor investigated. Rather, the structural dynamics of institutions, and their
fit with ethical principles, appear as the primary focus.

2.4 Solutions
The findings of the literature review show that climate justice research is constrained by a
single and non-interactive scale of analysis (see Section 1.4 for a clarifying explanation of
scale within this context); the dominance of theoretical and conceptual debates; observational
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analyses are inclined towards case study investigations or applying o f justice fram eworks to
financing architectures and international agreem ents/policies.

W hat follows propose

solutions to these limitations.

2.4.1 New Quantitative Approach
A nalytical tools need to develop a means to m ove beyond case study research and
accom m odate more o f the macro characteristics o f climate justice issues. The field requires a
quantifiable proxy m easure that persuasively operationalises climate justice.

Adaptation

finance offers a tangible and measurable proxy for clim ate justice and equity (recent
applications include Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013; Ciplet, Roberts and
Khan, 2013).

A daptation finance is a means for the developed world to compensate the

developing world for the adverse effects o f climate change (Farber, 2007; Hulme, O ’Neill
and Dessai, 2012; Clark, 2012), by fianding the necessary behavioural adjustm ents to lessen
climate risk. Climate resilience, adaptation and capacity building interventions are financed
from fiands such as the Special Climate Change Fund, LDC Fund (Dessai, 2003), specifically
designed grants and concessional loans (Clapp, Ellis, Benn et al., 2012), or aspects o f the Fast
Start Finance promised in Copenhagen 2009 (Stadelmann, Brown and Hom lein, 2012). The
patterns o f adaptation finance distribution provide substantive insight into the global
relationships between donors and climate vulnerable recipients (Ayers, 2009; Barr,
Fankhauser and Hamilton, 2010).

Analyses o f adaptation finance can change the climate

justice debate towards a more outcomes focused approach that investigates the circumstances
o f those with first hand experience o f climate variability and change.

2.4.2 Multi-Scalar Approach
Climate justice analyses often fail to uncover the cross scale linkages o f the subject. Single
scale analysis cannot identify interactive cormections to other scales (Cash & M oser, 2000),
suppressing cross-scale dynamics and interplay between hierarchies o f institutions (Cash,
Adger, Berkes et al., 2006) and foregoing the m ulti-scalar dynam ics o f the process (Haila,
2000). M eadowcroft (2002) explains an increased com plexity in environm ental management,
as global institutions formulate policy, which is then integrated into national policy and
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im plem ented on lower levels. This rescaling o f global environmental politics (Andonova and
M itchell, 2010) has been given little recognition in climate justice research.
The utility o f such an application can perhaps best be shown through environm ental justice
research.

For instance, activist objections to proposed electrical transm ission lines at the

county level instigate local strategic responses that influence the siting o f regulatory
procedures (Towers, 2000); in addition, opposition groups on multiple scales opposed the
established waste incineration sites in Ireland (Davies, 2006).

Alternatively, how actors

appeal to different scales over various facets o f environm ental injustice (Kurtz, 2003). M ulti
scalar climate change research analyse cross-scale dynam ics o f coping with climate change,
through institutions, villages and households (Osbahr, Twyman, A dger et al., 2008).

The

issue is to bring this perspective into the climate justice debate.
One solution is to construct a m ulti-scalar analysis o f adaptation finance distribution. This
involves tracing funds from donation to im plem entation as a process, through interacting
scales o f analysis: inter-state and intra-state distribution and local level effectiveness.

The

main contribution o f Chapter 3 is to establish the conceptual basis and design o f a m ulti
scalar analysis o f climate justice, one which has the capacity to em pirically follow adaptation
finance to ground level im plem entation.

2.5 Conclusion
The review detailed the approaches to climate justice, their strengths, and shortcomings and
then proposed solutions. The clim ate justice literature is multi-faceted and multi-disciplinary,
and with considerable scope to address the subject.

To offer a far from exhaustive

summarisation, it possesses the m eans to show unequal responsibilities and costs o f climate
change, understand the most appropriate climate policy and architectures, the legality o f
climate problem s, local level m anagem ent o f climate change and how to conduct ju st
international climate negotiations.
Nevertheless, the associated literatures’ have several consistent limitations.

M any have a

tendency to apply pre-existing disciplinary and field-based concepts, frameworks and
methodologies to climate justice issues. Ideas around ethics, distribution, procedures, hum an
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rights and state behaviour are fitted to climate justice issues depending on the perspective.
Some show great capacity to elucidate actors, such as states in political science or IR, or
households and com munities in the developing world within the adaptation literature.
However, these perspectives seldom increase the scope o f actors and this approach has
shortcom ings when addressing global and com plex subjects such as climate justice. However,
the principal weakness o f the literature is the empirical analysis, and in particular, the lack o f
attention given to evaluating remedial efforts.

For instance, economic approaches are too

aggregated (and often poorly operationalised) to uncover w here climate vulnerability is
experienced, on the ground on the developing world.

A daptation approaches are too

disaggregated and so have little conception o f inter- and intra-state processes that im pact on
what is realised at lower scales.
As a result, this review concludes with a proposal to develop a m ulti-scalar analysis with the
operationalisation o f climate justice through adaptation finance distribution and effectiveness.
This approach has the capacity to trace funds as remedial efforts from international transfer to
ground level im plem entation, through several interacting scales o f analysis. The objective is
to understand w hether those who experience climate change are receiving a disproportionate
share o f funds relative to those with medium or low vulnerability, and whether, finally, this
results in a reduction o f climate risk for com munities concerned. The design o f a framework
for a m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate is the main contribution o f Chapter 3.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 3

The Necessity of a Multi-Scalar Analysis of Climate
Justice
Published in Progress in Human Geography

The following chapter suggests that a multi-scalar and interdisciplinary construct is required
to analyse chmate justice as an appraisal of the distribution of climate finance for adaptation.
The analysis of climate jusdce necessitates a determination o f whether the inter- and intra
state distribution and ultimate effectiveness o f climate finance for adaptation is realised
across and between scales. The previous chapter found current approaches to climate justice
lacking in empirical research that can incorporate multiple scales. Using climate finance for
adaptation projects as a proxy, the chapter applies theoretical frameworks from Geography
and Political Science to realise climate justice as an accumulative top-down process.

3.1 Introduction
The following chapter suggests that a multi-scalar and interdisciplinary construct is required
to analyse climate justice in an appraisal of the distribution of climate finance for adaptation
(from here termed adaptafion finance). The climate justice debate within the adaptation
literature has many associations within geography, through its evolution from the early
political ecology literature and the disaster literature of the 1990s onwards (Adger, 2001;
Blaikie, 1985; Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al., 1994; Adger and Paavola, 2006). This research
possesses the capacity to identify local level actors in the developing world who experience
climate injusfice, based on the exacerbation of pre-existing socio-economic inequalities
through climate change. Nevertheless, for a more comprehensive understanding o f climate
justice, this chapter avails of Geography’s ability to identify multi-scalar processes within an
interdisciplinary framework. The definition o f what constitutes interdisciplinary research has
long been essentially contested (Meeth, 1978). To facilitate the proceeding of this framework

and thesis, an often-cited and helpful definition from Klein and Newell (1998) expresses
interdisciplinary studies as follows:
“A process o f answering a question, solving a problem, or addressing a topic that is
too broad or complex to be dealt with adequately by a single discipline or
profession... [and] drawing on disciplinary perspectives and integrates their
insights through construction o f a more comprehensive perspective. ” (p. 393-4)
In the remainder of this framework chapter, and for the thesis overall, interdisciplinary will
refer to an inductive process of incorporating insights generally understood to be located
within two or more disciplines.

It is also important to clarify the meaning of inequalities within the context of climate justice
analysis. The core inequalities are responsibility for, capability in responding to, and the
experiencing of the adverse effects o f climate change. Recent work by Fiissel (2010) finds a
double inequality through developing states having Httle responsibility in causing climate
change and a low capability of resisting/recovering from its effects. Coupled with this is the
exacerbation of vulnerability to their food security and human health. Miranda, Hastings,
Aldy et al. (2011) conclude that developing states will be more adversely affected by
temperature rises than developed states. Responsibility for anthropogenic climate change is
unequal due to disparities in past and present resource use in developed states since the
Industrial Revolution (Meams and Norton, 2010). Further, while the developing world has
begun to industrialise, the developed world has requested that their economic development
and subsequent resource use be restrained (UNFCCC, 2010). Capability to resist and recover
from climate change is unequal, which is itself embedded in the variation of socio-economic
competencies between governments, communities and individuals of the world. Adverse
effects are experienced unequally due to factors such as geographical location, the proportion
o f the population engaged in subsistence agriculture, and access to basic services. The claim
is that the developing world is suffering disproportionately, relative to the low vulnerability
of the developed world, and for an eventuality that was itself caused by the developed world.
An empirical study of climate justice requires a means to identify whether just distribution
and effectiveness o f compensatory actions has been realised between the scales where
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adaptation finance accumulates as a material and observable object - global regions, nation
states and, arguably most im portantly, on the ground for the villages and households most
exposed to climate change. There are two forms o f justice applied to the analysis o f
adaptation

finance:

distributive

and

substantive.

First,

distributive justice

requires

clarification w ithin this context. This is justice as developed from R aw ls’ (1972) account o f
justice as fairness and in particular the difference principle: if a decision-m aker has no
infonnation regarding their position within a society, they would distribute resources to the
most disadvantaged groups. Therefore, this chapter applies the procedure o f top-down
distribution o f adaptation - from inter-state transfers to intra-state distribution, to ground
level im plem entation - as an observable and measurable proxy for climate justice. These
include financial transfers for climate change adaptation, or to facilitate adaptive capacity,
which are either made through dedicated climate change funds such as the A daptation Fund,
or arrive through channels o f Official D evelopm ent Assistance (ODA). Such distributive
actions constitute a tangible means for the developed w orld to com pensate those in the
developing world for the inequalities stated above. Crucially, the disadvantaged groups
within this context are those m ost vulnerable to climate change via social, political, economic
and physical factors: the focus is the relationship between the distribution o f adaptation
finance and the climate vulnerability o f actors on multiple scales. Second, a substantive
justice elem ent exists when discussing the ultimate effectiveness o f adaptation finance. As
Hey w ood (2004) states, “it is outcomes, and not merely procedures, that claim to be ju st” (p.
176). W ithin the context o f climate justice, adaptation finance m ust lessen the climate
vulnerability for those actors m ost exposed to climate change on the ground in the developing
world. From this approach, the following questions guide the analysis:
1) W hat are the primary sites and actors to analyse the flows o f inter-state and intra-state
adaptation finance distribution and its ultimate effectiveness on the ground?
(2) W hat perspectives have the ability to analyse adaptation finance flows across scales
where the process o f climate jusdce can be actualised in terms o f distribution according to
climate vulnerability and ultimate effectiveness in terms o f the lessening o f climate
vulnerability?
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The analysis understands the production o f climate justice as an accum ulative m ulti-scalar
process across the points o f adaptation finance distribution and im plem entation. Adaptation
finance m ust be distributed to climate vulnerable states, which then m ust distribute to climate
vulnerable domestic regions, and finally, distribution m ust ease climate vulnerabilities for
those actors on the ground with the greatest exposure to climate change. The analysis is
attem pting to establish a means through which to follow adaptation finance dow n - from its
origin to the beneficiary - as a process that illuminates the production o f clim ate justice
through its course.
The findings are that adaptation finance flows across three scales o f analysis. (1) At the
global scale, there is an inter-state distribution o f adaptation finance. Particular perspectives
w ithin IR and the international developm ent literature identify states as the prim ary actors
and locate w hether climate vulnerability is a principal determ inant in their distribution o f
adaptation finance. (2) A daptation finance flows down to the national scale, w here there is an
intra-state distribution. Political geography/developing world Political Science has an
aptitude to understand the state in the developing w orld as a fragm ented entity. State
weakness and the culture o f ethno-regional clientelism often inhibit the intra-state distribution
o f adaptation finance being conducted according to climate vulnerability. (3) The ultimate
destinations o f adaptation finance are local level adaptation or adaptive capacity building
projects in the developing world. Perspectives from the political ecology/adaptation literature
elucidate households and com m unities in the developing world as the prim ary actors and
facilitate an assessm ent o f the ultim ate effectiveness o f adaptation finance projects in
lessening climate vulnerability. The actualisation o f climate justice is contingent upon the
inter- and intra-state distribution o f adaptation finance being determ ined by climate
vulnerability leading to the ultim ate lessening o f climate vulnerabilities for local level actors.
The chapter divides into five sections: section two situates the study o f climate justice as a
m ulti-scalar process w ithin the scale literature; section three introduces adaptation finance as
a proxy for climate justice; section four investigates the flows o f adaptation finance and
presents various perspectives that facilitate the identification o f the prim ary sites, actors and
methods to determ ine a m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice as an accum ulative process;
and section five reflects on the necessity for a m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice.
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3.2 Climate Justice as a Multi-Scalar Process
Crucial to the analysis is the previous research into scale. Early w ork by Swyngedouw (1997)
stresses process over form in the sense that theoretical and political priority . . . never resides
in a particular geographical scale, but rather in the process through w hich scales become
(re)constituted. G eographical scales are not perceived as dem arcated areas, but as a
continuum that should be fonned and analysed according to the context o f real-world
practices. For instance, Betsill and Bulkeley (2006) perceive how climate change mitigation
operates as a process through two interacting scales; Towers (2000) explains how the
articulations o f grassroots environm ental m ovem ents find a transcendent voice in the
environm ental justice m ovem ent and its scale o f humanity; Cash and M oser (2000) stress the
cross-scale dynam ics o f the climate change assessm ent and m anagem ent process. Conversely,
Cox (1998) approaches scale in network terms - m ovem ent from one scale to another is not a
transition involving discrete areas, but rather a process whereby actors develop associations
o f engagement. M ansfield (2005) encapsulates the approach attempted in this thesis by
suggesting that analysis needs to perceive the scalar dimensions o f practices, instead o f
practices that are occurring at different scales. The framework given here builds on these
understandings by following the flows o f adaptation finance as a process that offers a
depiction o f clim ate justice as an accum ulative top-down development. This approach has
close associations with the following research: Osbahr, Twyman, A dger et al. (2008)
investigate the cross-scale formal and informal institutional dynam ics o f livelihood
adaptation to climate change in M ozambique; Betsill and Bulkeley (2006) analyse the m ulti
scalar dim ensions o f clim ate change mitigation. The inclusion o f non-state actors such as the
CCP network, as well as state-based actions, are deem ed central to any com prehensive
analysis o f m itigation efforts.
The netw ork approach provides an alternative perspective to scale on com plex issues o f
geography. For instance, Adams (1996) investigates the way telecom m unications form
linkages across space and establish networks o f relations rather than organised within a
hierarchy o f scales. The flows o f adaptation finance do indeed involve dyadic (states) and
m ulti-nodal (such as the W orld Bank) networks and this would be a practical application o f
how adaptation finance flows - that is, assuming that the hierarchies intrinsic to the process
are ignored. A daptation finance distribution involves inherent hierarchies between donor and
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recipient, between state and region, and between those that are marginalised and those with
government affiliations. Adaptation finance is based upon a hierarchical distributive multi
scalar system, rather than spontaneously formed and egalitarian networks.

3.3 The Possibilities of Adaptation Finance within the Climate
Justice Debate
Adaptation finance originates as financial transfers made either through dedicated climate
change funds, such as the AF, or arrive through ODA. Eventually funds work through various
distribution channels to become local level climate change adaptation or resilience projects.
Ayers and Huq (2009) provide a definition of adaptation that signifies the process these
projects are aiming to facilitate: adaptation to climate change describes the adjustment in
natural or human systems in response to actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects,
which moderates harm or exploits beneficial opportunities. These include livelihood
diversification strategies, water conservation projects, disaster management projects (i.e.
disasters refer to those associated with the direct and indirect effects of climate change) and
post-disaster relief aid, to name but a few. In short, all such projects aim to lessen the
vulnerabilities for those exposed to climate change.
There now exists a burgeoning literature and data on adaptation finance (Ackerson, Adams,
Arnold et al., 2011; Bamett, 2008; Greene, 2004; Michaelowa and Michaelowa, 2007; 2011;
2012; Hicks, Parks, Roberts et al., 2010; Roberts and Peratsakis, 2011; W eaver and
Peratsakis, 2011). Adaptation finance offers one means o f developing a tangible and
measurable proxy for the analysis of climate justice (Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013). The
reasons are as follows. First, during negotiations of the UNFCCC in 1992, developing
countries stressed the implementation o f obligations by them, including adaptation measures,
would depend on new financial commitments by developed states (Verheyen, 2002). Indeed,
since the pledges made during the Copenhagen Accord (2009) and the Cancun Adaptation
Framework (2010a), adaptation finance is now recognised as the primary means through
which the developed countries can compensate the least developed and most climate
vulnerable countries (UNFCCC, 2010, 2010a). Within the climate justice literature, there are
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several scholars that have been explicit about the role o f adaptation finance as a means o f
com pensation (Baer, 2006; M ace, 2006; A dger and Paavola, 2006). Second, unlike mitigation
funding where benefits are systemic (Turner, Kasperson, M eyer et al., 1990), adaptation
finance is a private good in that only those who receive the finance will benefit (Barr,
Fankhauser and Hamilton et a l , 2010). Third, since publicadon o f Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et
al. (1994) seminal w ork on disasters, the concepts o f vulnerability and adaptation have
becom e the dominant paradigm on local level climate change action (Adger, 2001; Agarwal
and Perrin, 2009; Ayers, 2009). This approach is one clear example where theory has been
transferred into practice. W ithin governm ent agencies and NGO s working across the
developing world, the vocabulary o f adaptation and adaptive capacity has been internalised
and is now brought into consideration when designing and im plem enting climate change
related policy.
The final reason is one o f em pirical utility. A daptation finance data is becom ing available
through sources such as the AidD ata Project, the CCAPS (Climate Change and African
Political Stability) program and Climate Funds Update website. In particular, the work o f
Roberts and Peratsakis (2011) provides the first attempt to isolate international transfers o f
adaptation finance from the broader developm ent aid data. Further, research is beginning into
the m ulti-scalar dynamics o f this data. W eaver and Peratsakis (2011) have worked with the
M inistry o f Finance in M alawi to locate and geocode w here climate finance is being allocated
w ithin the country. In addition to this research, new data on national level and disaggregated
climate vulnerability mapping are becom ing available (Busby, Smith and W hite, 2011;
W heeler, 2011). Crucially, this body o f research enables the m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate
justice through the geospatial and statisfical reladonship between adaptation finance
distribution and climate vulnerability.

3.4 A Multi-Scalar Analysis of Climate Justice
Inequality is a ubiquitous concept w ithin the climate justice discussion. To summarise: some
human activities have induced changes in global w eather patterns; divergent effects have
been/will be felt through different com munities, which is itself a function o f regionally based
physical exposure, the extent o f reliance on land-based productive methods, the capacity o f
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national and domestic political institutions, and the available assets and endowments (Adger,
2006; Sen, 1983; Smit, Burton, Klein et al., 2000; W isner, Blaikie, Cannon et al., 2004). The
distribution o f adaptation finance is a means for the developed w orld to facilitate adaptation
and adaptive capacity in the developing world for the inequalities associated with
responsibility for, capabilities in responding to, and the variation o f experiences regarding the
adverse physical effects o f climate change. The following section focuses on: (1) the
identification o f the prim ary sites and actors to analyse the flows o f inter-state and intra-state
adaptation finance distribution and its ultim ate effectiveness on the ground; (2) the location
o f the m ost suitable perspective to analyse adaptation finance flows across scales, whereby
the actualisation o f clim ate justice is in terms o f distribution according to climate
vulnerability and ultim ate effectiveness in lessening climate vulnerability.
The analysis understands climate justice as an accumulative m ulti-scalar process. The
following provides the basis o f a fram ew ork to determine w hether the flows o f adaptation
finance are distributed to climate vulnerable states, are then distributed to climate vulnerable
domestic regions, and finally w hether this distribution eases climate vulnerabilities for those
actors on the ground with the greatest exposure to climate change.

3.4.1 Global Scale: International Relations/International Development
The constitutional sites o f analysis are inter-state transfers o f adaptation finance. This is the
com m encem ent o f adaptation finance flows. The objective o f present funding instruments is
the operationalisation o f developed w orld material capabilities in order to mitigate the risk
experienced by developing states exposed to climate change. Aside from the Kyoto
Protocol’s AF and the International Climate Initiative, all funds to date are replenished
through ODA voluntary contributions (Le Goulven, 2008; Muller, 2008). States either
transfer funds bilaterally or m ultilaterally via aggregated state-funded intemafional adaptation
financing NGOs (Osbahr, Twyman, A dger et al., 2008). The principal mechanism has
historically been the U N FC C C ’s Global Environm ental Facility (GEF). By the COP 9 in
2003, the GEF dom inated international adaptation funding by m anaging the three UNFCCC
funds - the Special Priority Fund, the LDC Fund and the Special Climate Change Fund.
However, more recently established funds, including the U NFCCC AF, are independent o f
the GEF. Rather, the European C om m ission’s Climate Change Alliance (2007), the
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International Climate Initiative (2007) and the PPCR (2008) are instead governed by statebased boards or com mittees (Le Goulven, 2008).
As either direct or indirect donors, states are central to the

emergence o f adaptation finance

flows. D ifferential state risk and variation in state capabilities detennine how states are
positioned as donors or recipients o f adaptation finance - how much influence they have in
bodies such as the governing GEF Council or the directing com mittee o f the PPCR. Analysis
o f intergovernm ental organisations has typically been the

purview o f

IR. Climate change

governance has long been conceived o f within IR in terms o f states as the primary and
differentially powerfiil actors (Dimitrov, 2003; Keohane and Levy, 1996; M eyer, Frank,
H oronaka et al., 1997; Thomson, 2006; Trittin, 2004; Young, 1999). The only body o f
literature that gives an independent determining effect to international organisations is the
supranational governance literature, which was specifically designed for the European Union,
and in particular the European Comm ission (Stone Sweet and Sandholtz, 1997). The subject
o f adaptation finance further reinforces the prim acy o f states and hierarchies o f power, which
is aptly dem onstrated through two facets o f adaptation funding. First, adaptation funding is a
private good, in the sense that actions only benefit recipients (Hasson, Lofgren, Visser, 2010).
M uller (2008) explains how adaptation finance is perceived as a cost on developed states to
make am ends for climate risk experienced by developing states. Second, according to the
W orld Bank and United Nations D evelopm ent Programm e (UNDP), projected costs o f
adaptation in developing states are estim ated to reach U S$75-100 billion per year (Barr,
Fankhauser and Hamilton, 2010). No other institutions, or non-state funding mechanisms,
currently exist that retain this degree o f material capability to com mence a program o f risk
m itigation on such a magnitude.
The utility o f the state-based approach has been contested by some climate change
governance scholarship (Auer, 2000; Betsill and Bulkeley, 2006; Rabe, 2007). However,
these arguments are developed w ithin the specific context o f mitigation. N on-state actors,
such as the CCP network, are deem ed central to any com prehensive analysis o f mitigation
efforts (Betsill and Bulkeley, 2006). This same argum ent carmot be transferred into the
adaptation finance framework. The object o f analysis at the global scale is the establishment
o f adaptation finance flows from one state, or group o f states w ithin a multilateral agreement,
to a recipient state within the developing world. This acknowledges states as the dominant
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actors within multilateral funding mechanisms (Klepak, 2003; Nielson and Tierney, 2003).
For instance, one of the largest multilateral donors of adaptation finance is the World Bank’s
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) (Hicks, Parks, Roberts et al.,
2010). The IBRD is classified as a non-state body. Nevertheless, this overlooks the fact that
World Bank policy is determined by unequal voting rights in favour of developed states United States (15.85%), Japan (6.84%), Gennany (4.00%), United Kingdom (3.75%>) (World
Bank, 2010a). Indeed, empirical research has shown the consistent influence o f United States
preferences as a key determinant in the allocation of development assistance (Fleck and Kilby,
2006). Conversely, the UNFCCC’s AF is argued to overcome the state donor domestic
revenue problem (funds raised from state taxes on domestic citizens are perceived as
domestic revenue, which thus inhibits distribution o f adaptation finance) by raising funds
through a 2% levy on the CDM (Ayers, 2009). The perspective fails to recognise that the AF
governing board is composed of 10 developed, four developing and two transition states. If
consensus cannot be reached, decisions are taken with a two-thirds majority o f participants
(Le Goulven, 2008). States are the primary actors, while developed states are the pre-eminent
actors at the initiation and direction o f adaptation finance flows.
The core issue is retaining the requisite conceptual tools to explain the distribution of
adaptation finance. Ackerson, Adams, Arnold et al. (2011) provide a first attempt with a
descriptive analysis of the distribution o f adaptation finance within Africa. Under particular
categorisations of what constitutes adaptation finance, they find Ethiopia the largest recipient
of adaptation finance and the UNDP and Canada the largest donors.
Nevertheless, an established international development literature does exist that explores the
determinants o f standard ODA distribution. One debate within this literature is the
construction of models that compare explanations of recipient need with donor interest
(Alesina and Dollar, 2000; Berthelemy, 2006; Chandrasekhar, 1965; Feeny and McGillivray,
2008a; Hayter, 1971, 1981). The general conclusion to be drawn is that measures o f donor
interest have a tendency to supersede those o f recipient need. For instance, Alesina and
Dollar (2000) explore the reasons states distribute aid in order to understand whether the
objective of state distribution is economic need and effectiveness in reducing poverty. They
find that political and strategic concerns determine inter-state distribution - an inefficient,
economically closed, mismanaged non-democratic former colony, politically friendly to its
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form er coloniser, receives more foreign aid than a country with a sim ilar level o f poverty,
superior policy stance, but w ithout a past as a colony (Alesina and Dollar, 2000: 33). In short,
political factors are often dominant. These models are transferable into the analysis o f climate
justice through inter-state adaptation finance distribution: the relationship betw een the inter
state distribution o f adaptation finance and climate vulnerability. W hen applying the
dependent variable o f adaptation finance distribution, recipient need becom es the recipient’s
vulnerability to climate change, while donor interest remains the prim ary alternative
explanation for distribution. This perspective and application facilitates the determ inant o f
the initial stage o f the m ulti-scalar climate justice process.
Why not, for instance, apply legal frameworks to the inter-state distribution o f adaptation
finance instead? (1) Climate change law has yet to establish a m eans o f approaching the
distribution o f adaptation finance; (2) legal research remains o f a hypothetical and
exploratory nature; and (3) there is a tendency to focus on climate change adaptation for
those affected w ithin developed states. Verheyen (2002) notes the vague language regarding
climate change adaptation legal obligations o f developed states contained within the
UNFCCC Convention and the Kyoto Protocol. Indeed, Articles 4(3) and 4(4) o f the
UNFCCC call for the developed world to provide new and additional funding but, due to
significant categorisation issues, what constitutes even the baseline for new and additional
funding is an ambiguous and contentious debate almost two decades on (Stadelmarm and
Roberts, 2010). Conversely, there remains a hypothetical and exploratory nature o f climate
change adaptation litigation literature. Abate (2010) suggests that a foundation for
international clim ate justice may be possible through public nuisance litigation. Grossman
(2003) evaluates the possibility o f applying the tort litigation fram ework to clim ate change
adaptation via dam age to property. Barcelos, Hicks and M arlow (2010: 193) insists the
application o f international and domestic law will be central in addressing the m assive human
and hum anitarian crises ignored by technical m arket solutions to clim ate change, moderate
political reform s, and stalled treaty efforts. This is the aspiration, not the observable measure
attempted through the analysis o f adaptation finance. In regard to the final point, Glicksman
(2011) is indicative o f the legal literature in focusing on issues o f clim ate change adaptation
within the developed w orld and in particular the U nited States. The problem s applying
litigation to clim ate change adaptation continue: M cDonald (2011) outlines the m ain barriers
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as; (1) high levels o f uncertainty; (2) the context-specific nature o f impacts; (3) the time lag
between em issions and impacts; and (4) the interaction between the physical impacts o f
climate change and the other social and econom ic stressors.
In summation, the global scale is the site o f the initiation o f adaptation finance flows. The
perspectives w ithin IR and the related international developm ent literature offer a suitable
fram ework to identify international adaptation finance transfers by states acting alone, or as
prim ary actors within multilateral organisations, and then locate determ inants for that
distribution. These perspectives facilitate the initiation o f climate justice analysis as an
accum ulative m ulti-scalar process. I f the inter-state transfers o f adaptation finance are being
distributed to states with a high vulnerability to climate change, this begins the process
towards climate justice actualisation. In isolation this is not clim ate justice, but rather an
initial and necessary substantiation that climate justice as an accum ulative m ulti-scalar
process has begun. The next stage o f this process is the destinations o f adaptation finance
flows at the national scale - developing w orld states.

3.4.2 National Scale: Political Geography/Developing W orld Political
Science
The destinations o f inter-state transfers o f adaptation finance are the governm ent m inistries or
governm ent-appointed agencies in the developing world. Each transfer o f adaptation finance
m ust pass through the conduit that is the state in the developing w orld (M cGray, Hammil,
Bradley, 2007), or at least such transfers require assistance, or at minimum , governm ent
consent (W orld Bank, 2010a). For instance, there is now some research into the climate
finance landscape w ithin Ethiopia. They find the M inistry o f Agriculture, W ater and Energy
the prim ary institution for absorbing funds, while the governm ent-appointed Environm ental
Protection Agency works with and m anages donors on climate change issues (U sher, 2010).
Both institutions also coordinate directly with the Office o f the Prime M inister. Even if funds
bypass the state and arrive directly at the country office o f the NGO [for instance, United
States Agency for International D evelopm ent (USAID)], there still exists some relationship
between the given NGO and the various levels o f governm ent (Kharas, 2007). A recent report
from the IBRD stresses that an association with, and assistance from, a w illing and able
governm ent institution is im perative to the effectiveness o f adaptation finance (W orld Bank,
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2010). O ften governments establish adaptation programs of, for instance, m icro-fm ance and
livelihood diversification, which is directly funded by N G O ’s or developed states (Osbahr,
Twyman, A dger et al., 2008). This makes the recipient state the prim ary site o f analysis as
the flows o f adaptation finance arrive at the national scale.
The state is central to the analysis o f adaptation finance, but remains a contested concept in
developing w orld research. Political geography/developing w orld Political Science scholars
incorporate the dynamics common w ithin developing w orld states that determ ine domestic
distribution o f adaptation finance. Fundamentally, these actors are not m onolithic entities.
M any do not retain consistent authority across their territory (Boone, 1998; Herbst, 2000),
w hich has implications for the distribution o f adaptation finance. There are degrees of
statehood (Clapham, 1998), whereby sovereignty has an internal and an external dimension
(Biersteker, 2002; Clapham, 1996). Internally, sovereign regim es are considered legitimate
and the sole rulers o f their territory. This is largely absent in places such as Sudan, the
D em ocratic Republic o f Congo and Somalia w here several competing dom estic regional
pow ers exist (Clapham, 1996, 1998). Such states are often dependent on foreign aid to sustain
their existence and foreign powers to protect their territory (Easterly, 2010). These states
retain external sovereignty - other states recognise them by acknowledging the governments
that provide the facade o f authority, regardless o f their capacity to control their own territory
(Biersteker, 2002). The implications for adaptation finance are obvious; developing world
states often have intrinsic structural deficiencies as conduits for the domestic distributional
flows o f adaptation finance.
The concepts relevant to national level distribution o f adaptation finance are ethno-regional
clientelism and political authority. Ethno-regional clientelism involves the asymmetrical
distribution o f government allocated goods (Lemarcha, 1972). M any developing states
engage in neo-patrimonial politics w hereby the distribution o f these goods is determ ined by
each group’s ethno-regional affiliation to the governm ent (Arriola, 2009). As explained by
Ayers (2009) and Eriksen and Lind (2009), there is often a failure to base distributive efforts
on climate change vulnerability. Further, the degree o f political authority underw rites all
adaptation finance distribution efforts. Even for powerful regional/ethnic groups, fluidity in
political authority inhibits the consistent delivery o f aid from the core to peripheral areas
(Londregan and Poole, 1990; Rotberg, 2002).
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The core issue is explaining the intra-state distribution o f adaptation finance. A subnational
aid distribution literature exists that once again identifies a recipient need and donor interest
model. For instance, Jayne, Strauss, Y am ano et al. (2002) find an asym m etrical distribution
o f food aid within rural Ethiopia towards the governm ent-affiliated region o f Tigray, while
poverty is not a significant factor. Zhang (2004) discovers that the distribution o f W orld Bank
developm ent aid within China is also prim arily determ ined by governm ent affiliations rather
than need. Conversely, M orris and W odon (2003) find the distribution o f disaster relief aid in
Honduras after H urricane M itch associated with the degree o f damage a household suffered.
A literature has recently em erged scrutinising distributional issues directly in relation to
adaptation finance. Eriksen and Lind (2009) point to imbalances o f adaptation finance
distribution w ithin Kenya as an inhibiting factor in their adaptation to climate change.
Solutions identified include the distribution o f resources to marginal drylands in Kenya.
Ayers (2009) stress that achieving adaptation for the poorest and m ost vulnerable requires
working with these com m unities and their respective groups. W ithin the context o f urban
areas, she observes that the m ost vulnerable to climate change often live and w ork in illegal
settlem ents that governments often refuse to engage with or even recognise. Again, political
factors appear the prim ary determ inants o f adaptation finance distribution.
Crucially, researchers have begun to geocode subnational climate change adaptation projects
w ithin Africa (W eaver and Peratsakis, 2011). These data, when com bined with disaggregated
data on climate vulnerability (for instance, Busby, Smith and W hite, 2011, measure
vulnerability across Africa using an indicators approach; Deressa, H assan, Ringler, 2008,
conduct a sim ilar study specifically within the context o f Ethiopia), offer a m eans to establish
a m easure o f subnational climate justice based on the outcome o f the derived recipient need
and donor interest model.
In summation, adaptation finance flows to developing world governm ent ministries or
governm ent-appointed agencies. The perspectives o f political geography/developing world
Political Science offer an appropriate fram ework to identify the recipient state in the
developing w orld as a fragm ented entity, w hich find the distribution o f adaptation finance
according to climate vulnerability contrary to political culture. The identification o f a culture
o f neo-patrim onial politics is one o f the prim ary factors. These perspectives therefore
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facilitate continuity for climate justice analysis as an accum ulative m ulti-scalar process. If
intra-state transfers o f adaptation finance are being used to establish adaptation or adaptive
capacity building projects in domestic regions highly vulnerable to climate change, this
continues the process towards climate justice actualisation. In isolation, or in combination
with the previous inter-state distributional relationships, this is not climate justice. Rather this
represents an additional and necessary substantiation that climate justice as an accumulative
m ulti-scalar process rem ains in motion. The final stage o f this process is the ultimate
destinations o f adaptation finance flows - on the ground in the developing world.

3.4.3 Local Scale - Political Ecology
Adaptation finance has a final destination in ground level projects, which facilitate climate
change adaptation or build adaptive capacity in the developing world. Ayers and Forsyth
(2009: 26) state that com m unity-based adaptation . . . addresses the locally and contextually
specific nature o f clim ate change vulnerability, because it takes place at local levels where
people encounter im pacts, build adaptive capacity and respond. These include clim ate finance
projects that have a clear association with either the direct or indirect effects o f climate
change - projects directed at flooding, drought, land m anagem ent, w ater management,
livelihood diversification, and crop resilience, to name a few. For instance, US$150 million
was given to India in 2009 by the W orld B ank’s International D evelopm ent Association
(IDA)

towards

the

Rajasthan

LivelihoodAVatershed

project

to

improve

livelihood

opportunities for the poor in the drought-prone southern and eastern regions (AidData, 2010).
The adaptation literature, evolved from the intellectual grounding o f political ecology, is the
basis o f the local level vulnerability approach. This is the dom inant perspective and
vocabulary for all practitioners and academics engaged in the ground level climate change
response. The prim ary actors are climate vulnerable individuals, households, villages and
com munities in the developing world. Places, ecosystem s and people are all vulnerable to the
threats im posed by climate change (Adger, Paavola, H uq et al., 2006: 5). These actors are
understood as the focal point o f climate justice analysis, as those im m ediately exposed to the
direct and indirect effects o f climate change. Some o f these actors are natural-resource
dependent rural households (Agarwal and Perrin, 2009). Others operate within normally
extreme climates such as the Igloolik com munity located in the N orthern Foxe Basin in the
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Canadian territory o f N unvut (Ford, 2009). Some com m unities grow crops on floodplain
areas o f the Gaibandha district in northern Bangladesh (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009). The ability
to identify these actors engaging in adjustments with their changing environm ents is central
to analysis o f adaptation finance destinations at the local level.
The basis o f the adaptation literature is a vulnerability fram ework that has the capacity to
determ ine adaptation finance effectiveness. This fram ework operates through a synthesis o f
p h ysical,'political, economic and social vulnerabilities (Blaikie, 1985; Blaikie, Cannon,
Davies et al., 1994). The fram ework is novel in its capacity to provide clear, practical and
policy-relevant advice to disadvantaged people in the developing w orld (Forsyth, 2008).
A ccording to the perspective, adaptation finance must facilitate each actor’s capacity to adapt
to climate change, which itself may be a function o f num erous and compounded
vulnerabilities (Adger, 2006; Brooks, A dger and Kelly, 2005). The fram ework determines the
role o f adaptation finance in lessening the relative risk experienced by local level actors to
adverse climatic changes - their ability to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover from
disaster. Several interdependent vulnerabilities may be present at once. Sen (1983) stresses
econom ic vulnerabilities through an actor’s endowm ents (means o f producing or owning
resources)

or

entitlements

(access

to

income).

Raleigh

(2010)

discusses

political

vulnerabilities, such as how variation in access to state infrastructure (roads, hospitals,
schools, etc.) shapes the ability o f local com munities to adapt to external change. How local
level actors react is a function o f the severity o f the change, and their particular
vulnerabilities,

available

assets

and

strategies

(Raleigh

and

Jordan,

2010).

These

vulnerabilities com bine with the physical hazards associated with climate change to
determ ine the risk exposure o f actors (Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al., 1994). The
effectiveness o f adaptation finance is determ ined through its ability to provide release from
these pressures by facilitating climate change resilience/response.
A literature is developing that measures local level vulnerabilities and will enable the
determ ination o f adaptation finance effectiveness. The m ost com mon m ethod is the indicator
approach (Adger, 1999; Deressa, Hassan, Ringler, 2008; Hahn, R iederer and Foster, 2009;
Sullivan and M eigh, 2005). This involves taking different socio-econom ic and biophysical
characteristics as indicators o f climate vulnerability and applying these to determine the
com parative degree o f exposure. A second approach is the m ultiple stressor vulnerability
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assessm ent (Casale, Drimie and Quinlan, 2009; O ’Brien, Leichenko, K elkar et al., 2004).
This approach aims to identify how stressors, with climate change being ju st one, shape long
term vulnerability (Patt, 2009). This is what Fiissel and Klein (2006) depict as the vulnerable
system approach, whereby multiple stressors threaten a system, instead o f a focus on the
m ultiple effects o f a single stress factor. Finally, the participatory approach facilitates the
inclusion o f households and local com munities in determ ining w hat they perceive as their
clim ate vulnerabilities (Care International, 2009; Fazey, Kesby, Evely et al., 2010; Nakalevu,
2006; Felling, 2007; Van Aalst, 2008). This context-specific approach aims to create
inform ation synergies between N GO im plem enting agencies and local com m unities to
produce practical knowledge about where climate vulnerabilities are perceived to exist.
Overall, this climate justice approach has a means o f analysis: the extent to which those
exposed have their w lnerabilities to climate change lessened by adaptation finance projects
determ ines the degree o f climate justice.
W hy not apply or human rights frameworks to elucidate adaptation finance at the local scale
instead? Environmental justice scholars have historically been concerned with the unequal
distribution o f environm ental pollution (Anderton, Anderson, Oakes et al., 1994; Daniels and
Friedm an, 1999; Downey, Dubois, Hawkins et al., 2008; Helfand and Peyton, 1999). The
environm ental justice

framework

has

typically

been

fonnulated

for

disadvantaged

com m unities in the developed world (Helfand and Peyton, 1999), which often involves the
assum ption o f a functioning civil society not present in the developing world. However, an
analysis o f dom estic spatially determ ined pollution inequality is futile for the objectives o f
adaptation finance research.

W hen climate justice has been analysed by environm ental

justice scholars (Carmin and Agyem an, 2011; W alker, 2012), the descriptive analysis
provides few means to replicate and develop an empirical analysis o f climate vulnerability
reduction as a result o f adaptation finance.

Conversely, hum an rights approaches are

prim arily concerned with influencing future policy, not evaluating existing adaptation finance
distributive efforts. Robinson and M iller (2010) advocate the need to incorporate the human
rights fram ework when designing strategies and institutions for chm ate change mitigation
and adaptation. Conversely, Caney (2010a) forwards that hum an rights are a suitable
fram ework to understand climate justice, but the right to “life, health and subsistence” (p.
172) is too broad a framework to operationalise for em pirical analysis.

None o f these
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approaches retain the same degree o f conceptual applicability to elucidate adaptation finance
as exhibited by the adaptation literature.
In summation, the ultimate destinations for adaptation finance are local level adaptation or
adaptive capacity building projects in the developing world. The crucial point is the
elucidation o f sites and actors to determine the degree o f climate justice in terms o f the
ultimate effectiveness o f adaptation finance projects in lessening climate vulnerability. The
adaptation literature has the capacity to perceive these entities and eventualities through the
vulnerability fram ework and its assessm ent literature. This perspective supports the
conclusion

o f climate justice

analysis

as an accumulative

m ulti-scalar process.

If

im plem entation o f adaptation finance results in the lessening o f climate vulnerabilities for
local level actors, this concludes the process towards climate justice actualisation. However,
in isolation, this finding does not necessarily indicate that m ulti-scalar climate justice has
been done. A daptation finance may have been effective in lessening the climate
vulnerabilities o f households and com munities within regions and states not vulnerable to
climate change. For the process to be complete and for climate justice to be done, inter-state
adaptation finance distribution m ust be detennined according to climate vulnerability, and
then intra-state adaptation finance distribution must be directed towards climate vulnerable
domestic regions, which then m ust lessen the climate vulnerabilities for households and
communities on the ground.

3.5 The Necessity of a Multi-Scalar Analysis of Climate Justice
The central objective o f the chapter is to provide a means to follow adaptation finance in
order to determ ine climate justice as a m ulti-scalar process. Hitherto climate justice analyses
have typically been normative, single scale or based on case study analysis. A m ulti-scalar
analysis with quantitative capabilities works in accordance with several characteristics
intrinsic to the subject m atter o f clim ate justice.
First, the fram ework approach begins to recognise the breadth o f the actors involved and the
socio-economic and socio-spatial related impacts o f climate change. There is consistent
recognition w ithin the climate change literature o f the merits w ithin such an approach. For
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instance, Cash and M oser (2000) discuss the problem s with assessing and m anaging climate
change on the international scale, w hen the effect is felt at local scales. Ostrom (2010)
acknowledges that while the effects o f climate change are global, the causes operate on lower
scales. Indeed, Thom as and Twym an (2005) identify the dominance o f international scale
analysis on issues o f climate change equity and justice and call for greater inclusion o f
subnational investigations.
Second, there is a need to address the com plex nature o f climate justice issues with new
m ethods o f analysis that move beyond the constraints o f particular disciplines. Single
discipline research has a tendency to privilege particular actors operating on a single scale.
Roberts and Parks (2007: xi) state in the opening o f their w ork A Climate o f Injustice:

“this book...has shifted from a sociological analysis o f the complex problem o f
climate change, to one that incorporates insights from IR, development economics,
geography and other fields
There is recognition that when the aspiration is an analysis o f climate justice with a degree o f
analytical depth, there is a requirem ent for an inductive approach. The analysis requires the
elucidation o f multiple actors operating in different sites and on different scales.
Third, the m ulti-scalar analysis o f adaptation finance facilitates a new approach o f
incorporating quantitative methods into the study o f climate justice. Roberts and Parks’
(2007) research represents the first attem pt to quantify climate justice efforts through the
prism o f state ratification o f environm ental and climate change treaties. The approach in this
chapter builds on such an approach. It proposes the use o f adaptation finance to quantitatively
research general relationships between relevant actors operating on multiple scales as an
accompaniment to the context-specific know ledge o f the adaptation literature.
Fourth, the most im portant reflection to be made concerns the approach to climate justice as a
multi-scalar accumulative process. The driver o f the perspective is a simple question: who
exactly suffers the adverse effects o f a changing climate? The answ er according to economic
modelers is that Africa will experience a loss o f welfare (M endelsohn, M orrison, Schlesinger
et al., 2000) and that existing subnational asymm etries o f income will prim arily determine the
extent o f climate change im pact (Anthoff, H epburn and Tol, 2009). A ccording to the disaster
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literature, it is the poor and m arginalised households and com munities in the developing
w orld with their com pounded vulnerabilities to climate change (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon et
al., 2004).
T able 3 .1; Conceptual synthesis f o r a m ulti-scalar analysis o f clim ate ju stice
Scale

D iscipline/F ield

Unit(s)

Fram ework

G lobal

IR / International
D evelop m en t

D e v elo p ed and d evelop in g
states

R ecipient need and
donor interest

Subnational

D e v e lo p in g w orld P olitical
S cien ce

D ev elo p in g w orld
governm ents

Ethno-regional
clientelism /patronage

Local

P olitical E cology/A d ap tation

L ocal actors in the
d ev elo p in g w orld

C lim ate vulnerability

An outline o f the framework is given in Table 3.1. A com prehensive analysis o f climate
justice requires the means to locate adaptation finance relationships from inter-state donations,
all the way down to the ground level actors that will experience climate change. States, as in
the bureaucratic structures that receive adaptation finance, are themselves not vulnerable to
climate change. Domestic regions, as in the geographic locations where adaptation finance is
distributed, are them selves also not vulnerable to climate change. However, if the distribution
o f adaptation finance is not made to climate vulnerable states, the possibility o f a realisation
o f clim ate justice term inates there. Likewise, if the intra-state distribution o f adaptation
finance is not made to climate vulnerable regions, the possibility o f a realisation o f climate
justice ends there. This framework recognises the poor, m arginalised and climate vulnerable
households and com munities in the developing w orld as the prim ary and defining actors
w ithin climate justice analysis. The core determ ination is w hether adaptafion finance has a
m eaningful im pact on climate vulnerabilities o f these actors. The inter- and intra-state
distributions alone hold little m eaning if adaptation finance is not effective in lessening the
climate vulnerabilities o f these ground level actors in the developing world. However, the
realisation o f climate justice is contingent upon prior distribution, as adaptation finance must
be present w ithin climate vulnerable localities before a determ ination can be made according
to its capacity to lessen climate vulnerabilities. In short, the necessity o f a m ulti-scalar
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analysis o f climate justice is based on its capacity to recognise the process that results in the
lessening o f climate vulnerabilities for the prim ary actors in the subject o f climate justice.

3.6 Conclusion
To conclude, the chapter suggests a m ulti-scalar and interdisciplinary construct is required to
analyse climate justice as an appraisal o f the distribution o f adaptation finance. Several
inequalities intrinsic to the problem o f climate change are identified. The case is made for
adaptation finance as an observable, tangible and m easurable proxy for climate justice,
through its application as a form o f com pensation to actors experiencing climate vulnerability.
By following adaptation finance through multiple scales, and using different disciplinary
perspectives to elucidate the primary sites, actors and practices, it is possible to construct an
analysis o f climate justice as an accumulative process.
The chapter identifies adaptation finance as flowing through three scales o f analysis: at the
global scale, there is an inter-state distribution o f adaptation finance. Particular perspectives
w ithin IR and the international developm ent literature have an ability to identify states as the
prim ary actors and w hether climate vulnerability is a prim ary determ inant in their distribution
o f adaptation finance; at the national scale, there is an intra-state distribution o f adaptation
finance. Political geography/developing w orld Political Science have an aptitude to
understand the state in the developing w orld as a fragm ented entity and the potential
difficulty it has in distributing adaptation finance to regions that are clim ate vulnerable. In
particular, there is an idendfication o f ethno-regional clientelism as a prim ary cause for the
asym m etrical distribution o f adaptation finance; at the local scale, the ultim ate destinations o f
adaptation finance are local level adaptation or adaptive capacity building projects in the
developing world. Perspectives from the political ecology/adaptation literature elucidate
households and com munities as the prim ary actors and facilitate an assessm ent o f the
ultim ate effectiveness o f adaptation finance projects in lessening climate vulnerability.
The actualisation o f climate justice rests on the outcome o f adaptation finance lessening
clim ate vulnerabilities for local level actors. N evertheless, in isolation, this finding does not
necessarily indicate that climate justice has been achieved according to this framework.
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A daptation finance may have been effective in lessening the climate vulnerabilities of
households and com munities w ithin states and regions not vulnerable to climate change.
For the m ulti-scalar process o f climate justice to be done, inter-state adaptation finance
distribution m ust be determ ined according to climate vulnerability -

then intra-state

adaptation finance distribution m ust be directed towards climate vulnerable domestic regions
- which then m ust lessen the climate vulnerabilities for households and com m unities on the
ground. The necessity o f a m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice is derived from its aptitude
to analyse the subject as an accum ulative process.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 4

Methodology and Data Collection

The following chapter is a prelim inary exploration o f suitable m ethodologies to analyse
adaptation finance data in the following three em pirical chapters (5-7). Despite contributing
to the fram ework (Chapter 3), each o f the three analyses is dem arcated by addressing
different literatures and their respective m ethods o f investigation.

Therefore, this chapter

first discusses the theoretical and m ethodological grounding o f each analysis.

Second, the

data and data extraction methods are outlined. Third, the chapter docum ents methodological
selection depending on data availability and characteristics.

4.1 Introduction
The thesis investigates w hether the m ulti-scalar process o f adaptation finance distribution and
im plem entation results in the most exposed to climate change experiencing a reduction in
clim ate risk. O ver the next three chapters (5-7) the thesis follows adaptation finance transfers
from origin to destination as a top-down process with climate justice implications
accum ulating through three separate analyses. This chapter explains the data collection and
m ethodology used to answ er the following questions: W hat are the determinants o f
international

and

subnational

adaptation

finance

distribution

to

Africa?

Does

the

im plem entation o f adaptation finance lead to a reduction in the level o f climate risk
experienced by com munities? W hat follows in this chapter offers a general overview o f the
type o f data and m ethods applied, while Chapters 5-7 provides additional and more in depth
inform ation about their final application.
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At the time o f writing, peer-reviewed empirical research taking adaptation finance
distribution as its dependent variable is rare (Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al.,
2013). Aside from unpublished studies exploring definitional issues (Roberts and Peratsakis,
2011; Ackerson, Adams, Arnold et al., 2011) and climate finance accounting (Buchner,
Brown and Corfee-Morlot, 2012; Buchner, Falconer, Herve-Mignucci et al., 2012), there is
no directly applicable body of literature to fiinction as a methodological guide. Therefore,
the methodology applies econometric methods from the international and subnational
resource distribution literatures; and vulnerability assessments from the adaptation,
vulnerability and climate policy literature.
Four sections follow. Section two discusses the theoretical grounding of the methods used in
the three separate analyses, documenting the merits o f quantitative and qualitative approaches
in the investigation o f adaptation finance flows.

Section three outlines the data and data

extraction methods used for each o f the three analyses; and explains previous international
and subnational adaptation finance data collection efforts and identifies ways to select
villages that maximise equivalence across cases.

Section four details the methodological

application for each analysis. Section five summarises the chosen methods and reflects on
some of the challenges posed by conducting this research.

4.2 Design Principles
Design principles express the underlying strategy of the research design (Bauer, Gaskell,
Allum et al., 2000).

These include quantitative methods, sampling surveys, focus group

observation, case studies, natural and quasi-experiments. Empirical work is a reflection of
the theoretical framework and analytical choice as the best fit for questions being addressed
and the given context. This thesis concerns two types of outcome: a) general patterns and
explanatory factors o f adaptation finance distribution; and b) the independent effect of
adaptation finance on perceptions of climate risk reduction.

The objective o f distribution

research is explaining patterns across Africa and within African states, requiring large
samples and the use of quantitative methods. Conversely, effectiveness research concerns
ground-level implementation, and a suitable strategy is to apply multiple case studies.
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4.2.1 Quantitative Approach
Q uantitative analysis is a m ethodological strategy that applies positivism to view social
reality externally and with the aspiration o f objectivity (Creswell, 1994). The purpose is to
determ ine generalised patterns from a large datasets, which explain observable phenom ena
by m odeling real w orld processes. There are four main objectives; measurement, causality,
generalisation and replication.
Quantitative

measures

are

designed

to

elicit

replicability,

reliability

and

validity

(correspondence between the measure and the concept it is supposed to measure). Data units
are internally reliable, tem porally stable, and valid measures o f observable social phenomena.
This allows for iterations o f testing on the same data to check results, or build on existing
m odels. The process guards against biases, screens findings for validity and offers a means
to establish analytical transparency (King, Keohane and Verba, 1994). A daptation finance is
quantifiable through measuring dollar amounts with inflationary base years (AidData, 2012),
or as activity locations o f projects (Peratsakis, Powell, Findlay et al., 2012).

Conversely,

climate vulnerability is composed o f physical and socio-econom ic indicators (Busby, Smith
and W hite, 2011).
consequence,

the

M odels can be constructed, analyses run, and then re-run.
relationship

between

adaptation

finance

distribution

and

As a
climate

vulnerability enables the iterative process. Reliability in m easurem ent allows for new data
(for instance, different vulnerability indicators) and m ethods to build on existing models by
replicating to adjust for m inor changes in order to gradually build knowledge.
Searching for causal inference allows researchers offer m ore than description, and establish
explanations.

Social phenom ena have connections, w hereby one produces effects, or

determ ines, the other with a degree o f consistency. Quantitative research seeks to establish
causality by reporting im pacts on response variables when causes change, whilst maxim ising
controls o f confounding factors.

The thesis will explain international and subnational

adaptation finance distribution through reasons why some funding destinations are chosen
over others. This establishes the causes o f broad patterns in the data.

For instance, these

involve need-based arguments, effectiveness, strategic interests, and the m erit o f recipients
(Collier and Dollar, 2002; M esquita and Smith, 2009).

Quantitative research reveals and

compares explanations to establish indications o f casual inference.
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Quantitative research offers a generalisable analytical structure, which is applicable and
meaningful outside its immediate context; involving the linking o f findings in one location as
applicable to others; or aggregating multiple causal inferences o f past studies in order to
construct theoretical bases for new questions (King, Keohane and Vebra, 1994). However,
the adoption of a universal analytical mechanism has the opportunity cost o f a loss o f context.
For instance, patterns of adaptation finance distribution in Malawi may indicate similar trends
in proximate states, such as Tanzania. This is particularly so where a researcher is able to
match states on characteristics thought to influence the process.

Likewise, due to certain

conditional linkages (Ayers and Huq, 2009), development aid distribution provides findings
that indicate likely state behaviours in relation to adaptation finance allocation (Alesina and
Dollar, 2000; Harrigan and Wang, 2011).

4.2.2 Case Studies
Researchers conducting case studies understand context in a way that universal quantitative
mechanisms cannot, by grounding analysis, such as the impact o f adaptation finance on
climate risk reduction. The approach explores a single entity or phenomena bounded by time
and activity (program, event, process, institution, or social group) and collect detailed
information by using a variety of data collection procedures during a sustained period o f time
(Creswell, 1994). Indeed, case studies are the basis o f vulnerability and adaptation research.
They can be used to identify local circumstances and institutional factors that are important in
terms of vulnerability, yet do not come across in the macro-indicators (O ’Brien, Leichenko,
Kelkar et al., 2004). Advantages include high conceptual validity, the potential to develop
new hypothesis, and detailing complex causal mechanisms (George and Bennet, 2005).
A high conceptual validity allows for the measurement of subjective parameters (often not
captured in quantitative research), which change between contexts (Creswell, 1994).
particular,

participatory

climate

vulnerability

measurement

involves

In

incorporating

perceptions o f local level actors to determine vulnerability reduction (Felling, 2007), and
which facilitates comparison of contexts as analytical units. Conversely, case study analysis
can be reflexive and develop new unforeseen hypothesis.

For instance, participants o f

cHmate vulnerability assessments answer questions on poverty (Chambers, 1994), but may
provide answers relating to governance (Gupta, Termeer, Klostermann et al., 2010). This
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offers insight around participant experiences with cHmate vulnerabiHty w ithin a given context,
regardless o f expectations o f researchers conducting assessments.

Finally, case study

analysis facilitates reflexivity in causal inference and documents a num ber of, sometimes
unexpected, mechanisms.

For instance, many factors contribute to climate vulnerability

reduction; some may hold in particular contexts (Chidanti-M alunga, 2011), while the same
factor may matter little in another (Braun and A ssheuer, 2011). In addition, others m ay not fit
w ithin established frameworks, and as a consequence, uncover new intervening parameters.

4.3 Data Extraction
The analyses o f the thesis are separated into international and subnational distribution and
local level im plem entation, and data extraction m ethods are tailored for each scale:
international adaptation

finance data require keyw ord searches and hum an coding;

subnational adaptation finance data extraction is undertaken using the Climate Change and
A frican Political Stability methodology; local level data are collected by applying a case
selection m atching technique with assistance from D istrict Developm ent Officers in Malawi.

4.3.1 International
The m ajority o f adaptation finance arrives through ODA (Clapp, Ellis, Benn et al., 2012;
Stadelmann, Brown, H om lein, 2012) and a concern o f the associated literature is to separate
developm ent aid from adaptation finance. N um erous exercises classify adaptation finance
flows, but m ost concentrate on objectives within project docum entation.
First, some isolation exercises have taken place within international NGOs.

The

Organisation for Econom ic Cooperation and D evelopm ent (OECD) developed the Rio
M arker system.

Donors classify finance transfers to include funds with the intention o f

reducing vulnerability o f hum an or natural systems to the impacts o f climate change and
clim ate-related risks, by maintaining or increasing adaptive capacity and resilience (OECD),
2011). Conversely, the W orld Bank codes activities as adaptation if there is explicit climate
adaptation reasoning and purpose in addressing vulnerabiHty or im pact from climate
variabihty (W orld Bank, 2012).
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Aside from NGOs, academics have been the main contributors to the challenge. Roberts and
Peratsakis (2011) categorise the Departm ent o f International D evelopm ent’s portfolio:
narrow adaptation finance aims at addressing the risks o f local people; broad adaptation
finance elicits greater climate robustness o f societies. M ichaelow a and M ichaelow a (2012)
apply keyw ord searches and hum an coding to the A idD ata portal. They apply words such as
adaptation, flood, drought and storm to extract the initial sample.

M any words appear in

different project contexts and careful human coding o f each individual project finalise the
sample.
A daptation finance is therefore a subset o f developm ent aid as understood by the
Developm ent A ssistance Comm ittee (DAC) reporting system o f the OECD, or the poverty
alleviation and concessional criteria o f ODA (IM F, 2003).

Poverty is a driver o f climate

vulnerabihty (O ’Brien, O ’Keefe, M eena et al., 2008), but climate adaptation/resihence is
about adjusting behaviour to an external threat, the exposure to which is only partially
detennined by poverty (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009).
The study applies the manual coding associated with Roberts and Peratsakis (2011) and
M ichaelowa and M ichaelowa (2012).
2010).

Keyword searches isolate an initial sample (2000-

Project docum ents are used to determine adherence to either o f the two following

criteria:
1. An explicit reference to adaptation in direct association with climate change; this criterion
has an operational definition o f any financial transfers with the explicit objective o f
facilitating adaptation or strengthening adaptive capacity to climate change; at issue is the
stated climate change focus.
2.

Vulnerability reduction in terms o f the direct and indirect effects o f climate change;

involving any financial transfers that contribute to climate vulnerability reduction; some
cases have clear climate vulnerability reducing objectives with reference to aspects o f climate
resilience, clim ate-proofing and coping with climate change. For projects that have no direct
climate change reference, inclusion is based on w hether there is reference to chronic and
sudden-onset climate change related disasters as understood by the Intergovernm ental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) (2001). For instance, these include drought, desertification, land
degradation, floods, hurricanes, tem perature increases and sea-level rise.
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H ence, the necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion rest on a) w hether there is an
explicit objective to facilitate clim ate change adaptation; b) w hether the direct and indirect
effects o f clim ate change are addressed.

4.3.2 Subnational
The m ulti-scalar framework follows the finance to the m ost climate vulnerable states in
receipt o f significant funds. From these criteria, M alawi is selected from the results o f the
international analysis. Few governm ents or NGO s have been able to track subnational
adaptation

finance, and o f those

that have, program s (units

m ethodologically consistent or comparable.

o f analysis)

are not

A n example is the N epalese Climate Public

Expenditure and Institutional Review (CPEIR) (Jones, M itchell, V illaneuva and Standley,
2012). CPEIR aims to display how clim ate-change related expenditure is integrated into the
national budgetary process. This elucidates distribution patterns across governm ent ministries
and local agencies o f m inistries, and how much expenditure is allocated to adaptation.
However, the methods to distinguish adaptation from developm ent are too underdeveloped to
apply.

The study uses the first subnational geo-coded aid dataset and com prehensive adaptation
finance coding methodology from the CCAPS program.

The CCAPS program uses

proportional methods to break down individual projects into com ponents using project
docum ents (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).

Each com ponent is assigned a climate

score along a clim ate-developm ent spectrum - Ambiguous D evelopm ent (0), General
D evelopm ent (0.5), Capacity D evelopm ent (1) and Clim ate-Oriented D evelopm ent (2). The
study takes Capacity D evelopm ent and Clim ate-Oriented D evelopm ent as the broad and
narrow adaptation finance and extracts the data accordingly.
Clim ate-oriented adaptation finance indicates the motive or intent o f the acfivity is framed by
“a changing climate, either past, present, or future” (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012, p.
5); including activities for clim ate-proofing agriculture, clim ate-related disaster prevention
and preparedness and funds for irrigation in highly drought prone areas.

Capacity

developm ent does not have

“climate

a clim ate-oriented

motive, yet does provide

resilience...this resilience aspect separates capacity developm ent from general developm ent”
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(W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012, p. 5); including activities for w ater supply/sanitation,
agricultural w ater resources, food crop production, seed supplies, afforestation, generic
disaster reduction, and com m unity participation.

4.3.3 Local Level
Local level analysis focuses on the most climate vulnerable com munities in Malawi. Nsanje,
Chikw aw a and Salima districts are selected from the results o f the subnational analysis.

In

accordance with the framework, district selection is dependent on the presence o f high
clim ate vulnerability and significant levels o f adaptation finance: these districts display such
a relationship.

A cadem ic peer-review ed literature on com m unity level adaptation actions is thin (Schipper,
Ayers, Reid et al., 2013); including analyses o f peoples’ capital assets (human, social, natural,
physical and financial asset) to cope with increasing floods in the Koshi Tappu, Nepal (Dulal,
Eroding, Thakar et al., 2010); or how climate interventions create innovations in agricultural
techniques to counter flooding (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009). However, no study system atically
m onitors multiple climate adaptation interventions and com pares them with places engaged
with on-going infonnal and autonomous actions.

A m atching technique selects cases for a treatm ent-control quasi-experiment.

Units are

vulnerable villages that are: a) recipients o f adaptation finance (treatment); or b) not
recipients, but engage in autonomous and informal actions to address climate risk (control).
This estimates the independent effect o f adaptation finance in lessening climate risk. Such
research designs have been used for cash transfer (M iller, Tsoka and Reichert, 2011) and
micro-finance schem es (Tedeschi, 2008). The objective is parity and balance between the
two categories (Stuart, 2009) by selecting villages with proxim ate covariate distributions
(King, Keohane and Verba, 1994) on climate vulnerability indicators (for example, poverty,
education, w ater access) to m axim ise probabilistic equivalence (Rubin, 1973).

This

m inim ises bias (im balance) contained betw een cases and offers a m ethodological basis for
case selection (Blackwell, Icaus, King et al., 2010; Burnham, 2008; Neilsen, 2012; Stuart,
2009).
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The study appHes variable and fixed effects indicators. Variable indicator data are placed on
top o f Geographic Information Systems (GIS) maps o f EA created by the Central Statistics
Office o f Malawi.

Summary calculations provide m ean scores by EA zone.

Village

locations are placed on top o f the map to compare villages depending on their placem ent
w ithin EA zones.

Conversely, maxim ising fixed effects requires holding as many context

specific factors constant as possible between villages.

Traditional leader networks,

livelihoods, religion and political affiliation are often geographically specific w ithin Malawi;
each can increase heterogeneity and m ust be minimised.

The data extraction process requires working closely with District D evelopm ent Officers who
them selves direct and situate adaptation finance interventions. They alone have knowledge
o f w'here inter\'entions are and each village’s corresponding location on the map.

The

selection process works as follows: each treatment village is selected by the Developm ent
Officers and its location shown on the map (interventions include irrigation programs,
drought crop projects, flood protection measures, flood early w arning systems, tree planting
schemes, conservation fanning and fertiliser distribution); then a range o f potential matching
control village locations are given to the Developm ent O fficer from the GIS program; finally,
they select a village known to not be in receipt o f any adaptation finance whatsoever, nor any
other fonn o f intervention w ithin the previous five years.

4.4 Methods
The optimal method to analyse the respective quantitative and qualitative data is dependent
on the previous available literature. International distribution research is largely undertaken
by econom ists, political econom ists and developm ent econom ists and applies forms o f
regression analysis to explain the factors o f aid allocation; subnational distribution research is
conducted by policy economists, agricultural scientists and agricultural economists and again
applies regression statistics to model the factors o f resource allocations; local level
effectiveness has far few er precedents w ithin peer-review ed literature, but concerns
geographers and political ecologists and applies forms o f vulnerability assessment.
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4.4.1 International
Despite the abundance o f policy brief (Bird, Brown and Schalatek, 2011; Greene, 2004; Le
Goulven, 2008; M uller, 2008; Schalatek and Bird, 2010; Stadelmann and Roberts, 2010;
Stadelmann, Roberts and M ichaelowa, 2011) and accounting literature (Buchner, Brown and
Corfee-M orlot, 2012; Buchner, Falconer, Herve-M ignucci and Trabacchi, 2012), very few
studies empirically address international adaptation finance. Those that do analyse the causes
o f state coding behaviour (M ichaelow a & M ichaelowa, 2012) or apply bivariate correlation
to allocation analysis (Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013).

Therefore, no

literature provides a replicable m ethodology to model the distribution o f adaptation finance.
In its absence, the international analysis avails o f the econom etric based studies of
international allocation o f developm ent assistance.
International aid distribution research construct models of: a) recipient need and donor
interest (Chandrasekhar, 1965; Berthelemy, 2006; Feeny & M cGillivray, 2008; Hayter, 1971;
1981); and b) rewarding recipients for sound economic and institutional practices, known as
recipient m erit (Alesina & Dollar, 2000; Burnside & Dollar, 2000; Collier & Dollar, 2002).
Investigations serve as the basis to construct a model for adaptation finance. As is elaborated
w ithin the international study (Chapter 5), the model is m odified for adaptation finance to
incorporate climate vulnerability instead o f recipient need.

Unit of Analysis
International analysis uses panel data to include observations on numerous phenom ena across
m ultiple time periods for the same country. The result is a greater num ber o f data points,
m ore sophisticated findings, and reductions in collinearity among explanatory variables
(Hsiao, 2003). Recipients may display variation in allocations over time due to factors such
as incrementally im proving dem ocracy (Chauvet, 2002), fluctuations in gross national
product (Fenny & M cGillivray, 2008) and the approach has the capacity to capture
unobserved factors through fixed effects coefficients (Harrigan and Wang, 2011).
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Dependent Variable
Dependent variable characteristics condition the choice o f regression analysis.
research

concerns

funding

from

multilateral

agencies

(Neumayer,

2003;

Some

Addison,

McGillivray and Okedokun, 2004), bilateral transfers (Round & Okedokun, 2004;
Berthelemy, 2006), or incorporate bilateral and multilateral financing through total aid
(Marcarenhas & Sandler, 2006; Harrigan & Wang, 2011). Nuances exist as researchers focus
on individual countries (Fenny & McGillivray, 2008); or design models to illuminate donor
characteristics (Round & Okedokun, 2004).

The dependent variable in this international

study is amounts o f per-capita adaptation finance in US dollars held constant at 2009
valuations. An overview o f the approaches and methods is given on Table 4.1.

T a b l e 4 .1 : In te rn a tio n a l O D A d istrib u tio n stu d ie s a n d c o rr e sp o n d in g m e th o d s

M ethod

Author(s)

OLS
regression

Round & Okedicoun, 2004;
Alesina & W eder, 2002;
Addison, McGillivray &
Odedokun, 2004;
Neumayer, 2003.

Tw o Stage
O L S (2SLS)
regression

P ro b it
regression

M ascarenhas & Sandler,
2006; Chauvet, 2002;
Gillaumont & Chauvet,
2001; Burnside and Dollar,
2000.
Harrigan & W ang, 2011;
M cGillivray & Oczkowski,
1988.

Dependent
Variahle(s)
- Aid amount/GDP
ratio
- Aid per capita
- Annual growth rate

Data
Character.
- Positive
amounts

Costs & Benefits
Benefits: hierarchical ordering of
variables
Costs: Many assumptions: linearity,
outliers, homoscedasticity, truncation

- Aid per capita
- Ratio net ODA
disbursements/GDP
- Annual GDP growth

- Positive
amounts

- Eligibility decision:

- Binary (0, 1)

provide aid or not

- Received
funds/didn’t

Benefits: Solution to OLS recursivity
(uncorrelated error terms) violation
Costs: inefficient with larger samples

Benefits: Transforms probability o f
an event into the cumulative nornial
distribution

receive
Costs: Inconsistencies unless latent
variable equation error term is
normal
T obit
regression

Harrigan & W ang, 2011;
Alesina &Weder, 2002;

- Log (1+bilateral aid
per capita) for each

M cGillivray & Oczkowski,

country

1988.

- Censored
data

Benefits: M odel censored dependent
variable
Costs: Same error distribution
assumptions as OLS model
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Analysis Method
The main issue is that the dependent variable is censored, given that country-year adaptation
finance com m itm ents are often zero and cannot be negative. This introduces selection bias
when applying standard linear models.

Researchers often recognise those receiving aid

w hilst overlooking factors determining the initial decision to donate (M cGillivray, 1993).
One solution is to apply the two-stage method, using probit or logistic regression to explain
the initial binary eligibihty decision (M cGillivray & Oczkowski, 1992; Poe, 1992); and then
O rdinary Least Squares (OLS) regression models for positive values only (Alesina & W eder,
2002; Addison, M cG illivray and Okedokun, 2004; Neumayer, 2003).

However, as

adaptation finance is in its infancy, there are insufficient data entries to apply OLS on
positive amounts alone.
Tobit models

are

another common

solution, by

capturing

aid

distributions

whilst

sim ultaneously accounting for the censory aspect (Alesina and W eder, 2002; Berthelemy,
2006).

In this approach, exogenous variables have an equal im pact o f the probability o f

receiving com m itm ents within a given country-year (M cGillivray and Oczkowski, 1991;
1992) as they do for the am ounts they receive once the transfer takes place. Therefore, the
application o f Tobit intrinsically deals with non-negative censoring.
A second issue is heterogeneity across states, as each state is clustered into m ulti-year groups
(Chauvet, 2002). One solution to account for state variation is fixed effects models, but this
specification o f the Tobit model is known to create inconsistencies (to both slope and
variance estimators), due to non-linearity within the dependent variable (Berthelem y & Tichit,
2004: H arrigan and W ang, 2011). Therefore, on satisfaction o f the H ausm an specification
test, the random effects latent variable model can be used (an exam ple o f its application with
Tobit models is M ichaelow a & M ichaelowa, 2012) in addition to the existing explanatory
factors. This model assumes state variation follows a normal probability distribution (with a
m ean o f zero and each having a constant variance) and that effects are captured by the
intercept and a random com ponent (Allison, 2009).
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4.4.2 Subnational
No empirical research models subnational distribution o f adaptation finance to function as a
guide for the analysis. Some research exists on the subnational distribution o f development
aid or other resources. The literature is an assortment o f topics, approaches and methods,
including the asymmetrical distribution o f food aid (Jayne, Yamano, Weber et al., 2003);
disaster response relief aid (Morris, 2003; Francken, Minten & Swinnen, 2012).
investigate variation such as amounts o f World Bank aid

Some

(Zhang, 2004); school grants

distributions (Reinikka & Svensson, 2004); or households receiving food aid (Clay, Molla
and Habtewold, 1999). See Table 4.2 below for an overview o f methodological details o f the
literature.
Table 4.2: Sub-national general distribution studies and corresponding methods

M ethod

A uthor(s)

O L S re g re ss io n

Takasaici, 2011;
Z hang, 2004;
R einikka & Svensson,
2004; B esley &
B urgess, 2002;

- A m ounts o f fund
allocation: aggregate aid
to provinces; school
grants distribution

T akasaki, 2011;
M orris & W odon,
2003; F rancken et al,
2009; Jayne et al,
2003

- R e cipient receiving
reconstruction funds or
not? cyclone re lie f aid or
not?

C la y e t a l(1 9 9 9 )

- Food aid distribution to
farm households

P ro b it
re g re ss io n

C h i-S q u a re

D ependent V ariable(s)

D ata
C haracter.
- Positive
values

L im itations & B enefits
Benefits: hierarchical ordering o f
variables

L im itations: A ssum ptions linearity, outliers,
hom oscedasticity, truncation.
-B inary (0, 1)
- R eceive
funds /d o n ’t
receive

B enefits: T ransform s probability
o f an event into the cum ulative
norm al distribution
L im itations: Inconsistencies unless
latent variable error te n n norm al

- Positive
values and
zeros

B enefits: A nalysis o f w hether tw o
variables are independent
L im itations: N o m easure o f
com peting explanations

A d a p ta tio n of
H e c k m a n ’s
w age e a rn in g
m odel

M orris and W odon
(2003)

- T he am ount o f re lie f aid
received after H urricane
M itch

- H ouseholds
w ith non-zero
re lie f

Benefits: T ests selection bias on
non-random ly selected sam ples
L im itations: R equires instrum ent
variable in selection equation

Dependent Variable
The dependent variable in this study is the number o f adaptation finance activities within a
district-year.

The term activities is preferred over projects for the following reasons: the
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geo-referencing m ethodology (Strandow, Findley, Nielson, and Powell, 2011) use the term
projects for international level funding transfers and identify their various geo-referenced
com ponents as subnational locations or activities. G eo-referenced data provide inform ation
on where specific activity com ponents o f broader projects are being implemented. These are
not to be confused with village or group-village level projects or interventions that are at a
much finer grain o f disaggregation.

Analysis Method
Once again, the dependent variable is censored, as district-year adaptation finance activity
counts are often zero and positive.

However, district-year units are m easured as activity

counts as opposed to com m itm ent amounts.

The intuitive solution is Poisson regression,

which provides the log outcome as a linear function o f the set o f explanatory factors and
allows for a significant num ber o f zeros. One problem is that our data violate the Poisson
over-dispersion assumption o f the variance exceeding the m ean and thus requires the
extension to a negative binom ial regression, with the same m ean structure as Poisson
regression, but with an additional param eter to model over-dispersion. There is no precedent
w ithin the subnational literature, as using GIS to aggregate geo-referenced activities (as
counts) is a novel practice.
In addition, w hether a district receives/doesn’t receive activities within a given year is a
different outcome to the count variable.

Climate vulnerable districts consistently receive

activities, but the amounts are often not as high as less climate vulnerable districts. Takasaki
(2011) and Francken, M inten and Swinnen (2009) from the subnational literature apply probit
regression, but the logit model provides very similar results as each have to transform the
dependent variable (0, 1) to allow for the decreasing effects o f X on Y as the predicted Y
values approaches the floor or the ceiling - probit models the probabilities o f an event into
scores from the cum ulative standard normal distribution - logit models the same probability
into a logged odds ratio (Pampel, 2000).

The logit model provides odds ratio coefficients

(probability o f an event divided by the probability o f a non-event), but this study uses logit
m arginal effects to interpret a one-unit increase in each explanatory parameter.
There are some m ethodological issues with subnational distribution analysis.

Francken,

M inten and Swirmen (2009) discuss the problem s o f inter-district correlation and arbitrary
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heteroskedasticity.

Spatially determ ined auto-correlation is a com mon methodological

problem when dealing with geo-spatially defined district level distributions. One solution is
to use robust standard errors that are adjusted for clustering on the districts in order to prevent
the relationship between the errors entering the model (M cClendon, 2002). However, upon a
visual inspection o f residuals plotted against fitted values, this issue did not apply to
adaptation finance activity data in this study. Finally, there is a need for a robustness check
to add greater weight to any claims o f causal inference by controlling for variables that have
not or cannot be m easured (Allison, 2009).

Fixed effects models control for stable

characteristics and unobserved factors intrinsic to each district and which are not accounted
for w ithin the model.

4.4.3 Local
G eographers, political ecologists and adaptation scholars approach issues o f local climate
change vulnerability and adaptation policy (Ayers, 2009; Ayers & Forsyth, 2009; Dulal,
Eroding, Thakar et al., 2010) and its climate justice im plications (Adger, 2001; Adger,
Paavola, Huq, 2006; Paavola, 2006; Thom as & Twyman, 2005). Nevertheless, this remains a
predom inantly theoretical debate and empirical research belongs to the grey literature outside
o f peer-review publications.
Interest is growing in vulnerability assessments.

Researchers quantify national and

subnational climate vulnerabihty (Busby, Smith and W hite, 2011; W heeler, 2011), but this
analysis o f adaptation finance im pact requires com munity level climate vulnerability
assessment.

Approaches take the form o f indicator, m ulti-stressor, eight step and

participatory m ethods (see Table 4.3).

Each offers some form o f m easurem ent to the

physical and socio-economic drivers o f climate risk.

Indicator approaches are the most

com m on (Adger, 1999; Hahn, Riederer and Foster, 2009; Sullivan and M eigh, 2005; Deressa,
Hassan, Ringler, 2008); involving param eters (wealth, technology, irrigation potential and
literacy) to determine exposure (Deressa, Hassan, Ringler, 2008).

However, there are

m ethodological reservations regarding the degree o f uncertainty with indicators (Vincent,
2007) and the use o f static measures that provide no feedback m echanism s (Fussel and Klein,
2006).
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Multiple stressor assessments identify how stressors, with climate change being just one,
shape vulnerability (Patt, 2009; Casale, Drimie and Quinlan, 2009; O ’Brien, Leichenko,
Kelkar et al., 2004).

The vulnerable system approach recognises stressors threatening a

system, instead o f effects o f a single stress factor (Fiissel and Klein, 2006).

This

accommodates a dynamic and evolving reality through the incorporation o f both internal and
external aspects o f vulnerability - stressors create outcomes that subsequently create/fortify
new stressors. However, no research to date applies the vulnerability assessments to gauge
the impact o f adaptation finance.
T a b le 4.3: C lim a te v u ln e r a b ility a ss e ssm e n t lite ra tu re a n d m e th o d s

Methods
Indicator
Based
Approaches

Multiple
stressor
analytical
framework

The Eight
Step method

Participatory
Climate
Vulnerability
A ssessment

Author(s)

Variable(s)/Approach

D ata Character.

Costs

&

Benefits

Adger, 1999;
Hahn et al,
2009; Sullivan
et al, 2005;
Deressa et al,
2008

- 1 components;
+ Socio-demographic
profile; livelihood
strategies; social networks;
health, food; water; natural
disasters; climate variability

Quantitative
- Surveys into
metrics
- Weighted
average

Benefits: Means to quantify climate
vulnerability

Casale, Drimie,
Quinlan &
Ziervogel, 2009;
O ’Brien et al,
2004

Stressors:
+ Infectious diseases
+ Climate variability
+ Trade liberalisation
+ W ater management
+ Stressor —* existing
context—►outcomes —►
stressor

- Qualitative
- Four semi
structured
interviews

Benefits: Many stressors to assess,
with climate change being just one.

Polsky, N eff &
Yamal, 2007;
Schroter et al,
2005;

1. Define study area
2. Understand the
environment
3. Establish vulnerability
4. Develop a causal model
5. Find indicators
6. Operate model
7. Project future
vulnerability
8. Communicate findings

- Either
qualitative or
quantitative

1. Situation analysis
2. Analysing causes
3. Analysing community
action
4. Drawing action from
analysis

- Qualitative
- Context rich
real-time data
- Participants
perception

Actionaid
International,
2005; Care,
2009; Nakaleva,
2006 Felling,
2007; Van
Aalst, 2008;

-

Limitations: No recognition o f
circular nature o f climate impacts
and sensitivity

Limitations: Many stressors lack
specialisation in one, such as
climate change.

Benefits: Measures three main
determinants: exposure, sensitivity
and adaptive capacity
Limitations: Lacks ontological basis
to determine climate vulnerability;
purely a guiding methodology

Benefits: Practical knowledge; colearning between researchers and
communities local knowledge;
Limitations: Less application to
other contexts
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Unit of Analysis
The unit o f analysis is the treatm ent and control com m unities o f Nsanje, Chikwawa and
Salima districts o f Malawi.

More specifically, village level discussion groups are held in

eighteen locations across the three districts.

These are com posed o f district council

representatives, village heads, and male and female com m unity members. Each discussion
group answers a series o f questions relating to their clim ate risks, the adaptation finance
interventions they receive, and their autonomous adaptive actions.

All discussions are

conducted in Chichewa and translated into English by external interpreters.

Dependent Variable
The dependent variable is the ability o f com munities to m anage their climate risks.

The

focus is on two aspects: a) a com munities capacity to address each individual risk factor,
w hich they have identified themselves as a challenge; b) the quality o f the community
adaptive response - w hether the action results in a sustainable reduction in climate
vulnerability.

The treatm ent and control setting is specifically designed to isolate the

independent effect o f adaptation finance by com paring fonnal institutionalised adaptations
with informal and autonomous measures.

Analysis Method
Discormect exists between certain vulnerability assessm ents and climate justice as a subject.
V ulnerability assessm ents display aspects o f academic transcendence w hen universal
frameworks supersede local knowledge, leaving com munities with no role in the process.
Participatory assessm ents on the other hand introduce context by including community
know ledge in determining their sensitivities and exposures (Chiwaka & Yates, 2005; Care,
2009; Felling, 2007; V an Aalst, Burton and Carmon, 2008; Fazey, Kesby, Evely et al., 2010;
Red Cross, 2010). There are no prior assumptions about w hat exposures and sensitivities are
already present exist (Smit & W andal, 2006) and reflexive engagem ent with local knowledge
is the m ethodological strength.
In essence, participatory assessm ents provide a methodology, but leave the evaluation to the
vulnerable com munities themselves and this addresses aspects o f procedural justice common
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to clim ate justice research (Adger, 2006; Grasso, 2010; Thomas & Twyman, 2005). Chmate
justice analysis requires the perceptions o f those vulnerable to climate change to be central to
the analysis.
In sum m ation, the participatory assessm ents a) provide a m ethodology for multiple locationspecific surveys; b) allows for assessm ents o f both treatment and control groups; and c)
operates in accordance with participatory climate justice principles.

4.5 Summary and Reflections
Follow ing adaptation finance from inter-state transfers down to ground-level im plem entation
structures the scale-specific progression o f this thesis, the data extracted, the model and
variables applied.

The research has no precedent in the sense o f following funds, nor in

m odelling adaptation finance distribution or investigating the effectiveness o f funds. As a
consequence, it was a requisite o f each study to find proxim ate studies on each o f the given
scales o f analysis. Data had to be collected and assim ilated into existing models (see Table
4.4).

W hat results is a m ulti-disciplinary research m ethodology that speaks to multiple

academic and policy debates around climate finance, developm ent aid, and resource
allocation and im plem entation across the developing world.
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T a b le 4 .4 : Sum m ary o f m ethods

Scale
In te rn a tio n a l

D ata
- Bilateral and
multilateral AidData
projects 2000-2010
for all African states

D ata Extraction
1, Keyword
searches

M eth o d Specif.
- Tobit model
- Random effects

2. Human-coding

Local

DV: Adaptation finance per
capita
IV: Climate vulnerability
(physical, socio-economic and
demographic); bilateral trade;
years in climate regime; colonial
legacy; amounts o f ODA;
democracy; civil war; GDP
change

- Amounts in US
Dollars

S ubnational

M odel Specifics

- Climate Change
and A fncan Political
Stability Program
Geo-Coded Aid
Dataset for Malawi
- Geo-references
activity locations

1. Case selection
from international
analysis
2. CCAPS program
Climate Coding
Methodology

- Logistic analysis
- Negative Binomial
analysis

DV: Adaptation finance
activities
IV: Climate vulnerability
(physical and socio-economic);
district support for president;
agriculmral engagement; ODA
activities; television ownership

- Village Focus
Group Surveys in
Nsanje, Chikwawa
and Salima

1. Case selection
from subnational
analysis
2. Treatment
villages selected by
District Officers
3. Controls via
matching technique

- Participatory
vulnerability
assessment
- Matching technique
for treatment and
control village
selection

DV: Climate risk
IV: Fonnal adaptations elicited
by adaptation finance; informal
and autonomous adaptive
actions

International transfers o f adaptation finance are taken from AidData projects from 2000-2010
- extracted through keyword and human-coding techniques - and modelled for climate
vulnerability and donor interest using Tobit regression; subnational transfers o f adaptation
finance are located within CCAPS program geo-referenced dataset for development
assistance within Malawi - CCAPS program climate-coding methodology isolates adaptation
finance data - and modelled for climate vulnerability and donor interest using logistic and
negative binomial regression; the local level study uses community focus group discussions
in villages across three districts in Southern and Central Malawi - working with District
Development Officers to conduct village matches for the selection o f villages - and availing
o f participatory vulnerability assessments to determine the independent effect o f adaptation
finance in reducing climate risk.
On reflection, the data and methods o f this thesis were particularly challenging for a number
o f reasons. What follows explains the most prominent o f these challenge First, adaptation
finance is difficult to define. The initial stages o f the research were highly uncertain, because
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o f the lack o f literature around in 2010 that indicated even the possibility o f demarcating
adaptation finance from standard developm ent assistance. Second, to engage with cuttingedge debates on the allocation o f developm ent assistance, the international study needed to
have enough entries to build a time-series dyadic (county-country) dataset.

The sample

extracted fell far short o f the num ber o f entries needed to conduct such a study. Third, up to
the spring o f 2011, there was no subnational data available to conduct the analysis.

This

thesis was transform ed by a) the release o f the CCAPS program ’s M alawi geo-coded aid
data; b) the good fortune o f M alawi fitting the climate justice fram ework o f being the most
climate vulnerable m ainland African state and a significant recipient o f adaptation finance;
and c) the capacity to satisfactorily model governm ent interest with the CCAPS data. Fourth,
there were significant challenges involved in understanding how adaptation finance works its
way through governmental bureaucracies, especially at the district level; and then the final
barrier was approaching local level governance structures within M alawi to conduct
systematic vulnerability assessm ents in eighteen M alawi communities.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 5

International Climate Justice? Adaptation Finance
Distribution and Climate Vulnerability
U nder review in Global Environm ental Politics
The causes and consequences o f cHmate change create a double inequality through the
inverse distribution o f risk and responsibility.

Developed states are culpable, but will

confront only moderate adverse effects; least developed states contribute the least emissions
and yet experience threats to livelihoods, assets and security. The form er provide adaptation
assistance to address inequity by funding the requisite behaviour adjustments for those
exposed to lessen climate risk.

This chapter is a quantitative analysis o f bilateral and

multilateral adaptation finance distribution to African states.

Scholarly, policy and activist

literature assert that adaptation finance distribution should be towards climate vulnerable
states - those most in need.

The analysis applies a derivative o f the recipient need/donor

interest model common to developm ent aid allocation research.

5.1 Introduction
Climate justice research identifies a double inequality through the inverse distribution o f risk
and responsibility (Adger, Paavola, Huq et al., 2006; Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013; Fiissel,
2010; Roberts and Parks, 2007).

Fifty years o f accum ulated emissions from the least-

developed states represent less than 0.07% o f some developed states (W orld Bank, 2013).
The least developed states and marginal environm ents (M aplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith and
White, 2011; Busby, Smith, W hite et al., 2013) will suffer from the adverse consequences o f
climate change, as sensitivity and exposure to climate variability and change is caused by
poverty and underdevelopm ent (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon, et al., 2004; Tanner and Hom86

Phathanothai, 2013), including poor education, health infrastructure and governance
structures. Furtherm ore, physical hazards, such as flooding (Lopez-M arrero, 2010; M ustafa,
1998) and drought onset (Eriksen and Lind, 2009; Stringer, Dyer, Reed et al., 2009) and more
frequent and intense storms, can result in considerable loss o f assets and dam age to
livelihoods. African states are forecast to experience a disproportionate loss o f social,
econom ic and physical security relative to other underdeveloped regions, fiarther raising
climate inequity for the most vulnerable (Baer, 2009; M arkandya, 2011; M endelsohn,
M orrison, Schlesinger et al., 2000).
The climate justice or climate equity debate investigates how com pensatory actions (Farber,
2007; Hulme, O ’Neill and Dessai, 2012; Clark, 2012) address inequalities.

Empirical

research focuses on the justice im plications o f climate policies (Beym er-Farris and Basset,
2012; Mercer, Perales and W ainwright, 2012; Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013) and the means
available to adapt w ithin climate vulnerable localities (Dulal, Eroding, Thaker et al., 2010),
w hile equity versus efficiency (Stadelm ann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013) is the
only applied fram ework in adaptation finance allocation studies.
A burgeoning literature documents the amounts o f climate finance raised (Ciplet, Roberts,
Stadelm ann et al., 2011b; Ciplet, Roberts, Khan et al., 2011a; Stadelmann, Brown and
H om lein, 2012; Buchner, Falconer, H erve-M ignucci et al., 2012; Buchner, Falconer, HerveM ignucci et al., 2013; Ciplet, Fields, M adden et al., 2012), while other empirical w ork
includes the political m otivation o f coding climate finance (M ichaelowa and M ichaelowa,
2011).

Discussions are often conceptual and focus on issues such as the institutional and

structural design o f mechanisms (Buchner, Brown and Corfee-M orlot, 2011; Clapp, Ellis,
Berm et al., 2012) and their ethical im plications (Grasso 2010); uncertainties o f defining new
and additional finance (Stadelmann and Roberts, 2010); theoretical considerations o f climate
finance burden sharing (Duus and Jaggers, 2012); why donors prefer m itigation finance over
adaptation (Abadie, G alarraga and Rubbekle, 2012); and the estim ated costs o f adaptation
(Haites, 2013). In this way, they are often divorced from real funding flows.
The chapter asks w hether distributive actions are driven by climate vulnerability (A dger and
Paavola, 2006). Scholars and international negotiators ask that vulnerable urban stakeholders
are considered (Ayers, 2009); and equitable allocation...to the m ost vulnerable countries
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occurs (Schalatek and Bird, 2011). Indeed, the UNFCCC (1992) states “developed country
p arties.. .shall...assist the developing country parties that are particularly vulnerable to the
adverse effects o f climate change in m eeting costs o f adaptation to those adverse effects” .
These com m entators ask for the practical application o f R aw ls’ difference principle (Rawls,
1972): if a decision m aker has no infonnation regarding their position w ithin a society, they
will distribute resources to the m ost disadvantaged groups.
An analysis o f adaptation finance data quantifies w hether those m ost exposed to climate
change

receive disproportionate

assistance

(relative to

states

o f m edium

and

low

vulnerability) for livelihood resilience in drought prone areas, w ater management, flood
defences, climate related disaster m anagem ent, climate infonnation and other associated
interventions (see next section 5.2.1 for elaboration). A daptation finance to African states
initiates a top-down m ulti-scalar climate justice process w hereby the m ost vulnerable states
and domestic regions receive adaptation finance, and finally, com munities experience
reductions in climate risk (Barrett, 2013; 2014; 2013a). The objective is to explain patterns
in the first stage o f this m ulti-stage accum ulative process.
The chapter investigates the bilateral and multilateral distribution o f adaptation finance to
African states between 2000-2010, using data on transfers made prim arily through ODA
[criteria o f 25% grant element, concessional and broadly focused towards economic
developm ent (IMF, 2003)] from AidD ata 2.0. The lack o f time varying climate vulnerability
param eters has been a significant barrier to investigating adaptation finance distribution.
This research incorporates new time series data from the Environmental Indications and
W arnings for Freshwater Security (EIW ) dataset (see Appendix A .l) o f the United States
Central Intelligence Agency on freshwater surplus and deficit to construct a metric for
physical vukierability, as an accom panim ent to socio-economic factors.

The central

questions are:
W hat is the main determ inant o f adaptation finance distribution?
Is climate vulnerability the prim ary factor in distribution or is donor interest driving
allocation?
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If adaptation finance distribution is made to climate vulnerable states w ithin A frica, the
m ulti-scalar process o f clim ate justice is initiated (Barrett, 2013). Nevertheless, international
developm ent aid research suggests other factors determ ine distribution (M cG illivray and
Oczkowski, 1992; Berthelem y, 2006; Fenny and M cGillivray, 2008): donor interest often
drives allocation o f developm ent aid (M cG illivray and Oczkowski, 1991; Schraeder, Hook
and Taylor, 1998) and other scholars suggest the interests o f donors are present in adaptation
finance (Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013; Pickering, Skovgaard, Kim et al., 2013).

A

derivative o f the recipient need and donor interest model is applied to factors o f adaptation
finance distribution w ithin Africa.
The findings suggest climate vulnerability is not a conclusive determ inant o f adaptation
finance distribution w ithin Africa: first, physical vulnerability factors show no relationship
with allocation o f finance; second, some socio-economic param eters indicate the m ost
climate vulnerable are receiving disproportionately more funding than less vulnerable states,
while others suggest they receive the least.

Nevertheless, the consistent m essage is that

adaptation finance adm inistered to African states is distributed according to factors o f donor
interest, prior donor activity and governance levels.
Five sections follow: section two reviews the associated literature, introduces adaptation
finance and discusses its assim ilation into models o f developm ent aid distribution; section
three clarifies the adaptation finance sampling methodology and outlines the explanatory
factors; section four outlines the application o f a Tobit model; section five presents the
findings o f the analysis; and section six concludes with the broader im plications o f the
investigation.

5.2 Climate Justice and Adaptation Finance Literature
The following section outlines the current climate justice literature, and situates adaptation
finance data within the established research on international developm ent aid allocation. The
new data facilitates inquiry into questions so far unansw ered w ithin climate change research.
To date, the larger conversation about climate justice and climate ethics has been
predom inantly theoretical and philosophical. Concepts such as cosm opolitan justice (Caney,
2006; M altais, 2008), intra- and intergenerational justice (Green, 1977; A rler, 2001)
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represents the cornerstone o f the subject.

Empirical investigations include means

assessm ents for vulnerable com munities (Dulal, Bording, Thakar et al., 2010); justice based
evaluations o f particular climate policies (Beym er-Farris and Basset, 2012; M ercer, Perales
and W ainwright et al., 2012; Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013); and health savings o f mitigation
actions (Garg, 2011). Some research applies quantitative methods, through the ratification o f
environm ental treaties (Roberts and Parks, 2007) and the distribution record o f the
Adaptation Fund (Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013). A recent study finds
donor interests dominant in a qualitative analysis o f adaptation finance in terms o f actor
behaviour using Sen’s realisation-focused com parison theory o f justice (Ciplet, Roberts and
Khan, 2013).

To date, no large-n quantitative research analyses the distributive record o f

bilateral and multilateral funding.

5.2.1 Introduction of Adaptation Finance
Adaptation finance navigates the same bureaucratic distribution chamiels as development
assistance, but differentiates itself in term s o f the final recipients and project objectives.
Adaptation finance originates as bilateral or multilateral financial transfers to climate
vulnerable states.

Sources include multilateral funds, such as the Global Climate Change

Alliance, or bilateral transfers from, for instance, the United States to Ethiopia (see Appendix
A .2).

Analogous to other funding types, adaptation finance arrives within the recipient

state’s M inistry o f Finance or governm ent appointed im plem enting agency (Pickering,
Skovgaard, Kim et al., 2013). Thereafter, subnational distribution takes place to local level
governance structures, such as district councils or county adm inistrative offices direcdng and
managing implementation.
Adaptation finance formally institutionalises the process o f climate resilience and adaptive
capacity. This is the adjustment in natural or hum an systems in response to climate stimuli
and their effects, which moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities (Ayers and Huq,
2009). Irrigation schemes, sea level defences, cassava cropping, riverbed dredging and storm
defences are examples o f these activities.

The specific difference from development

assistance is the stated objectives and the clim ate vulnerable actors who are the ultimate
recipients.

This requires the construction o f a model with the capacity to capture new

explanatory dynamics, and most im portantly, a different conception o f need.
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5.2.2 Climate Vulnerability and Donor Interest Model
The need perspective engages moral, hum anitarian and fairness principles. Those states most
in need should gain disproportionately from resource distribution relative to the less needy
(Chandrasekhar, 1965).

Some international allocation literature finds recipient need an

explanatory factor for developm ent aid distribution (M cG illivray and Oczkowski, 1992;
Trum bull and W all, 1994; Burnside and Dollar, 2000; N eum ayer, 2003).

If greater need

results in greater distribution, the m ost climate vulnerable states will receive adaptation
finance:

Hypothesis 1: The higher the level o f climate vulnerability within recipient states, the
greater the distribution o f adaptation finance
Donor interest is an alternative explanation. A daptation finance donors direct transfers either
bilaterally, state-to-state or multilateral institutional governing bodies or councils.

The

developm ent aid distribution literature finds that indicators o f donor interest, such as political,
economic or militarily linkages, explain much about why decisions are made to provide funds
(Hayter, 1981; A lesina and Dollar, 2000); through export intensity (Berthelemy, 2006),
colonial association (Neumeyer, 2003), and geopolitical strategy (Harrigan and W ang, 2 0 II).
Therefore:

Hypothesis 2: As indicators o f government interest increase, transfers o f adaptation finance
increase
There is a range o f additional explanations for international distribution.

The merit

perspective finds donors rewarding recipients for dem ocratic institutions (Schraeder, Hook
and Taylor, 1998; Chauvet, 2002; Berthelem y, 2006; Feeny and M cG ilhvray, 2008a].
Particular donors, especially the U nited States, United Kingdom, the N ordics and Canada,
respond positively to dem ocratic institutions in recipient countries (A lesina and Dollar, 2000).
Other indicators o f m erit o f include fiscal and m onetary responsibihty (Addison, M cGillivray
and Odedokun, 2004; Fenny and M cGillivray, 2008) and internal and inter-state peace
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(Berthelem y, 2006). Essentially, countries are rewarded for good governance (Guillaum ont
and Chauvet, 2001).

Hypothesis 3: The higher indicators o f merit within recipient states, the greater the
distribution o f adaptation finance
Finally, the donor utility argument suggests funds are given to states w here developm ent aid
networks are already established, lowering transaction costs for donors. This is shown in the
subnational distribution literature with food aid (Jayne, Strauss, Y am ano et al., 2002) and
relief aid allocations (Francken, M inten and Swinnen, 2012), but not within the context o f
international aid allocation.

Hypothesis 4: The higher the distribution o f ODA, the greater the distribution o f adaptation
finance
T a b le 5.1: H ypotheses

H ypothesis

A rgum ent

E xpectation

N eed

Positive and significant relationship
between adaptation finance distribution
and parameters o f climate vulnerability
if need is the main determinant

H2: D o n o r In terest

In te re st

Positive and significant relationship if
donor allocates funds for political,
economic objectives

H3: R e cip ien t M e rit

R e w a rd

Positive and significant if donor
allocates ftinds to reward recipient for
good governance

H I : C lim a te V u ln e r a b ility

H4: D o n o r U tility

E ffic ien c y

Positive and significant relationship if
greater development assistance
encourages more adaptation finance

5.3 Data
The following section first explains the m ethodology o f adaptation finance data isolation.
Second, an outline is given concerning the construction o f all independent variables, and their
corresponding descriptive statistics.
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5.3.1 Dependent Variable: Adaptation Finance
Researchers isolate adaptation finance data from the greater body o f developm ent finance
(Roberts and Peratsakis, 2011). These efforts approach the task through analysis o f project
docum ents by applying narrow and broad definitions to the portfolio o f the D epartm ent o f
International D evelopm ent in the United Kingdom: narrow definitions are aimed at
addressing the risks o f local people; broad definitions require projects to increase the
robustness o f societies to climate change.

M ore recently, researchers have devised new

criteria for sampling clim ate-oriented (narrow) and capacity developm ent (broad) adaptation
finance (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).

Clim ate-oriented data indicates that the

motive or intent o f the activity is framed by a changing climate, either past, present, or future;
conversely, capacity developm ent data does not have a clim ate-oriented motive, yet does
provide climate resilience...this (resilience) aspect separates capacity developm ent from
general developm ent (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).
As these exam ples illustrate, adaptation finance data is a subset o f developm ent aid as
understood by the DAC reporting system within the OECD, or the poverty alleviation and
concessional criteria o f ODA (IM F, 2003).

Poverty is a driver o f climate vulnerability, but

climate adaptation/resilience is about adjusting behaviour to an external threat, the exposure
to which is only partially determ ined by poverty (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009).
The study takes one sample (2000-2010) from the AidD ata 2.0 (Tierney, N eilson, Hawkins et
al., 2011) portal using keyword searches associated w ith the climate adaptation perspective the terms are adaptation, vulnerability, risk, resilience, livelihoods, hazard and climate. This
secures a sample o f 10,000+ entries o f financial com m itm ents to African states, and
specifically com m itm ents are chosen over disbursements as this offers the optimal point to
understand explain initial the decision to distribute adaptation finance. Com m itm ent amounts
are inflation adjusted to 2009 US$ valuations. Each project docum ent is m anually coded for
adherence to the following criteria:
1. Entries w ith an explicit reference to adaptation in direct association with climate change;
this criterion has an operational definition o f any financial transfers with the explicit
objective o f facilitating adaptation or strengthening adaptive capacity to climate change; at
issue is the stated climate change focus.
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2. Entries seeking vulnerability reduction in terms of the direct and indirect effects of climate
change; this involves any financial transfers that contribute to climate vulnerability reduction;
some cases have clear climate vulnerability reducing objectives with reference to aspects of
climate resilience, climate-proofing and coping with climate change. For projects that have
no direct climate change reference, inclusion is based on whether there is’reference to chronic
and sudden-onset climate change related disasters as understood by the IPCC (2001) drought, desertification, land degradation, floods, hurricanes, temperature increases and sealevel rise.
Hence, the necessary and sufficient conditions for inclusion rest on a) whether there is an
explicit objective to facilitate climate adaptation; b) whether the direct and indirect effects of
climate change are addressed; and c) whether the project title or description contains a
number of features, characteristics and idiosyncrasies - see Appendix A.3 for elaboration.
Table 5.2: Exam ples o f inclusion an d exclusion
Inclusion
O bjective

Exclusion
Exam ple

Objective

E xam ple

Adaptation to climate change, and
with an assirred explicit reference to
this context

Norway ^ Tanzania (2009)
climate change impacts and
adaptation

Adaptation of fiscal and
monetary pohcy,
communications systems, road
network

Greece —>Egypt (2007) adaptation
of the banking system to freemarket conditions

Vulnerability reduction to a changing
climate, drought, flood victims and
generic natural disasters

Canada —>■Kenya (2007)
managing risk, reducing
vulnerability and enhancing
productivity under a changing
climate

Vulnerability to aids, conflict,
or vulnerability in general with
no reference to the
direct/indirect effects of climate
change

Spain -+ Morocco (2006) protection
of groups in a greater situation of
vulnerability in Marruecos

Resilience from agri-food
restructuring and food shortages

Canada —> Colombia (2007) World
Food Programme project to build
resilience to food shortages

Resilience in agricultural production
associated with the National Adaptation
Program of Action

GEF
Niger (2009)
interventions to build
resilience and adaptive
capacity of the agriculture
sector to climate change

Hazards associated with natural
disasters, unless related to tsunami’s,
Mrthquakes or volcanoes

European Union ^ Eritrea
(2005) humanitarian aid to the
victims of climatic hazards and
food insecurity

Hazards related to toxic waste
and generic/unspecified hazards

Switzerland —>Madagascar (1995)
project to facilitate the safe disposal
of hazardous waste from pesticides

Risk mitigation associated with disaster
management, water management,
trigation

World Bank Trust Fund ^
Ethiopia (2009) flood risk
prevention in Ethiopia

Risk mitigation associated with
war, earthquakes, mines and
enviromTiental factors without
elaboration

Canada
Angola (2004) project to
provide education concerning mine
risks

Climate change mitigation,
biodiversity, or diseases
associated vrith climate change

UNDP —> Guinea (2006)
enviromnental policy and
administration management for
biodiversity

Livelihood improvements for
women and children, landmine
victims, political unstable areas,
or livelihoods unspecified_____

United Kingdom ^ Mozambique
(2001) Panda livelihood
institutional strengthening project

Climate change enabling activities,
“Captation of rural livelihoods or the
adverse effects of climate change
livelihoods improvements through
Wer storage in arid areas and
®6ricultural production on degraded
jSldrought-prone land______________

GEF ^ Djibouti (2000)
enabling activities for the
preparation of Initial National
Cormnunication - UNFCCC
Germany —> Ethiopia (2008)
livelihood improvement by
irrigation of agriculture for
small farmers in Ethiopia_____
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The process isolates projects facilitating water management (floods, irrigation, water storage,
coastal protection); livelihood resilience (crop diversification strategies, land degradation);
natural disaster resilience/rehabilitation (hurricane and cyclone recovery, floods, drought and
generic disaster vulnerability reduction) and other direct and indirect effects of climate
change.

Finally, a caveat: the intent is to draw a sample from the greater body of

development aid projects for the purposes of distributional analysis. Therefore, this represents
the unknown universe o f adaptation finance, but has little utility for gauging absolute
amounts of adaptation finance given to Africa between 2000-2010.
The exercise isolated 885 entries of adaptation finance for fifty-one African states between
2000-2010. The data were separated into bilateral and multilateral funding sources.

Both

types o f funding are aggregated for each o f the 51 countries, and for each of the 11 years
(n=561) within the sample period; bilateral adaptation finance country-year - 205 years with
funding, and 356 with zero; multilateral adaptation finance country-year - 217 years with
funding, and 344 with zero.
T a b le 5.3: D e p e n d e n t v a ria b le s
V ariable

O bs

M ean

Std. D ev.

M in

M ax

Bilateral

561

$1.7m

$ 6 .5m

0

$ 78m

(Per Capita)

561

$0.14

$0.75

0

$12.28

Multilateral

561

$ 5 .5m

$25m

0

$3 61 m

(Per Capita)

561

$0.44

$1.93

0

$31 .9 0

5.3.2 Explanation: Climate Vulnerability
New research quantifies and maps climate change vulnerability through combinafions o f
socio-economic and physical

factors

to differentiate between geographic

locations

(Maplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith, White et al., 2013b; Wheeler, 2011). One shortcoming has
been the lack of time-varying measures.

A second has been problems o f interpreting

aggregated indices. Five indicators are included that allow for time-series analysis suitable to
determine climate vulnerability across Africa:
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For physical exposure, the research applies the EIW GIS dataset from the Global Climate
Change Research Program (Global Climate Change Research Program 2011; 2011a; 2011b).
The dataset collects information on freshwater surplus and deficit throughout the sample
years at three, five and ten years. The index captures drought, dry spells and flood, which
represent the primary physical hazard across Africa (Bangura, Lynch and Binns, 2013;
Eriksen and Lind, 2009; Mijoni and Izadkhad, 2009; Stringer, Dyer, Reed et al., 2009). EIW
raster data are overlaid upon the pan-Africa country level shapefile to calculate mean scores
over the sample years: the mean value for droughts and floods combined is 10.69, and ranges
from 4.75 to 13.30 (for instance, 10 represents an average rate of occurrence of a drought or
flood once in every ten year period). In the interests of interpretability, the model uses the
variable EIW, which is a dummy variable indicating 1 if the country has an above mean
physical climate vulnerability and 0 if otherwise.
T able 5.4: Adaptation finance versus E IW physical vulnerability indicator
EIW

Bilateral

Mean
Amount
Coeff.

Multilateral

Mean
Amount
■Coeff.

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.20**

$0.50

$0.51

$0.24

$0.44

(0.17**)

(0.00)

(0.09)

(0.06)

(0.02)

$0.10

$0.18

$0.12

$0.14

$0.14

(0.09)

(-0.19**)

(0.09)

(0.04)

(-0.01)

(Spearman Correlation ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1)

Table 5.4 shows how allocations of adaptation finance correspond to physical climate
vulnerability levels across African states. This indicates physical vulnerability is not a strong
driver o f allocations (see Appendix A.4 for the breakdown o f country full amounts o f Tables
A.4.1-4).
Socio-economic indicators o f climate vulnerability are chosen based on their presence within
the primary available indices (Maplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith, White et al., 2013b; Wheeler,
2011; Global Climate Change Program, 2011) and are harnessed from a range o f sources:
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GDP per capita is universally applied w ithin indices and is supplied by the N ational Accounts
Estimates o f M ain A ggregates o f the United Nations; the mean country-year value is
US$1754 (ranging from US$100 to $27,130). GDP per capita is a continuous variable.
Infant m ortality rate (0-1 year, per 1000 live births) is one o f the m ain indicators w ithin the
EIW index and this study extracts the figures from the M illennium D evelopm ent Goals
database.

The mean country-year value is 71.27 deaths per 1000 (ranging from 6 to 142).

Infant mortality is then divided into quartiles in order to interpret its non-linear effects.
Life expectancy data is from the W orld D evelopm ent Indicators and is present within the
EIW and M aplecroft methodologies. The m ean country-year value is 54.61 years (ranging
from 39.73 to 74.75). Due to uneven distributions, the life expectancy variable standardises
all values above the m ean with z-scores, w hilst leaving those below with zero.
Population density is present w ithin the Climate Change and African Political Stability
Chm ate V ulnerabihty index (Busby, Smith, W hite et al., 2013b) and is constructed by
dividing population data (United Nations Population Division) with country size data (given
in kilometres squared by the Central Intelligence Agency Factbook). The m ean country-year
value is 81.08 (ranging from 2.29 to 627.42).

Clim ate
Vulnerability

GD P p e r
capita

Mean
Amount
Coeff

Life
E xpectancy

Mean
Amount
■Coeff

Infant
M ortality

Mean
Amount
Coeff

P opulation
D ensity

Mean
Amount
Coeff.

L ow

M oderate

H igh

H ighest

O verall
M ean

$0.13

$0.17

$0.09

$0.18

$0.14

(-0.15)

(-0.07)

(0.22**)

(-0.08)

1
o
o
*
*
*

Table 5.5: B ilateral adaptation fin a n c e versus socio-econom ic clim ate vulnerability indicators

$0.17

$0.25

$0.09

$0.07

$0.14

(0.15*)

(-0.08)

(0.11)

(-0.14*)

(0.03)

$0.12

$0.22

$0.17

$0.06

$0.14

(0.12*)

(0.24***)

(-0.02)

(-0.04)

(0.00)

$0.08

$0.17

$0.17

$0.15

$0.14

(0.15**)

(-0.13*)

(-0.01)

(-0.11)

(0.14***)

(Spearm an C orrelation ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1)
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Table 5.5 shows the relationship between all socio-economic climate vulnerability param eters
and bilateral adaptation finance distribution; indicating allocations are sometimes directed
towards the least climate vulnerable (infant m ortality and life expectancy), though other
indicators (GDP per capita) show funds going to the most climate vulnerable.
T able 5.6: M ultilateral adaptation findhce versus socio-economic climate vulnerability indicators
Climate
Vulnerability
GDP p er
capita

Mean
Amount
Coeff

Life
Expectancy

Mean
Amount
. C oeff

Infant
M ortality

Mean
Amount
Coeff

Population
Density

Mean
Amount
Coeff,

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.52

$0.51

$0.30

$0.46

$0.44

(-0.02)

(-0.11)

(-0.05)

(0.08)

(0.10***)

$0.57

$0.57

$0.32

$0.32

$0.44

(-0.17**)

(0.00)

(0.12)

(0.00)

(0.06)

$0.57

$0.54

$0.48

$0.19

$0.44

(0.19***)

(0.00)

(0.04)

(-0.09)

(-0.05)

$0.43

$0.31

$0.38

$0.76

$0.44

(0.00)

(0.07)

(-0.12*)

(-0.12**)

(0.09**)

(Spearman Correlation ***p < ,01, **p < .05, *p < .1)

Table 5.6 shows the relationship between socio-economic climate vulnerability param eters
and multilateral adaptation finance distribution. This similarly suggests the m ost vulnerable
are receiving the least adaptation finance (life expectancy and infant mortality).

However,

there appear overall positive correlations in terms o f population density and GDP per capita.

5.3.3 Explanation: Donor Interest
Indicators o f donor interest change from bilateral to multilateral funds. Bilateral adaptation
finance recipients receive funds from developed states and a com mon means to identify
linkages is through bilateral trade (Berthelem y, 2006; Chauvet, 2002; Fermy and M cGillivray,
2008). The bilateral trade variable is the aggregated country-year bilateral trade [given by the
International M onetary Fund’s (IMF) Direction o f Trade Statistics] relationship in billions
USD betw een each recipient and the respective adaptation finance donors.

The mean

country-year value is 0.112 (ranging from 0.0001 to 1.939).
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On the other hand, multilateral adaptation finance arrives from the governing bodies of
various funds, multilateral banks and development organisations.

Such an issue-specific

multilateral financial transfer has no precedent within the aid distribution literature.
Nevertheless, all multilateral donors have an association within the UNFCCC process as
either: direct funding mechanisms of the United Nations, such as the Global Environmental
Facility and the UNDP (that manage the LDC Fund, Special Climate Change Fund, or
finance the National Adaptation Plans of Action, and Enabling Activities); negotiators and
directors of the COP (World Bank’s IDA and IBRD) that organise global adaptation planning
through mediums such as the Bali Action Plan; or as official UNFCCC partners like the
AfDB (African Development Bank). As funds arrive from members o f global climate change
regime, this study proposes the use of years o f entry into the UNFCCC as an indicator o f the
donors preferred status of the recipient.

The years within the UNFCCC variable is the

amount o f years since each recipient entered into the Convention between the years 20002010. The mean country-year value is 9.34 (ranging from 0 to 16).
Table 5.7: Bilateral and multilateral adaptation finance versus donor indicators
Donor Interest

Bilateral
Trade

Mean
Am ount
C o e ff

Years in
UNFCCC .

Mean
A m ount
■

C oeff

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.10

S0.17

$0.20

$0.10

$0.14

(0.00)

(0.11)

(0.00)

(0.05)

(0.10***)

$0.26

$0.45

$0.24

$0.92

$0.44

(-0.02)

(0.00)

(0.11)

(-0.00)

(0.28***)

(Spearman Correlation ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1)

Table 5.7 shows the relationship between donor interest parameters and adaptation finance
distribution. This indicates a clear positive relationship. High trade engagement and highest
climate regime involvement facilitates more adaptation finance distribution.
Accompanying these factors of donor interest is whether the recipient is a former British
colony. Colonial data is taken from the Issue Correlates of War Colonial History dataset. A
dichotomous variable is constructed representing whether (one) or not (zero) a country is a
former British colony. The British variable is fixed within countries across the sample period
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and is present in nineteen countries (209 country-years) and not present in the remaining
thirty-two (352 country-years).

5.3.4 Explanation: Governance and Donor Utility
The control variables include governance (democracy, civil war and GDP change) and donor
utility (ODA per capita) factors.
Governance indicators were established through the following: dem ocracy is determ ined by
w hether a country scores 4+ on the Polity IV dataset (see Appendix A.5). Democratic
institutions o f recipients are associated with eligibility to receive developm ent aid (Schraeder,
Hook and Taylor, 1998; A lesina and Dollar, 2000); the dem ocracy variable has 233 countryyears scoring within the dem ocracy threshold (1) and 328 outside (0); civil w ar data is taken
from the Peace Research Institute Oslo Armed Conflict Dataset; The civil w ar variable has
127 country-years experiencing civil w ar (one) and 434 without (zero); GDP change is
understood as an indicator o f fiscal responsibility (Berthelem y and Tichit, 2004) and is taken
from the United Nations Statistical Division. The GDP change has a mean o f 4.50 (ranging
from -38 to 61.89).
Finally, donor utility is m easured by the amount o f ODA the recipient receives within the
year; ODA per capita data was taken from United Nations Statistical Division. The ODA per
capita variable has a mean country-year value o f 57.14 USD (ranging from 8.73 to 670.99).

5.4 Methods
W ith regard to model specification, the main issue is that the dependent variable is censored,
given that country-year adaptation finance com mitments are often zero and cannot be
negative. This introduces the problem o f selection bias with the application o f standard linear
models. Several methods correct for selection bias and the study applies the Tobit model.
Tobit models the distribution o f adaptation finance w hilst sim ultaneously accounting for the
censory nature o f the data; exogenous variables have an equal im pact o f the probability o f
receiving com mitments within a given country-year [referred to as the eligibility decision
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(McGillivray and Oczkowski 1991; 1992)] as they do for the amounts they receive once the
transfer takes place.
A second issue is accounting for possible heterogeneity across recipients. The solution for
linear models is the application o f fixed effects, but the Tobit model is known to create
inconsistencies (to both slope and variance estimators) due to non-linear dependent variable.
Therefore, on satisfaction o f the Hausman Specification Test' (results are provided in
Appendix A .6) random effects can be used, which assumes that the random effects are
captured by the intercept and a random component.
In a panel setting, the relationship between per capita adaptation finance distribution and the
main determinants takes on the following econometric expression;
C F f ApCit = /3q + PiCvit +

+ PsGva + P4 DUU +

(1)

Where C F f A is the amount o f funding to country i during period t, C'uij represents the
climate vulnerability parameters within the country; Diu^ is the extent o f donor interest
linkage between donors and recipients in country i during period t, Gvu^ represents a
collection o f parameters on governance issues within country i during period t, D uu is the
amount o f ODA activity present within country i during period t, and

is the constant term

capturing all time invariant factors.
The expectation is for ^1 to be positive in this arrangement since higher climate vulnerability
raises demand and supply for adaptation finance distribution within countries suffering
physical and/or socio-economic based climate risk. There is an anticipation that P2 will be
positive, due to the necessity o f donor rewarding countries for economic and political
relationships. This may be contingent on Pi being negative or a weak explanation, though
need and interest may not necessarily be mutually exclusive. Pz is also expected to be holding
a positive value, as donor’s reward, or indeed feel more comfortable, transferring funds to
functioning democratic states with sound economic management.

Pa is expected to be

positive because donors want to minimise costs and providing adaptation funds where
significant aid networks are present facilitates this preference.

iH

= (Pf E

—

P R E ) ' [ y { P f e } — y 0 R e }]

^0FE

~

Pr e )

(2)
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T he solution to the censored d ependent variable begins w ith the initial standard censored
regression expression, w hich is as follow s:

yu = AtP+

*

(3)

Vit = y*t

if

Vu > 0

(4 )

Vit = 0

if

y*t<Q

(5)

W here Vu is the latent variable and
of

+

is assum ed to be norm ally distributed and independent

T herefore, the random effects T obit m odel takes the follow ing form w hen describing

the p robability that Va — 0 (given ^ i ) w hilst sim ultaneously providing the distribution o f Vit
given that it is positive:

/
where

and

OO

^

fiVit

n
-O O

I

o^i, P) f{ai)dai,

(6)

j

/( a^ ) = - j i ^ e x p i - a f / 2 a l }

f iv i t I Xit,ai,l3) = - j 2 = e x p { - { y i t - x[^/3 - a i f

=

ij

(7)

if

y^t > 0

,., = 0

(8)

(9)

5.5 Findings
T he follow ing section outlines the m ain findings.

T here are tw o sub-sections.

The first

explains the role o f clim ate vulnerability in the direction o f adaptation finance. T he second
explores d onor interest and a range o f alternative explanations. All variables are explained
using m arginal effects to offer relative w eighting.

5.5.1 Need
C lim ate vulnerability param eters have a w eak im pact overall, and w hen significant, show
m ixed results. First, physical vulnerability (EIW ) has no discernible im pact on the direction
o f either bilateral or m ultilateral adaptation finance to A fn c a n states. In particular,
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disaggregated w ater surplus and deficit data are not correlated, and this finding should be
understood within that context alone.

Second, socio-econom ic drivers o f climate

vulnerability are inconsistent, though w hen significant, are positively related to adaptation
finance distribution. Low er GDP per capita is associated with a $1.08 increase in bilateral
adaptation finance from maxim um to m inim um values (from low to high vulnerability).
N evertheless, the inverse is true for infant mortality. Bilateral adaptation finance increases
by 0.22c for the second quartile o f infant m ortality (moderate vulnerability), but falls to 0.18c
and 0.08c for the third and fourth respectively (high and highest vulnerability).

Climate

vulnerability is absent in all but one as an explanatory factor for m ultilateral adaptation
finance distribution. Only high infant m ortality holds significance with a 0.27c increase from
the moderate to high climate vulnerability.

Overall, little evidence suggests climate

vulnerability param eters are driving distribution, and o f these, one signifies that the most
exposed to climate change are receiving the least.
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T a b le 5.8: B ila te ra l a d a p ta tio n fin a n c e d istrib u tio n to A frican sta te s 2 0 0 0 -2 0 1 0 . D e p e n d en t va ria b le is p e r
ca p ita a d a p ta tio n fin a n c e; p -v a lu e s in p a re n th ese s; m o d els 1-5 use T obit R an dom E ffects a n a lysis w ith lo w e r
le v e l cen so rin g a t zero
M odel 1

EIW

M odel 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

-0.092
(0.51)
- 0 .0 0 1 * * *

GDP_percapita

( 0 .00 )

Quart_Inf_Mort
2

0.923***
( 0 . 00 )

Quart_Inf_Mort
3

0.772***
( 0 . 00 )

Quart_lnf_Mort
4

0.414*
(0.07)
-0.170
(0.13)

L ifeexp ect

-

Pop_density

(0.00)

0.632***
(0.01)
0.532***
(0.83)
0.006***
(0.00)
0.126
(0.39)
0.221
(0.22)
0.005
(0.62)
-1.460***
(0.00)

559

559

559

51

51

0.538**
(0.03)
0.561***
(0.00)
0.005***
(0.00)
0.143
(0.33)
0.274*
(0.10)
0.006
(0.591)
-1.484***
(0.00)

1.168***
(0.00)
0.476***
(0.00)
0.007***
(0.00)
0.179
(0.26)
0.082
(0.66)
0.004
(0.71)
-3.666***
(0.00)

N

559

559

No. Groups

51

51

51

Bilat_trade
British
ODA
Democ
Civil war
GDPA
Constant

0.000

(0.80)
0.519**
(0.04)
0.071***
(0.00)
0.005***
(0.00)
0.156
(0.28)
0.273
(0.11)
0.006
(0.608)
-1.525***
(0.00)

1.107***
(0.00)
0.434***
(0.00)
0.006***
(0.00)
0.262*
(0.08)
0.222
(0.20)
0.002
(0.86)
-2 119 * * *

+*

^

.01, **p < .05, *p < .1

5.5.2 Donor Interest and Others
Donor interest param eters are consistent explanatory factors in adaptation finance distribution
to African states. Across all models one to five, strong bilateral trade links between donors
and recipients result in more adaptation finance distribution; one billion US$ rise in bilateral
trade increases per capita bilateral adaptation finance by as little as 0.13c (model 1) to as
much as 0.28c (model 2); and move from the mean to m axim um value transpires into a per
capita funding rise o f 0.23c and 0.50c respectively. Likewise, donor interest in m ultilateral
adaptation finance distribution is associated with a similar impact.

A one-year increase in

UNFCCC treaty entry increases per capita adaptation funding by 0.06c across multilateral
models (mean to m axim um increase o f 0.42c; and m inim um to maxim um rise o f 0.96c).
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Finally, w hether a recipient is a form er British colony also leads to an appreciation in both
bilateral (0.14c) and m ultilateral (0.17c) adaptation finance.
Findings suggest that estim ates o f donor interest are a consistently stronger explanation o f
adaptation funding distribution to African states than climate vulnerability. All indicators are
positive and statistically significant. As a stand-alone indicator, low er GDP per capita has the
strongest im pact across all m odels, but conversely, lower infant m ortality contradicts this
w ith high and highest infant m ortality rates receiving the least adaptation funding.
T ab le 5.9: M ultilateral adaptation fin a n c e distribution to A frican states 2000-2010. D ependent variable is p e r
capita adaptation fin a n c e; p-va lu es in parentheses; m odels 6-10 use Tobit Random E ffects analysis with low er
level censoring at zero (334 C e n s o r e d - 212 Uncensored)
Model 6

EIW

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

-0.284
(0.48)
-0.000
(0.23)

GDP_percapita
Quart_Inf_Mort 2

0.557
(0.30)
1.043**
(0.00)
-0.190
(0.753)

Quart_Inf_Mort 3
Quart_Inf_Mort 4

-0.191
(0.54)

Life_expect

0.236***
(0.00)
0.668*
(0.10)
0.005**
(0.02)

0.235***
(0.00)
0.680*
(0.10)
0.006***
(0.00)

0.221***
(0.00)
0.690*
(0.10)
0.006***
(0.00)

0.234***
(0.01)
0.692*
(0.07)
0.006***
(0.00)

-0.000
(0.54)
0.230***
(0.00)
0.754*
(0.07)
0.005**
(0.02)

0.980**
(0.02)

1.006***
(0.01)

0.262***
(0.00)

1.003***
(0.01)

1.000***
(0.01)

0.151
(0.775)
-0.060*
(0.08)
-4.710***
(0.00)

0.056
(0.90)
-0.061*
(0.07)
-4.703***
(0.00)

0.310
(0.53)
-0.067**
(0.05)
-5.152***
(0.00)

0.082
(0.86)
-0.061*
(0.07)
-4.759***
(0.00)

0.122
(0.80)
-0.061*
(0.608)
-4.835***
(0.00)

N

556

556

556

556

556

No. Groups

51

51

51

51

51

Popdensity
Yrs_UNFCCC
British
ODA
Democ
Civil_war
GDPA
Constant

* * * p < ,01, **p < .05, *p < .1

O f the control variables, ODA per capita is by far the most consistent.

There is a clear

positive correlation betw een the am ount o f per capita ODA and receiving adaptation finance
across all bilateral and multilateral models (1-10). A one-dollar increase in ODA holds a

very small effect (0.001), but across the range o f values results in a 0.67c rise in per capita
adaptation finance from m inim um to m axim um values. Donors transfer adaptation funding
to African states where established donor networks already exist.

Second, whether an

A frican state is a dem ocracy increases the am ount o f multilateral funding by between 0.25c
(model 6) and 0.29c (model 8), which points to governance factors w ithin African states
being given prominence within the global climate change regime. The second governance
param eter with explanatory properties is GDP change as an aggregate m easure o f sound
econom ic management. Counter to the developm ent aid literature, higher growth rates result
in lower allocations o f multilateral adaptation finance. A rise from the mean growth rate to
the highest is estimated to reduce an African states per capita adaptation finance distribution
by 0.57c. One final theoretical anom aly is the presence o f civil w ar being a positive factor in
the distribution o f bilateral fund, but the effect is very small (0.06c).

5.6 Conclusion
The above investigation o f bilateral and multilateral adaptation finance distribution across
A frican states applied adaptation finance as a proxy for climate justice. This is the first in a
series o f chapters analysing climate justice as a m ulti-scalar process, by following funds
down through the international and subnational distributions, to ground-level im plem entation
in poor, marginalised and climate vulnerable com munities.
The international conclusions are as follows:

adaptation finance is not going to the most

physically climate vulnerable African states; even socio-econom ic indicators are mixed, with
some suggesting finance is going to the most vulnerable, while others indicating the least
vulnerable are receiving the most; rather, adaptation finance distribution across African states
is adm inistered according to interest linkages betw een donors and recipients, the extent o f
prior donor presence and governance levels w ithin African states.
The climate justice im plications concern scholars, activists and policym akers alike.

If the

m ain beneficiaries o f adaptation finance are w ealthier, better econom ically cormected and
better-governed African states, then decision-m akers are neglecting the m ost eligible and risk
an exacerbation o f the double inequality described in the opening paragraph.

The most
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exposed are not receiving a disproportional share o f the funds to im plem ent adequate drought,
flood and livelihood defences to accom m odate their uneven climate risk.
As stated in the introduction, a burgeoning academic and policy-based literature seeks to
capture the absolute amounts o f climate finance raised, particularly since the pledges o f up
scaling in Copenhagen (2010). As the study shows, large amounts o f climate finance do not
necessarily materialise as the m ost exposed having the means to reduce climate risk.

A

recently concluded subnational adaptation finance distribution study w ithin M alawi found a
negative relationship between need and fund allocation. These findings question the utility o f
presenting data on absolute figures o f adaptation finance as way o f reflecting progress for the
m ost vulnerable, or indeed recognising press releases o f new funding pledges w ithin climate
forums as evidence o f a positive development.
There is scope to develop the approach into the future climate justice debate. First, there is at
present no means o f tracing funds back through multilateral institutions and determ ining
individual state contributions; there is no agreed baseline for what constitutes new and
additional climate finance, and such an agreem ent with its centralised registry, would
facilitate greater transparency in data isolation; finally, no research to date tracks the
historical and current emissions o f individual nations and constructs models that weights
em issions with adaptation finance contributions.

This approach would provide academics

and policym akers with a firm er understanding o f state responsibility for climate change and
their reparafions record.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 6

Subnational Climate Justice? Adaptation Finance
Distribution and Climate Vulnerability

Published in World Development
What follows is the second investigation o f a multi-scalar analysis operationalising
adaptation finance as a proxy for climate justice, and the first focusing on Malawi. Malawi is
highly climate vulnerable and a significant per-capita recipient of adaptation finance. This
empirical chapter investigates the subnational dynamics of adaptation finance distribution,
through

models

(patronage).

emphasising

need

(climate

vulnerability)

and

government interest

In addition, other factors such as donor utility and district absorption are

incorporated as alternative explanations.

6.1 Introduction
The inverse relationship between climate risk and responsibility is the basis o f climate justice
debates (Adger, Paavola, Huq et al., 2006; Ciplet, Roberts, Khan, 2013; Roberts and Parks,
2007).

Since 1960, most least-developed states emitted less than 115 per capita tons of

carbon, relative to 1.6-2.7k tons in many developed states (World Bank, 2013). But leastdeveloped states experience far greater consequences from acute exposure to physical
hazards (Maplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith and White, 2011, Busby, Smith, White et al.,
2013b), including flooding (Lopez-Marrero, 2010; Mustafa, 1998), droughts (Eriksen and
Lind, 2009; Stringer, Dyer, Reed et al., 2009) and storms (Fazlul and Nobuo, 2008); all of
which result in disproportionate losses relative to more affluent areas. Yet, climate risk is
determined by factors other than physical impact, including poverty rates, demographic
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characteristics, and governance (Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al., 1994; W isner, Blaikie,
Cannon, et al., 2004).

This is m ost apparent in Africa, where underdevelopm ent results in

disproportionate adverse social, economic and physical security consequences, raising
inequity w ithin and across countries (M arkandya, 2011; M endelsohn, 2000).
The climate justice debate investigates com pensatory actions (see A ppendix B .l) given by
developed states to address such inequalities (Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013; Hulme,
O ’Neill and Dessai, 2012; Clark, 2013). Adaptation finance activities (see A ppendix B.2) are
quantifiable com pensations for the inequalities o f climate change (Barrett, 2013b), including
funds for livelihood diversification in drought prone areas, w ater conservation, flood
mitigation and climate related disaster management.
By following funds down to local-level im plem entation, the climate justice framework
(Barrett, 2013) identifies distribution paths to the m ost vulnerable states, districts and
communities: international adaptation finance transfers reveal w hether the most climate
vulnerable states are receiving assistance; subnational adaptation finance activities determine
w hether the m ost climate vulnerable districts are recipients. The climate justice imperative is
where vulnerability is the main detenninant (A dger & Paavola, 2006, p. 604); vulnerable
urban stakeholders are recipients (Ayers, 2009); and with equitable allocation to the most
vulnerable countries (Bird, Brown and Schalatek, 2011, p. 6). Indeed, the UNFCCC states
“developed country parties...shall...assist the developing country parties that are particularly
vulnerable to the adverse effects o f climate change in m eeting costs o f adaptation to those
adverse effects” . These perspectives are applications o f Rawls (1972) difference principle: if
a decision-m aker has no inform ation regarding their position w ithin a society, they will
distribute resources to the m ost disadvantaged groups. This chapter contributes to the
empirical literature that operationalises justice or inequity through adaptation finance (Barrett,
2013b; Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013; Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013).
Adaptation finance research typically focuses on international distribution o f climate funds
(Ackerson, A dam s, Arnold et al., 2011; Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013).
Yet, inter-state distribution is but the first stage in a m ulti-scalar dissem ination process to
vulnerable com munities.

No research to date explores the subnational allocation o f

adaptation finance, nor how governments w ithin developing states are interested agents in the
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process. Rather, subnational distribution research investigates issues o f food aid (Clay, M olla
and H abtewold, 1999; Jayne, Strauss, Yamano et al., 2001; Jayne, Yamano, W eber et al.,
2003); natural disaster response (Besley & Burgess, 2002; M orris, 2003; Francken, M inten
and Swinnen, et al., 2012; Takasaki, 2011); education grant allocation (Reinikka & Svensson,
2004); and total aid allocation (Zhang, 2004). Each study investigates equity and government
interest in resource distribution to adm inistrative units (districts, provinces, towns and
villages). This chapter focuses on adaptation finance distribution within M alawi, offering the
first such subnational analysis and bridging the scales between central and district level
governm ent (Barrett, 2013).

The chapter provides explanations for this distribution in

accordance with the following questions:
Is climate vulnerability the prim ary determ inant in adaptation finance distribution?
Is governm ent interest the dominant factor in adaptation finance distribution?
Distribution to the m ost climate vulnerable districts will indicate the continuation o f climate
justice as a m ulti-scalar process (Barrett, 2013; Barrett, 2013b). Yet, the broader subnational
literature suggests other factors determ ine funds allocation. In particular governm ent interest
and ethno-regional patronage have been found to influence resource allocations (Clay, M olla
and Habtewold, 1999; Jayne, Strauss, Yamano et al., 2001; Reinikka & Svensson, 2004) and
m acro-theories o f African politics em phasise the role structural dynam ics o f ethnicity and
patronage in goods provision (Azam, 2001; Posner, 2005). Therefore, the analysis applies a
derivafive o f the recipient need and governm ent interest model to adaptation finance
distribution w ithin Malawi.

The results indicate high physical vulnerability is a driver o f

distribution, but high socio-economic vulnerability displays

a negative relationship;

governm ent interest also shows a negative relationship, which may be explained by
program m atic policym aking in the latter years o f the sample; instead, donor udlity and
district absorption offer the most persuasive explanations.

A daptation finance distribution

arrives in districts with sufficient capacity to use assistance productively and where aid
networks are established. The poorest, m ost m arginalised and climate vulnerable districts
receive the least adaptation finance within Malawi.
The chapter divides into six sections: section two provides an overview o f climate justice and
general subnational distribution literatures, introduces adaptation finance and its assimilation
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into existing distribution m odels; section three outlines the m ethods o f data isolation and
provides broad and narrow samples; section four outlines the model strategy; section five
presents the findings o f the analysis; and section six concludes with the clim ate justice
im plications o f the research.

6.2 Current Literature
The following section outlines the climate justice literature, and situates adaptation finance
data w ithin existing studies o f subnational resource distribution. New adaptation finance data
assists the investigation o f questions previously unanswered.

6.2.1 Climate Justice
The following chapter investigates the subnational distribution o f adaptation finance, and
moreover, contributes to an m ulti-disciplinary debate on climate justice and ethics.
literature to date is prim arily philosophical.

The

Several clusters o f philosophical literature

address cosmopolitan justice (Caney, 2006; M altias, 2008) and intra- and intergenerational
justice (Green, 1977; Arler, 2001), and applied research evaluate m arket m echanism s (Caney,
2010; Page, 2011). Recent conceptual research investigates elements o f justice in the values,
knowledge, access and property rights in the global forest regim e (Forsyth and Sikor, 2013);
apply virtue fram eworks to animal husbandry in times o f climate change (Gjerris, Gamborg,
Rocklinsberg et al., 2011); or debate the ethical grounding o f geo-engineering at a remedial
strategy (Svoboda, 2012).
An empirical literature now addresses justice or equity issues, including m eans assessm ents
o f climate vulnerable localities (Dulal, Eroding, Perales, 2010); com parative studies o f
inequitable climate impacts (Grineski, Collins, Ford et al., 2012); justice im plications o f
climate policies (Beym er-Farris and Basset, 2012; M ercer, Perales and W ainw right, 2012;
Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013); and equity-related benefits o f m itigation actions (Garg, 2011).
Some researchers quantify climate justice compensation: Roberts and Parks (2006) use
environm ental treaty ratification as a proxy measure; Stadelmann, Persson, R atajczak-Juszko
et al. (2013) focus on international distribution o f the A daptation Fund to find higher climate
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vulnerability associated w ith lower rates o f adaptation finance distribution.

To date, no

research exam ines subnational adaptation finance distribution as a justice issue.

6.2.2 Subnational Distribution
A diffiase literature quantifies subnational resource distributions relating to foreign aid or
governm ent program s. These address topics such as food aid (Clay, M olla and Habtewold,
1999; Jayne, Strauss, Y am ano et al., 2001; Jayne, Yamano, W eber et al., 2003); government
responsiveness to disasters (Besley & Burgess, 2002); local capture o f education grants and
related resources (Franken, M inten and Swinnen, 2009; Reinikka & Svensson, 2004);
infrastructure and public investments (M oser, 2008; Paxson and Schady, 2002); total aid
(Zhang, 2004); and natural disaster assistance (M orris, 2003; Francken, M inten and Swinnen,
2012; Takasaki, 2011). The aggregated findings indicate resources are allocated according
to; a) higher need; b) govem m ent-location political linkages; c) existing aid networks; and d)
high absorptive capacity (Reinikka & Svensson, 2004; Jayne, Strauss, Yamano et al., 2001).
As yet, no research models the determ inants o f adaptation finance distribution.

6.2.3 Introduction of Adaptation Finance
Adaptation finance navigates sim ilar bureaucratic channels to other funds, but the final
recipients and project objectives differ.

A daptation finance originates as bilateral or

multilateral international financial transfers to developing states. There are multiple sources
(Bowen, 2013; Haites and M wape, 2013), but transfers are often made through dedicated
climate change funds such as the A daptation Fund, or as is most common, arrive as standard
ODA (see A ppendix B.3). Analogous to other funds, adaptation finance arrives in either the
M inistry o f Finance o f recipient governm ents or governm ent-appointed im plem enting
agencies. The next stage involves distribution to district adm inistrations (see A ppendix B.4),
which manage intra-district im plem entation to village authorities via com mittee systems and
multiple levels o f traditional leaders.
Once adaptation finance is im plem ented as a village level intervention, the differing
objectives from ODA becom e apparent.

A daptation finance is designed to formally

institutionalise the process o f climate adaptation and resilience.

Ayers and Huq (2009)

identify this behavioral process as the adjustm ent in natural or hum an systems in response to
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actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects, which moderate harm or exploit beneficial
opportunities.

Projects include livelihood diversification strategies, w ater m anagem ent in

surplus/deficit areas,

drought resistant crop

cultivation,

and

pre-

and post-disaster

m anagem ent (i.e. disasters with an association to the direct and indirect effects o f climate
change) to nam e but a few.
In M alawi, adaptation finance distribution navigates the same bureaucratic structures o f
central and local governm ent explained previously.

A gain in accordance with the generic

explanation above, the main difference is the specific objectives and climate vulnerable
actors adaptation finance is designed to address/assist. As a consequence, adaptation finance
requires the construction o f a new model to capture explanatory dynamics, and in particular,
a different conception o f need.

6.2.4 Climate Vulnerability and Government Interest Model
Need perspectives recall moral and hum anitarian arguments about disproportionate resource
distribution to disadvantage groups relative to those with resource abundance (Chandrasekhar,
1965; Rawls, 1972). Some subnational distribution literature finds greater recipient need a
driver o f fund allocation (M orris, 2003). If need determines distribution, climate vulnerable
districts will consistently receive adaptation finance. Therefore:

Hypothesis 1: The higher the level o f climate vulnerability within recipient districts, the
greater the distribution o f adaptation finance
Governm ent interest offers the m ain alternative explanation, focusing on the Governm ent o f
M alawi as director and supervisor o f funds. In particular, African patronage theories suggest
districts are rew arded for political support through resource distribution (Azam, 2001; Posner,
2005). The distribution literature finds districts rew arded for political loyalty in the context
o f Ethiopian food aid (Jayne, Strauss, Yam ano et al., 2001) and W orld Bank loans to China
(Zhang, 2004). Therefore:

Hypothesis 2: As indicators o f government interest increase within recipient districts,
adaptation finance increases
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There is a range o f additional explanations.

The most com mon is donor utility, which

accounts for disproportionate aid distribution to districts with an established aid network
relative to areas with little or no prior aid engagem ent (Jayne, Strauss, Yamano, 2001), or as
is som etim es term ed path dependency (Francken, M inten and Swirmen, 2009).

This

facilitates cost m inim isation and accessibility for donors (Franken, M inten, Swinnen, 2009;
Francken, M inten and Swinnen, 2012). Therefore:

Hypothesis 3: The h ig h er the le v e l o f d o n o r utility, the h ig h er the le v e l o f a d a p ta tio n fin a n c e
a llo ca tio n
Table 6.1: Hypothesis, argument and expectations

H yp o th esis

A rg u m en t

E x p ecta tio n

Normative

b etw een adaptation fin an ce distribution

P o sitiv e

H I: Clim ate Vulnerability

and

sig n ifica n t

relation sh ip

and indicators o f clim ate vu ln erab ility
P o sitiv e and sign ifican t relation sh ip i f

H 2: G overnm ent Interest

Patronage

H I is rejected and govern m en t allocate
to p olitical supporters
P o sitiv e and sig n ifica n t relation sh ip i f

H 3: D onor Utilit}>

Efficiency

HI

is

ex p o se d

rejected
lo ca tio n s

(m argin alised
m ore

and

c o stly

to

a c c e ss), but m ay correspond w ith H 2.

Finally, absorptive capacity, m edia access and agriculture may influence allocation.

First,

research finds income positively related to resource distribution (Reinikka & Svensson, 2004).
Funds may be dispersed to those with adequate means o f operationalising funds into
productive use. This is positively related to socio-economic indicators, and as such, offers a
counter explanation if indicators show a negative relation to climate vulnerability.

Second,

governm ents tend to favour politically engaged citizens, who are likely to vote, and w hat’s
more, vote for candidates advancing their interests (Francken, M inten and Swirmen, 2012).
Finally, adaptation finance may simply be allocated to districts heavily engaged in agriculture,
as opposed to the climate vulnerable. This controls for agricultural areas with low climate
vulnerability attracting finance due to their productive characteristics.
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6.3 Data
The following section first explains the case selection methodology, and contextualises
M alaw i’s historical vulnerability to climate change; the second outlines the narrow (climateoriented) and broad (capacity developm ent) adaptation finance dependent variables; section
three describes the independent variables.

6.3.1 Case Selection
M alawi dem onstrates a relationship between adaptation finance distribution and climate
vulnerability (Barrett, 2013b). The m ulti-scalar climate justice fram ework follows money to
highly climate vulnerable places with high per capita adaptation finance (Barrett, 2013).
M alawi is third ($5.60) and first ($4.95) highest per-capita African recipient o f adaptation
finance within broad and narrow categorisations respectively (see A ppendix B.5) (Barrett,
2013b); further, mean calculations o f the M aplecroft index indicate M alawi as the most
climate vulnerable m ainland state in Africa (composite mean o f 6.89, relative to the
continental mean o f 5.11).
M alawi has a history o f droughts, dry spells, flooding, stonns, forest fires and other climate
related hazards (Departm ent o f Environm ental Affairs M alawi, 2006; Davies, Pollard and
M wenda, 2010; M ijoni & Izadkhah, 2011). In particular, erratic and shortened rainy seasons
are common (Phiri & Saka, 2008). Physical events interact with social and econom ic issues,
such as reliance on rain-fed agriculture, limited livelihood

options, disease, weak

infrastructure and general poverty (Chidanti-M ulanja, 2011; Benson, 2002).
Malawi also provides access to governm ent records and which allows the geo-coding o f
recent aid activity (W eaver & Peratsakis, 2011).

The CCAPS program partnered

w ith AidD ata and the M inistry o f Finance in M alawi to locate the destinations o f all aid
activities from 2000-2010 (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012). This includes 27 bilateral
and multilateral donors to M alawi, such as the W orld Bank, AfDB, the N orw egian
government, the Japanese governm ent and the D epartm ent for International D evelopm ent in
the United Kingdom (see A ppendix B.6).

In addition, the CCAPS program developed an

adaptation finance isolation m ethodology assisting the extracfion o f adaptation finance
acfivities from the larger body o f aid data (W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).
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Unprecedented access to government project documents has enabled tracking o f aid activity
classified as adaptation finance (see Appendix B.7).

What follows describes adaptation

finance activities developing capacity for resilience against climate risk (broad), and those
climate-oriented in terms of enhancing adaptive capacity (narrow).

F igure 6.1: A daptation fin a n c e distribution within M alaw i 2000-2010
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6.3.2 Dependent Variable I: Climate-Oriented
Chmate-oriented is adaptation finance narrowly defined. This sample indicates the motive or
intent of the activity is framed by a “changing climate, either past, present, or future”
(Weaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012, p. 5). The objective is vulnerability and risk reduction
within the context of climate change, by enhancing adaptive capacity o f human or natural
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systems (see Appendix B.8), including clim ate-proofing agriculture, disaster prevention and
irrigation (see A ppendix B.9).

6.3.3 Dependent Variable II: Capacity Development
Projects may address the direct and indirect effects o f climate change (see A ppendix B.IO)
and yet retain no explicit statem ent that the funds are climate related.

Data collection

requires maxim um clarity on dem arcations betw een samples, due to the endogeneity o f socio
econom ic drivers to climate vulnerability and adaptation (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon, et al.,
2004; Tanner and H om -Phathanothai, 2013). The exercise builds on the following: Roberts
and Peratsakis (2010) sample D IFD ’s aid transfers by hum an coding each project to
determine degrees o f fit to 19 categorisations o f adaptation and resilience; Ackerson, Adams,
A rnold et al. (2010) conduct a sim ilar operation using five definitions in operation within
funding or research bodies (OECD, W orld Resources Institute and the LDC project).
Adaptation finance in this broader sense is termed capacity development.

Capacity

developm ent indicates the project does not have a clim ate-oriented motive, yet provides
“climate resilience...this separates capacity developm ent from
(W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012, p. 5).

general developm ent”

Capacity developm ent adaptation finance

reduces vulnerabilities o f hum an or natural systems to effects o f climate change risks through
greater resilience to climate change. This includes activities for w ater supply/sanitation,
agricultural w ater resources, food crop production, seed supplies, afforestation, disaster
reduction, and com m unity participation (see A ppendix B.9).
The data isolation is a generalisable exercise sampling for the purposes o f distributional
analysis with relative counts o f activities w ithin districts and their determ inants; this
represents the know n universe o f adaptation finance within M alawi between 2000-2010. The
fram ework is applicable to other countries w ith geo-referenced adaptation finance data (see
Appendix B .l 1).

6.3.4 Explanation: Climate Vulnerability
Climate vulnerability indicates need within the context o f climate change.

Research

differentiates geographic locations by vulnerability through socio-econom ic and physical
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factors (M aplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith and W hite, 2011; W heeler, 2011).

The main

shortcom ings are a lack o f tim e-varying measures and interpreting aggregated indices. This
investigation uses three interpretable time-series vulnerability indicators that a) maximise
explanation o f the various dimensions o f vulnerability (exposure, sensitivity and adaptive
capacity); and b) are suitable for the M alawi context:
Physical exposure is operationalised through the EIW GIS dataset from the Global Climate
Change Research Program (Global Climate Change Research Program, 2011; 201 la; 201 lb see A ppendix B.12).

Information relates to freshwater surplus and deficit throughout the

duration o f the sample at 3, 5 and 10 years, capturing drought, dry spells and flood as
dom inant physical hazards in M alawi (Departm ent o f Environm ental Affairs M alawi, 2006;
Davies, Pollard and M wenda, 2010; M ijoni & Izadkhah, 2011) (see A ppendix B.12 for
further infom iation).

EIW raster data allows for the calculation o f district scores.

In the

interests o f interpretability, the model uses the variable EIW , which is a dummy variable
indicating 1 if the district value is above the mean, and 0 if otherwise.
Socio-economic sensitivity to climate im pact is m easured through infant m ortality (see
Appendix B.13). This research uses the EIW and M aplecroft m ethodology to include data on
infant m ortality from the National Statistics Office o f Malawi.

Q uart_Inf_M ort is a

categorical variable (1-4) dividing infant m ortality rates into quartiles in the interests o f
interpretability.
Life expectancy
methodologies.

is an indicator o f adaptive capacity within

M aplecroft and EIW

This research applies district level life expectancy data from the National

Statistics Office o f Malawi. The variable Life_expect standardises above mean values with
z-scores, w hilst leaving those below with zero, to account for uneven distributions and to
assist interpretation.
Table 6.2 shows how adaptation finance activities correspond with levels o f climate
vulnerability.

Columns indicate adaptation finance activities are consistently given to

districts with high physical, but low socio-economic climate vulnerability.
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Table 6.2: Adaptation finance activities and climate vulnerability indicators
Low

M oderate

High

MNA

0.152

0.069

0.342

0.463

CC

(-0.06)

(0.00)

(0.09)

(0.17)

MNA

0.366

0.500

0.169

0.011

CC

(0.16)

(-0.14)

(-0.32)

(0.06)

MNA

0.316

0.522

0.014

0.169

CC

(-0.17)

(-0.30)

(-0.13)

(-0.10)

MN
A

2.680

1.263

3.410

3.623

CC.

(-0.08)

(-0.03)

(0.00)

(0.20)

MN
A

2.492

1.958

6.779

0.773

CC

(0.13)

(-0.16)

(-0.35)

(-0.07)

MN
A

2.075

6.164

1.188

1,174

CC

(-0.10)

(0.38)

(-0.43)

(-0.01)

Clim ate Vulnerability

H ighest

Clim ate O riented
EIW

Life Expectancy

Infant M ortality
Capacity Develop.
EIW

Life Expectancy

Infant M ortality

M NA = Mean Number o f Activities; CC = Correlation Coefficient

6.3.5 Explanation: Government Interest
For government interest, the study includes the proportion o f each district that voted for
presidents Baliki Muluzu and Bingu Mutharika between 2000-2010 in the prior election (see
Appendix B.14). Muluzu was president from 2000-2004, Mutharika from 2004-2010, with
years 2009 and 2010 corresponding to changes in support from the re-election o f Mutharika
in 2009.

Data are collected from the African Elections Database, the Malawi Electoral

Commission and Malawi SDNP information services.

The variable Vote_President is a

standardised z-score o f values above the mean, whilst leaving those below with zero.
Manipulations are made due to uneven distributions and ease o f interpretation.
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T able 6.3: A daptation fin a n c e activities a n d governm ent support
G overnm ent
Support

L ow

M oderate

H igh

H ighest

0.253

0.366

0.171

0.228

CC

(-0.10)

(0.24)

(0.06)

(-0.10)

M NA

3.946

3.014

1.985

1.914

(0.14)

(0.06)

(-0.22)

(-0.03)

Climate
Oriented

Capacity
Develop.

M N A = M ean N um ber o f A ctivities; CC =C orrelation C oefficient

Table 6.3 shows how adaptation finance activities correspond to levels o f governm ent
support. Contrary to other studies, columns indicate that allocations are consistently made to
districts with low er governm ent support.

6.3.6 Explanation: Donor Utility
The relative cost to donors providing adaptation finance m atters when deciding allocations.
This study avails o f the larger CCAPS program dataset on geocoded ODA activities (W eaver
and Peratsakis, 2011) and includes activities for general developm ent aid within each district
between 2000-2010. The variable ODA counts activities by district-year.

6.3.7 Explanation: Other Explanations
Adaptation finance may be dispersed to districts with the means to productively use resources.
Absorptive capacity is detennined as follows: a) if socio-economic vulnerability indicators o f
life expectancy and infant m ortality are negatively related to distribution; and b) if the
proportion o f the district that has a television.

These indicators are related to poverty

(poverty and ow ning a television: -0.41; poverty and life expectancy: -0.10; poverty and
infant mortality: 0.42). Data on television ownership is gathered by clustering Demographic
and Health Survey (DHS) (2000, 2004, 2010). The variable Tele_ow ner is a standardised zscore o f above mean values, whilst leaving those below with zero. M anipulations are made
due to uneven distributions and ease o f interpretation.
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Table 6.4: Adaptation finance activities relative to poverty within Malawi districts
Poverty
Climate
Oriented

Poorest

Poor

Moderate

Rich

0.181

0.212

0.257

0.483

(-0.24)

(-0.32)

(-0.13)

(-0.04)

2.712

3.015

2.803

2.919

(-0.07)

(0.05)

(-0.10)

(0.00)

MNA

CC
Capacity
Development

MNA

CC

MNA = Mean Number o f Activities; CC=Correlation Coefficient

Table 6.4 shows how adaptation finance activities correspond to poverty levels. Columns
indicate the poorest receive the least activities and is most pronounced with clim ate-oriented
activities.
To account for m edia access driving allocation, the study interprets the proportion o f
television ow nership (Tele_owner) as an indicator. Second, adaptation finance activities may
be allocated to districts heavily engaged in agriculture.

This study uses the proportion o f

agricultural engagem ent from clustering DHS surveys (2000, 2004, 2010) at the district level.
The variable Agri_engage is a standardised z-score o f values above the mean, w hilst leaving
those below with zero.

M anipulations are made due to uneven distributions and for the

purposes o f interpretation.

Finally, population is an inconsistent predictor that is highly

correlated (0.45) with ODA and thus its influence on the model is covered by inclusion o f the
latter.
T able 6.5: Variables and descriptive statistics
Variable

Observations

Mean

E IW

286

0.587

Standard
Dev.
0.493

Life_expect

286

0.372

Quart_Inf_Mort

286

Vote_President

Min

Max

0

1

0.756

0

3.542

2.461

1.141

1

4

286

0.435

0.597

0

1.732

A grijengage

286

0.424

0.180

0

0.869

ODA

286

2.276

2.325

0

15

Tele_owner

286

0.348

0.793

0

5.295
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6.4 Model Strategy
In a panel setting, the relationship between adaptation finance [expressed in this section as
Clim ate Finance for A daptation (CFfA)] distribution and the main determ inants take on the
following econom etric expression:
C F f Ait = 3o + diCi'it + 32Gin + Q^Duu + BiAbu + jS^Agit + e,(

W here CFfA is the am ount o f activities to district i during period t,

is the average

clim ate vulnerability within the district; Giu^ jg governm ent support in district i during period
t; D uii^ is ODA activity w ithin district i during period t;
district i during period t; and

is absorptive capacity within

, is the proportion o f district i engaged in agriculture during

period t; and ^it is the constant term capturing time invariant factors (see Appendix B.15 for
expectations o f variable movements).

6.4.1 Regression Specification
The em pirical strategy is dependent on inter-district variation to identify relative impacts o f
m easures for recipient need, governm ent interest and other explanatory factors. Variation is
expressed in two dependent variables: 1) a dichotom ous variable indicates w hether a district
receives a CFfA activity w ithin a given year; 2) a count variable displays the num ber o f
CFfA activities a district receives within a year.

Dichotomous Variable
The study uses a logit regression model to analyse the probability o f receiving a CFfA
activity (0, 1) as a function o f the explanatory factors and vector o f unknow n param eters (see
A ppendix B.16):

w hereby

refers to the time-series logit function,

is the probability o f a district receiving

an CFfA activity within a given year, .^o is the intercept from the linear regression equation,
and .^ 1 ....

are the regression coefficients m ultiplied by the values o f the predictors.
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Count Variable
The count variable requires application o f the negative binom ial model, due to violation o f
the equi-dispersion assum ption w ithin Poisson models. Therefore:

where

and

logXf = /3o + ^ iC vf +

rt —

+ IhDuf + /?4-46^ + S^Agt

+ A/

(4)

(5)

W hereby Vt is the count o f CFfA activities w ithin a given year, and ^ is the realised value o f
the variable. This is a m ulti-param eter model with
that applies

^ogXt

as the time-series dispersion param eter

m athem atical equivalent o f

being the base o f the natural

logarithm to the pow er o f the intercept, plus the slopes and m ultiplied by regressors.

6.5 Results
The following section outlines the main findings.

There are four sub-sections.

The first

explains the role o f climate vulnerability in the directing o f adaptation finance distribution.
The second explores governm ent interest. Sub-section three explores donor utility and other
alternative explanations. Finally, sub-section four provides robustness checks. All variables
are explained using m arginal effects to facilitate relative weighting.

6.5.1 Need Model
A cross the models physical and socio-economic factors o f climate vulnerability diverge.
Districts experiencing physical vulnerability from flood and drought receive more adaptation
finance activities; the m ean to m axim um value yields between 7.30% (model 1) and 11.07%
(model 4) greater chance o f receiving funds w ithin a given year. Likewise, the num ber o f
adaptation finance activities rise as physical vulnerability increases from mean to maxim um
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values, corresponding to an increase in activities from 0.139 to 0.397 (model 7) and from
2.10 to 3.28 (model 10).

Yet socio-economic drivers are negatively related to adaptation

finance distribution. As infant m ortality moves from the 2"^* to 3'^'* quartile (m oderate to high
vulnerability), the probability o f districts receiving clim ate-oriented activities falls 16.55%
(model 2) and 48.96% for capacity development funds (model 5); likewise, the same shift in
infant m ortality decreases the num ber o f clim ate-oriented and capacity developm ent
adaptation finance activities from 0.519 to 0.021 (model 8) and 5.784 to 1.295 (model 11)
respecfively.

Further, as life expectancy increases from m ean to m axim um values, the

probability o f a district receiving a clim ate-oriented activity rises from 11.37% to 27.46%
(model 3).
A daptation finance activities go to the least socio-econom ically climate vulnerable within
areas o f high physical vulnerability. At issue here is the prim acy given to socio-economic
factors within climate vulnerability frameworks, and their centrality to the aggregated
concept o f climate risk. Physical hazards represent only a small part o f overall climate risk
and socio-economic factors are prim ary drivers o f sensitivity, exposure and low adaptive
capacity [see weighting within M aplecroft (2011) and Busby, Smith, W hite et al. (2011)].
From the founding vulnerability texts o f Blaikie, Cannon, Davies et al. (1994) and Wisner,
Blaikie, Cannon et al. (2004), the b elief is that experiencing hazards doesn’t necessarily
increase climate risk. The relatively wealthy have sufficient resources to protect themselves
from flood, drought, storms or other direct and indirect effects o f climate variability and
change. Rather, to suffer adverse consequences, com m unities must be in a disadvantageous
economic, social and political position.

Hence, districts at high climate risk are low

recipients o f adaptation finance activities within Malawi.
The findings substantiate Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al. (2013) now on the
subnational scale and disappoint aspirations o f activists, academics and policymakers
concerned with climate justice. Despite highly limited evidence o f the relationship on the
international scale (Barrett, 2013b), the calls o f Adger, Ayers, Paavola, Bird, and the framers
o f the UNFCCC, are not the instruction in subnational adaptation finance distribufion within
Malawi.
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6.5.2 Government Interest Model
Patronage models offer some explanation for adaptation finance distribution within M alawi,
but the finding runs contrary to theory. Districts voting for the incum bent president receive
disproportionately less in capacity developm ent models relative to districts who offer little
support: w ithin three binary models (models 4-6), the probability o f receiving an activity falls
from as little as 16.27%, to as much as 27.32%; one significant activity count model indicate
a fall from a mean value corresponding to 3.40 adaptation finance activities to 1.33 for
districts providing the highest presidential support.

Theories o f ethno-regionally based

patronage suggest districts are rew arded for political support through resource distribution
(Azam, 2001; Posner, 2005). However, the restructuring o f M alawi politics between 20002010 offers some explanation. The years leading up to the re-election o f incumbent president
Bingu wa M utharika o f the D em ocratic Progressive Party (DPP) in the 2009 w itnessed the
transform ation towards more popuhst policies (Power, 2010; Ferree & Horowitz, 2010).
The decline o f ethno-regionalism and the ascent o f populism within M alawi suggest the need
for a new theoretical basis in which to understand subnational resource allocation dynamics.
M utharika, from the southern district o f Thyolo, is from the relatively small Lom we ethnic
grouping. Yet M utharika, and consequentially the DPP, secured 52% o f central presidential
votes, which is dom inated by the N yanja ethnic group (M alawi Electoral Comm ission, 2009).
Further, in the southern district o f Nsanje, neither M utharika nor his predecessor M uluzu,
both o f whom are southern, polled more than 33% for their respective parties in the 1999 and
2004 elections.
In addition, the climate vulnerability finding suggests another explanation for the w eakness
o f the patronage model.

M uthurika and M uluzu have southern constituencies; these are

typically the most socio-econom ically deprived and m ost climate vulnerable regions within
Malawi.

If fund allocation is towards w ealthy and less climate vulnerable regions, this

eventuality is partially conditioning political factors if both presidents are from vulnerable
regions.
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6.5.3 Donor Utility
D onor utility offers a persuasive explanation for subnational allocation. ODA activity within
a district is a consistent positive explanatory factor across the models. The probability o f a
district receiving a clim ate-oriented activity rises as little as 63% and as much as 84% (model
1-3) from one ODA activity to the m axim um o f fifteen; for capacity developm ent activities,
the probability rises approxim ately 65% across models 4-6 from one ODA activity to fifteen.
This relationship holds with count models: 12 ODA activities correspond to an average o f
1.922 (model 7), 2.060 (model 8) and 2.749 (model 9) clim ate-oriented activities; 12 ODA
activities result in an average o f 7.044 (model 10), 4.575 (model 11) and 2.749 (model 12)
capacity developm ent activities to the district. The findings correspond with other allocation
literatures in that the: a) m inim isation o f transaction costs detem iines distribution; and b)
presence o f formal aid networks detennines the direction o f activities regardless o f
intervention objectives.

Therefore, donor utility determines the direction and flow o f

adaptation finance activity.
The proportion o f households owning televisions drives allocation, but only for climate
oriented adaptation finance activities.

The probability o f a district accessing an activity

within a given year rises as little as 40% and as much as 59% (model 1-3) from the mean to
the maxim um value; similarly, activity counts rise from 0.230 to 0.961 (model 7), from 0.246
to 0.830 (model 8) and from 0.225 to 0.966 (model 9) from mean to 7/lOths o f m aximum
value. Counts increase as much as 2.49 activities in districts with the highest engagem ent
w ith agriculture, but show insignificant m arginal effects models.

Therefore, either: a)

governments are directing adaptation finance activities towards politically engaged districts;
or b) the variable is an indicator o f income, suggesting m ultiplier effects, means o f lobbying,
or good absorptive capacity are driving allocation decisions.

The latter corresponds with

earlier findings on climate vulnerability: likely recipient districts are those w ith ample
capacity to assim ilate and operationalise funds in a productive way.
Finally, districts with significant agricultural engagem ent receive more clim ate-oriented
activities. The probability o f a district receiving an activity rises between 14.47%> (model 1)
and 24% (model 3) from lowest to highest values; likewise, count models show districts
receiving 1.406 (model 7), 0.713 (model 8) and 0.611 (model 9) more activities from lowest
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to highest values. One would expect given the nature o f adaptation finance objectives that
agriculture would drive allocation. Activities focus on agricultural management, irrigation
and public works programs in areas o f high agricultural activity. This suggests that climateoriented adaptation finance in particular may be fundamentally different from other forms o f
development finance.
Table 6.6: Adaptation finance to districts 2000-2010. Dependent variable equals 1 i f activity made within year,
0 i f otherwise; p-values in parentheses; models 1-6 use Logit analysis; standard errors adjusted fo r 26 district
clusters
Model 1

Model 2

M odel 3

Model 4

Climate Oriented
CV: EIW

Model 5

M odel 6

Capacity Development

0.792*
(0.106)

0,646**
(0,050)

CV: Quart_Inf_Mort2

0.334
(0.505)

CV: Quart_Inf_Mort3

-2.203**
(0,031)

-0,486
(0,270)

CV: Quart In f Mort4

-0.213
(0.738)

0.541
(0.168)

CV: Life expect

2.564***
(0,000)

0,170
(0,141)

0.433*
(0,066)

Vote_President

-0.254
(0.425)

0,034
(0.914)

-0,075
(0.802)

-1.010***
(0,002)

-0.589**
(0.023)

-0.844***
(0,003)

Agri_engage

2.843***
(0.002)

2.000**
(0.035)

1.741**
(0,052)

-0,177
(0.834)

0,071
(0,948)

-0,498
(0,512)

ODA

0.254***
(0.000)

0.282***
(0.000)

0 297***
(0,000)

0.537***
(0.000)

0,547***
(0,000)

0,572***
(0,000)

Tele_owner

0.607***
(0.000)

0.495***
(0,000)

0,646***
(0,000)

0.166
(0.569)

-0,036
(0.839)

0,133
(0.461)

Constant

-4.612***
(-5.911)

-3.666***
(0.000)

-4,003***
(0,000)

-0,578
(0,155)

-0,934
(0,203)

-0,293
(0,405)

R2

16.94%

19.94%

16,99%

22,81%

22.20%

21,81%

N

286

286

286

286

286

286

* p < 0 .1 0 ; **p < 0.05; * * * p < 0.01
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Table 6.7: Adaptation finance to districts 2000-2010. Count dependent variable o f the number o f district
activities within a given year; p-values in parentheses: standard errors adjusted fo r 26 Clusters; models 7-12
use Negative Binomial regression analysis
Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

Climate Oriented
CV: EIW

Model 11

Model 12

Capacity Development
0.444*
(0.066)

1.047**
(0.024)

CV: Quart_Inf_Mort2

0.597
(0.145)

1.073**
(0.021)

CV: Quart_Inf_Mort3

-2.608***
(0.016)

-0.422
(0.169)

CV: Quart_Inf_Mort4

-0.204
(0.750)

-0.064
(0.809)

CV: Life expect

-0.096
(0.250)

0.239
(0.352)

Vote_President

-0.123
(0.657)

0.123
(0.666)

0.113
(0.679)

-0.540**
(0.029)

-0.287
(0.208)

-0.438
(0.119)

Agri_engage

3.265***
(0.006)

2.122***
(0.017)

2.211**
(0.053)

-0.233
(0.619)

-0.138
(0.824)

-0.162
(0.770)

ODA

0.251***
(0.000)

0.265***
(0.000)

0.259***
(0.000)

0.114***
(0.016)

0.118***
(0.009)

0.140***
(0.002)

Tele owner

0.450**
(0.043)

0.286*
(0.087)

0.458**
(0.021)

0.104
(0.528)

-0.064
(0.406)

0.076
(0.518)

Constant

-4.525***
(0.000)

-3.474***
(0.000)

-3.646***
(0.000)

0.666**
(0.045)

0.555**
(0.201)

0.855***
(0.014)

R2

-

-

-

-

-

-

N

286

286

286

286

286

286

♦ p < 0 .1 0 ; **p < 0.05; ***p< 0.01

6.5.4 Robustness Checks
M odels are applied with fixed effects to control for stable characteristics and omitted
variables within districts (see Table 6.8 and 6.9).

If the explanatory factors o f adaptation

finance distribution show considerable variation across districts, but have little variation over
time within districts, then this w ill create larger standard errors, as districts w ill serve as their
own controls.
The first point to note is that climate-oriented m odels dropped 99 observations. Fixed effects
m odels are observing within-district variability and many districts did not retain enough
variability for inclusion.

Nevertheless, o f those with adequate variation w e observe the

following:
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The same broad findings are evident from the physical and socio-economic aspects o f climate
vulnerability. High physical and low socio-economic climate vulnerability drives adaptation
finance distribution. Indeed, life expectancy becomes stronger with fixed effects. The same
negative relationship is present for government support and is more consistent across these
models. The proportion of the district engaged in agriculture drops out in all but model 19,
but this remains positive. ODA weakens somewhat in the negative binomial models of
climate-oriented activities, but remains a consistent explanatory factor; and television
ownership has a similar strong positive relationship within climate-oriented models (13-15
and 19-21) and no relationship to capacity development models (16-18 and 22-24).
Table 6.8: Adaptation finance distribution to Malawi districts 2000-2010. Dependent variable equals 1 i f
activity made within year, 0 i f otherwise; p-values in parentheses: models 13-18 apply conditional fix e d effects
Logit analysis
Model 13

Model 14

Model 15

Model 16
2 ]29***
(0.002)

1.742
(0.117)

CV: Quart_Inf_M ort 2

1.246*
(0.073)

3.627***
(0.000)

CV: Quart ln f Mort 3

-0.729
(0.563)
-13.506
(0.993)

0.392
(0.548)

CV: Quart_Inf_M ort 4

M odel 18

Capacity Development

Climate Oriented
CV: EIW

Model 17

CV: Life_expect

1.666**
(0.048)
7.459***
(0.001)

2.689***
(0.002)

Vote_President

-0.593
(0.164)

-0.101
(0.819)

-1.269***
(0.008)

-1.437***
(0.000)

-0.614*
(0.079)

“1910***
(0.000)

Agri_engage

3.341
(0.119)

2.814
(0.180)

2.724
(0.231)

0.034
(0.976)

-0.732
(0.555)

-0.511
(0.670)

ODA

0.193*
(0.072)

0.209**
(0.055)

0.167
(0.124)

0.402***
(0.000)

0.500***
(0.000)

0.383***
(0.000)

Tele_owner

2.112***
(0.004)

2.143***
(0.011)

1.492***
(0.016)

0.431
(0.268)

0.508
(0.279)

0.524
(0.151)

Constant

-

-

-

-

-

-

R2

-

-

-

-

-

-

N

187

187

187

286

286

286

* p < 0 .1 0 ; * * p < 0 .0 5 ; *** p < 0 .0 1
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Table 6.9: Adaptation finance distribution to Malawi districts 2000-2010. Count dependent variable represents
the number o f activities made within a given year; p-values in parentheses: models 19-24 use conditional fixed
effects Negative Binomial regression analysis
Model 19

Model 20

Model 21

Model 22

1.237*
(0.105)

CV: EIW
CV: Q uart_lnf_M ort 2
CV: Quart_Inf_M ort 3
CV: Quart In f M o rt4

Model 23

Model 24

Capacity Development

Climate Oriented
0.699***
(0.004)
0.845*
(0.064)
-1.191
(0.282)

1.106***
(0.000)
-0.438
(0.135)

-0.116
(0.904)

0.288
(0.378)

CV: Life_expect

3.762***
(0.000)

0.404**
(0.036)

V ote_President

-0.533*
(0.092)

-0.237
(0.475)

-0.879***
(O.OIl)

-0.738***
(0.000)

-0.394**
(0.020)

-0.670***
(0.000)

Agri_engage

2.990*
(0.070)

2.507
(0.119)

2.479
(0.116)

-0.522
(0.335)

-0.506
(0.337)

-0.893
(0.113)

ODA

0.183***
(0.019)

0.118***
(0.018)

0.207***
(0.005)

0.125***
(0.000)

0.090***
(0.003)

0.306***
(0.000)

Tele_owner

1.649***
(0.002)

1.543***
(0.006)

1.354***
(0.005)

-0.016
(0.883)

-0.100
(0.367)

0.044
(0.686)

Constant

-4.716***
(0.000)

-3.589***
(0.000)

-3.548***
(0.000)

-0.816***
(0.009)

-0.496
(0.149)

-0.463*
(0.105)

R2

-

-

-

-

-

-

N

187

187

187

286

286

286

* p < 0 .1 0 ; **p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

6.6 Conclusion
This chapter investigates subnational adaptation finance distribution and its relation to
clim ate vulnerability, and is the first empirical climate justice study to operationalise
adaptation finance within a state. It is the second o f three analyses framing clim ate justice as
a multi-scalar process. The final investigation into local level effectiveness found adaptation
finance successful in reducing clim ate risk at the point o f implementation.

H owever,

adaptation finance must be present in vulnerable locations to have a positive effect.

This

chapter further substantiates that disproportionately less adaptation finance arrives in the
areas o f highest need compared to those with medium or low need.
What em erges from the investigation is a distribution landscape determined by accessibility,
cost m inim isation and econom ic functionality. Districts require pre-existing infrastructure to
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dem onstrate an ability to m anage and use funds productively.

Conversely, past allocation

research suggests a greater, or certainly not an inverse, role for govem m ent-district political
linkages. The onset o f a program m atic political platform during the sample years possibly
indicates M alawi as something o f an aberration.

N ew subnational geo-coding efforts

underway in several other countries provide com parators to test this finding.
The chapter has several theoretical implications. First, researchers often discuss the need to
com prehend adaptation finance distribution and climate vulnerability. Developing a recipient
need and governm ent interest model provides a means to understand the em pirical dynam ics
o f adaptation finance. Iterations, derivatives and applications o f this model have the capacity
to construct a broader debate. Second, the research is part o f a broad contribution to growing
debates on the local consequences o f global actions.
Its im plications should concern scholars, activists and policym akers alike: funds directed to
physically vulnerable districts addresses droughts and floods as hazards tend to bypass
com munities experiencing the greatest climate risk.

W ealthy areas have resources that

protect against climate variability and change, but com munities at the lowest econom ic,
social and political positions encounter the most adverse consequences o f physical hazards,
including falling agricultural yields, tem porary displacement, disease outbreak and asset
erosion. The provision o f proportionately fewer funds to those with the highest climate risk
indicates the most eligible are given the least resources to address the inequalities o f clim ate
change.
The findings above can inform those advocating for vulnerable groups: directing adaptation
finance to states at high clim ate risk will not lead to progress if funds are given to the
relatively w ealthy within the state. W ithout knowledge o f how adaptation finance flows down
to com m unity level im plem entation, the assumption is that funding reaches the m ost
vulnerable.

Y et the actual dynam ics o f subnational distribution processes may increase

inequality for the poorest and m ost m arginalised.

This finding questions the decision o f

influendal actors within the global climate regim e to re-define positive action from mitigation
to finance.
The analysis o f climate jusfice has scope to improve through operationalising adaptation
finance. A t present there is no means to trace funds back through multilateral institutions to
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detennine individual state contributions. Second, more agreem ent on what constitutes new
and additional clim ate finance w ould facilitate greater transparency in data isolation. Third,
future research could track historical emissions o f individual states and develop a
m ethodology to com pare emissions and finance contributions.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 7

Local Level Climate Justice? Adaptation Finance
and Vulnerability Reduction

Published in Global Environmental Change
Climate change creates a double inequality through the inverse distribution o f risk and
responsibility. Developed states are responsible, but are forecast to confront only moderate
adverse effects; least developed states are not culpable and yet experience significant threats
to livelihoods, assets and security. Adaptation finance addresses inequity by developed states
facilitating/funding behaviour adjustments necessary for exposed communities to lessen
climate risk. This chapter investigates the ground-level effectiveness of adaptation finance in
climate vulnerable villages across Malawi, while controlling for disparities in vulnerability.
Malawi and selected districts are both climate vulnerable and significant recipients of
adaptation finance. This concludes a larger top-down multi-scalar analysis of climate justice,
which applies the distribution and effectiveness of adaptation finance as a proxy. The chapter
applies participatory assessments to compare actions of villages receiving adaptation finance
with those engaging in autonomous and informal adaptations.

7.1 Introduction
Climate justice research identifies climate change as the source of a double inequality with an
inverse distribution of risk and responsibility (Adger, Paavola, Huq, Mace, 2006; Fiissel,
2010; Roberts and Parks, 2007). The majority o f least-developed states have accumulated
less than 115 tons of carbon dioxide emissions per capita since 1960, relative to 1.6-2.7k tons
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in many developed states (World Bank, 2013). Conversely, least-developed states experience
disproportionate adverse consequences compared to more affluent states (Maplecroft, 2011;
Busby, Smith, White and Strange, 2013).

Marginal environments contend with climate

variability and are prone to physical hazards, such as flooding (Lopez-Marrero, 2010;
Mustafa, 1998), drought (Eriksen and Lind, 2009; Stringer, Dyer and Reed, 2009) and storms
(Fazlul and Nobuo, 2008).

Exposure and sensitivity to physical events is driven by

manifestations of poverty and underdevelopment (Wisner, Blaikie, Cannon and Davies, 2004;
Tanner and Hom-Phathanothai, 2013), whereby poor education, health infrastructure and
governance structures magnify adverse consequences (Meams and Norton, 2010).
Climate justice research is often located on the international scale, focusing on justice
principles (Albin, 2001; Paterson, 2001), allocation criteria (Fermann, 1997; Baer, Kartha,
Athanasiou, and Kemp-Benedict, 2009), carbon markets (Caney, 2010; Page, 2012) and
funding architectures (Grasso, 2010; 2010a). A limited scholarship reaches below to observe
subnational justice implications o f domestic policy (Thomas and Twyman, 2005), the social
institutions that facilitate tribal adaptation (Whyte, 2013) and planning for adaptation (Huq
and Khan, 2006; Paavola, 2006). International and subnational research is appropriate for
questions of policy processes, framing and design, but these are not the scales where
vulnerability is experienced.

Rather, climate variability and change is encountered at the

local level by communities and requires analysis and response at lower scales (Cash and
Moser, 2000) through practices such as Community-Based Adaptation (Ayers and Forsyth,
2009; Ayers and Huq, 2013). Thus far, empirical researchers have evaluated urban planning
at the level o f the city (Hughes, 2013). Research needs to reach down further and assess
climate risk reduction strategies o f poor, marginalised and vulnerable communities as the
primary and defining actors in climate justice analysis (Barrett, 2013). Further, adaptation
finance provides a means to analyse how actions of developed states address climate inequity,
through lessening impacts for local level actors (Paavola and Adger, 2006).
Yet recent justice and equity debates do not focus on vulnerable communities at the local
level.

For example, empirical research investigates the international distribution of the

Adaptation Fund (Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko, and Michaelowa, 2013) and the
justice implications o f specific climate policies (Beymer-Farris and Basset, 2012; Mercer,
Perales and Wainwright, 2012; Suiseeya and Caplow, 2013).

This chapter is the
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im plem entation stage in a m ulti-scalar climate justice analysis, following adaptation finance
from inter-state distribution to local level implem entation, and focusing on select at risk
com m unities in Africa.

Two prior analyses investigate the international and subnational

distribution o f adaptation finance: the international stage tests w hether the m ost climate
vulnerable states are receiving a disproportionate share o f funds relative to those with average
or low vulnerability (Barrett, 2013b); the subnational stage finds w hether the m ost climate
vulnerable districts in M alawi are receiving m ost intra-state allocations (Barrett, 2014).
These answ er questions o f w hether policym akers are putting the m ost vulnerable first (Adger
and Paavola, 2006), allocating to the most vulnerable urban stakeholders (Ayers, 2009) and
adhering to equity principles regarding financial assistance o f the Convention (UNFCCC,
1992; 2010).

This study improves understanding o f adaptation finance once it reaches

vulnerable communities and determines its effectiveness, offering a substantive justice
approach based on just outcomes o f funding efforts to accompany distributive and procedural
aspects (Heywood, 2004).
Climate finance, and adaptation finance more specifically, has developed into one o f the main
outputs o f international climate negotiations. Recent promises (COP 15 and 16) related to
new and additional climate finance, balanced between adaptation and m itigation, and
dem arcated fi-om existing funding flows (UNFCCC, 2009; 2010). Nevertheless, accounting
is am biguous without universal definitions to detennine new and additional funds
(Stadelmann, Roberts and M ichaelowa, 2011) and com plicated by inadequate transparency
across donors (Ciplet, Fields, M adden, et al., 2012; Stadelmann, Brown and H om lein, 2012).
Further, bilateral and multilateral donors are widely recognised as integrating adaptation
m easures into developm ent assistance (Fankhauser and Burton, 2011). This study provides a
solution by availing o f information from key players in local level implementation.
A daptation finance interventions are categorised based on data provided by D istrict Council
Representatives on aims and objectives and evaluated in terms o f effectiveness in climate risk
reduction.

A daptation finance effectiveness is understood relative to, and in terms of, inform al actions.
This study refers to adaptation finance villages as those in receipt o f form alised adaptation
interventions, and com pares these with villages that receive no monies, but engage in
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autonomous adaptations and coping strategies. Informal adaptations are on-going processes
o f hum an adaptation, occurring independently o f external assistance, ranging from small
adjustm ents in daily routines to significant changes in circumstance through particular
disaster events (Birkm ann, Buckle, Jaegar et a l, 2010).

Infonnal actions are show n to

facilitate coping and adaptation to climate change (Nelson, A dger and Brown, 2007), but the
focus here is to com pare their effectiveness with formal and externally funded efforts to adapt.
The following questions direct the analysis:
(1) Does adaptation finance address w hat climate vulnerable com m unities perceive as their
climate risk?
(2) Does adaptation finance enable com munities to attend to more climate risks than inform al
measures alone?
(3) Does adaptation finance secure greater agency, security and more sustainable
vulnerability reduction than informal measures?
The chapter answers these questions using data collected across 18 villages in southern and
eastern M alawi. M alawi has a history o f flooding, drought, land degradation, poverty and
food insecurity (Devereux, 2007; Davies, Pollard and M wenda, 2010; M ijoni and Izadkhah,
2009; Phiri and Saka, 2008). M alawi is highly climate vulnerable and a significant recipient
o f adaptation finance transfers (Barrett, 2013b); likewise, within M alaw i, Nsanje, Chikw aw a
and Salima districts are highly climate vulnerable and significant recipients o f intra-state
adaptation finance distribution (Barrett, 2014); villages in these district are selected based on
a matching
vulnerability.

technique that m axim ises parity

in socio-economic

drivers

o f climate

Finally, survey data is collected across villages using the participatory

vulnerability assessm ent as an appropriate m ethod for climate justice analysis.
A daptation finance does improve adaptive actions relative to inform al practices alone: a)
enabling villages to address a greater num ber o f climate risks; and b) enhancing agency and
security o f villagers, and sustainably lessening climate vulnerability.

Inform al practice

villages adopt m ore short-term coping behaviours that often com prom ise future security and
agency and show little enduring vulnerability reduction. Evidence o f effectiveness suggests
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climate justice as a m ulti-scalar process is being done across select villages o f Nsanje,
Chikw aw a and Salim a districts.
Four sections follow: section 2 situates the study within the prior literature and develops a
fram ework to analyse adaptation finance effectiveness; section 3 outlines the village
m atching and data collection methodology; section 4 presents the results o f group
discussions; section 5 discusses im plications o f the research.

7.2 Assessing Adaptation Finance Effectiveness
The follow ing section outlines the literatures used to construct a fram ework to study local
level adaptation finance effectiveness. The effectiveness literature indicates the need for a
fram ew ork to em pirically assess local level adaptation interventions, due to research being
hitherto international and national level.

The framework is guided by the vulnerability

literature, w hich has the conceptual tools to analyse com m unity level climate risk as a justice
issue.

7.2.1 Clim ate Finance Effectiveness, Formal and Informal Adaptation
The clim ate finance effectiveness literature is prim arily a policy-based discussion concerning
how international and national funding architectures shape outcomes.

Effectiveness is

understood in terms o f adherence to principles and characteristics, described as meeting
societal needs (Calland and Reddy, 2013); ease o f im plem entation, legitimacy, coherence,
transparency (Bird, Tilley, Canales Trujillo, et al., 2013); and climate returns (Chaum, Paris,
W agner, et al., 2011) or climate resilient developm ent (Brooks, Anderson, Ayers et al., 2011).
For exam ple, the A daptation Fund (Canales Trujillo and Nakhooda, 2013), A m azon Fund
(Forstater, N akhooda and W atson, 2013), and generic flows (Nakhooda, 2013) are evaluated
for m ulti-scalar support, strengthening procedures, innovative design and national ownership.
This leaves com m unity level im plem entation largely absent.

Local level assessm ents o f

adaptation finance provide insight into localities w here vulnerability is experienced and offer
the effectiveness literature a means to em pirically evaluate the outcome o f vulnerability
reduction.
A grow ing literature docum ents funded adaptation and broadly separates form al/funded as
planned longer-term adaptation and inform al/unfunded actions more as on-going short-term
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coping strategies.

For instance, Ayers and Forsyth (2009) investigate com munity level

actions designed to protect assets and livelihoods in flood prone Bangladesh.

Sovacool,

D ’Agostino, M eenawat, et al., (2012) describe local adaptation intervention objectives across
Asia.

In M alawi, research shows strategies o f Shire Valley farmers adapting to extreme

w eather conditions (Phiri and Saka, 2008), and efforts relating to the United Nations
environm ental conventions as facilitating the m anagem ent o f climate change, drought and
desertification (Stringer, Dyer, Reed et al., 2009).

This literature generally reports the

positive effects o f financed interventions, such as livelihood protection/diversification,
disaster m itigation and com m unity resilience. By contrast, informal adaptations are regarded
more as on-going responses o f short-term coping in marginal environments. The literature
explores autonomous behavioural changes induced by disasters (Birkmann, Buckle, Jaegar et
al., 2010), the types o f responses (Jabeen, Johnson and Allen, 2010), the role o f forests as a
facilitator (Fisher et al., 2010), as well as institutions for managing climate risks (Rodim aTaylor, 2012) and their cross-scale dynam ics (Osbahr, Twyman, A dger et al., 2008).
The trend suggests external assistance facilitates, secures and improves the process o f climate
risk reduction. This is to be system atically tested by com paring the effectiveness o f formal
adaptations relative to informal coping strategies in reducing o f climate vulnerability and risk.
Local vulnerability assessm ents between the two groups o f villages are the prim ary means to
make this determination.

7.2.2 Vulnerability Assessment
Vulnerability assessm ents can com pare chm ate risk between formal and informal actions.
The vulnerability assessm ent discussion offers various methods to measure local level
vulnerability.

Therefore, this im m ediately connects vulnerability and climate justice

discussions as both are searching for em pirical evidence.
Indicator approaches

to vulnerability

assessm ent take

socio-economic

and physical

param eters as values to com pare exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity to climate
change (Adger, 1999; Hahn, Riederer and Foster, 2009; Sullivan and M eigh, 2005; Deressa,
Hassan and Ringler, 2008). However, Vincent (2007) em phasises uncertainty when linking
specific indicators and climate vulnerability; Fiissel and Klein (2006) judge indicators as
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static in the sense o f providing Httle means to identify feedback m echanism s between impacts
and exacerbated chm ate sensitivity.
M ultiple stressor vulnerability assessm ents identify how stressors, with climate change being
ju st one, shape long-term vulnerability (Casale, Drimie and Quinlan, 2009; O ’Brien,
Lechenko, K elkar et al., 2004; Patt et al., 2009). This approach recognises multiple stressors
threatening a system, instead o f focusing on the multiple effects o f a single stress factor
(Fiissel and Klein, 2006), accommodating a m ore dynam ic and evolving reality through
incorporation o f internal and external aspects o f vulnerability (Casale, Drimie and Quinlan,
2009). In short, stressors create outcomes that conceive/fortify new stressors. This research
is em pirically underdeveloped for several reasons: a) stressors differ across environments; b)
the w eighting o f stressors is ambiguous and stressors will not interact similarly across
environm ents; and c) case study research requires understanding how single and com pounded
stressors affect individuals and systems.
Participatory approaches to vulnerability assessm ent include com munities in determining
their own sensitivities and exposures (Chiwaka and Yates, 2005; Care, 2009; Pelling, 2007;
V an Aalst, 2008; Fazey, Kesby, Evely et al., 2010; Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,
2010).

In this approach, researchers do not presum e to know the pertinent exposure and

sensitivities within the com munity (Sm it and W andal, 2006) and reflexive engagem ent with
local know ledge is the methodological strength.

This creates practical bottom-up

assessm ents with communities as active participants (Cham bers, 1990; 1994; Van Aalst,
C annon and Burton, 2008). This has been applied to com pare vulnerability in locations such
as the United States, M exico (Vasquez-Leon, 2003) and Samoa (Sutherland, Smit, W ulf et al.,
2005).

7.2.3 Integrating Indicator and Participatory Approaches
Indicator and participatory approaches serve as com plements by dividing analysis for case
selection and vulnerability assessment. To analyse the effectiveness o f adaptation finance at
the local level requires: a) minim ising disparities in climate vulnerability between adaptation
finance and informal practice villages for unbiased assessm ents o f adaptation finance
effectiveness; and b) locating the im pact o f adaptation finance on a village’s climate risk,
relative to informal practices, but in a w ay conducive to climate justice as a subject.
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Indicators are utilised when m atching adaptation finance and informal practice villages to
maximise parity betw een villages on the main drivers o f vulnerability. These include poverty,
education, medical access, w ater access, electricity access and livestock ow nership for
optimal village matches. Conversely, indicator vulnerability assessm ents display academic
transcendence not appropriate for climate justice research, as indicator increases may not
transfer into a m eaningful lessening o f climate risk.

Rather, participatory approaches

incorporate com munities as prim ary actors in shaping and evaluating their assessment. The
extent to which those exposed identify lessening climate risk deteraiines the degree o f
climate justice.

7.3 Methods and Data
Selecting cases and assessing climate risk reduction involves three stages: first, country and
district selections are made according to high climate vulnerability and adaptation finance;
second, parity in climate vulnerability drivers is maxim ised across paired cases o f adaptation
finance and informal practice villages; third, village surveys identify effectiveness o f
adaptation finance relative to inform al practices in reducing climate risk.

7.3.1 Country and District Selection
Malawi is chosen based on fram ework requirem ents o f high climate vulnerability and inter
state adaptation finance transfers (Barrett, 2013).

M alawi is the m ost clim ate vulnerable

mainland country in Africa (6.89 mean com posite localised score, relative to the African
continental m ean o f 5.11) (M aplecroft, 2011).

Second, adaptation finance transfers are

extracted from A idD ata 2.0, which defines developm ent finance as “loans or grants from
governments, official governm ent aid agencies, and inter-goverm nental organisations
intended to promote economic developm ent and welfare o f developing countries” (Tierney,
Neilsen, Hawkins et al., 2011, p. 1892).

M alawi received per-capita adaptation funding

(2000-2010) o f $39.82 and $0.92 for broad (addressing vulnerability reduction) and narrow
(explicitly climate adaptation related) classifications respectively, relative to the African
mean o f $6.38 and $0.46 (see A ppendix C .l for definitions).
W ithin M alawi, Nsanje, Chikw aw a and Salima districts are chosen based on framework
requirements o f high climate vulnerability and adaptation finance activities (Barrett, 2013).
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A daptation finance data is provided by the Climate Change and African Political Stability
Program who partner w ith AidD ata and the M inistry o f Finance in M alawi to locate the
destinations o f all aid activities from 2000-2010 (Peratsakis, Powell, Finlay et al., 2012;
W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012). Nsanje, Chikwawa and Salima receive high adaptation
finance activities (36, 26 and 26 respectively, com pared to the national m ean o f 17.5), which
represent the geo-coded subnational com ponents o f larger national level projects (Strandow,
Findley, N ielson, et al., 2011). Further, these districts have high relative clim ate vulnerability
with m ean com posite vulnerability scores o f 7.9 (Nsanje), 7.9 (Chikwawa) and 7.27 (Salima),
com pared to the national m ean o f 6.89 (M aplecroft, 2011; Governm ent o f M alawi, 2006).
Clim ate m odels and observational data show com m unities within N sanje, Chikwawa and
Salima are experiencing, and projected to experience further, climate change (see Figure
7.2). This is illustrated through a simulation o f climate change for the period 1981-2000
com pared to mid 2 P ‘ centuiy projections for M alawi (2041-2060). The latter is based on
IPCC m id-line carbon dioxide em issions scenario o f 536 parts per million by volume.
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Figure 7.2: Climate change in Malawi
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Climate observations and projections are sourced from a regional climate model maintained
at the National Center for Atmospheric Research/National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, and developed for applications over Africa by researchers from the Climate
Change and African Political Stability Program (Vizy and Cook, 2012; Cook and Vizy,
2012). In the maps above, four indicators - dry days, wet days, heat waves and low elevation
coastal zones - were normalised into quintiles and aggregated to represent climate hazard
exposure for Malawi between 1980-2000 and 2041-2060 (Busby, Cook, Vizy et al., 2013).
The original model has continent wide coverage for Africa, and shows central and southern
Malawi confronting increasing physical exposure. For the purposes of this study, data are
reclassified and spatially analysed into quintiles to compare variation in physical exposure
within Malawi (from the least exposed 20% to the most exposed 20%). Figure 7.2 shows 20

th
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century (top-left) versus 21*' century (bottom-left) projected climate conditions and illustrates
the change (right). Northern M alawi is w itnessing lower or unchanging physical exposure,
but central and southern districts are forecast to endure greater climate change. In particular,
the districts o f Nsanje and Chikwawa are some o f the worst affected. The physical hazards
these com munities are forced to address are related to climate change.

Therefore, any

observed adaptive actions in central and southern M alawi are responding to long-term
increases in climate risk, as well as short-term variability.

7.3.2 Village Matching
Villages are the units o f analysis, categorised and m atched as either treatments that receive
adaptation finance, or controls, that do not receive finance but conduct inform al actions.
M atching maxim ises probabilistic equivalence (Rubin, 1973), and minimises im balance and
thus bias between covariates (Blackwell, Icaus, King et al., 2012; Burnham, 2008; Nielsen,
2011), allowing for a com parative estimation o f climate risk reduction. Creating matches
between controls and treatments requires m axim ising parity on several village characteristics
(Stuart, 2011) and selecting villages with sim ilar covariate distributions and values on climate
vulnerabihty indicators (Busby, Smith, W hite et al., 2013; M aplecroft, 2011).

Additional

vulnerability indicators from M alaw i’s DHS (2010) provide measures o f poverty, education,
livestock ownership, medical, water, and electricity access. External assistance is measured
through ODA activity point data from the Climate Change and African Political Stability
program (Peratsakis, Powell, Finlay et al., 2012; W eaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).
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Table 7.1: D ata f o r variable m atches
Indicator

Source

D escription

Poverty

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion o f households in poverty

Education

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion o f adult m en
education

M edical A ccess

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion
o f household
receiving free healthcare

W ater A ccess

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion o f households w ith w ater
access

E lectricity A ccess

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion
electricity

L ivestock O w nership

M alaw i D em o. A nd H ealth
Survey

P roportion o f households that have
livestock herds or farm anim als

C lim ate C hange and A frican
Political Stability Program

W hether EA receive O D A A ctivities

ODA
C lim ate V ulnerability

M aplecroft Clim ate V ulnerability
Index

of

w ith no

households

A verage
com posite
score w ithin EA

heads

with

vulnerability

Data are aggregated to Enumeration Areas (EA), which are the smallest administrative
boundaries within the Malawian state.

A shapefile of EAs is created by the National

Statistical Office o f Malawi. Mean vulnerability indicator aggregations are created for each
Area and village vulnerability means are derived from these scores.

Fixed effects control for further heterogeneity across matched villages. Issues of municipal
administration, livelihoods, ethnicity, language, electoral constituency and government
affiliation are often geographically specific. Hence, a trade-off exists between maximising
similar village characteristics and minimising variation in spatially defined differences:
optimal matches require greater geographical distance, yet space introduces confounding
factors (e.g. different livelihoods or political constituencies) that disturb balance between
villages.

Indeed, microfinance research finds fixed effects necessary for rigorous case

selection (Coleman, 1999; Tedeschi, 2008; Pitt and Khandker, 1998).

Therefore, care is

taken to maximise variable matches and key fixed effects.

A scalar issue persists when locating matches within Malawi districts: the Group Village led
by a Group Village Headman [see Dionne (2013) and references therein] is the main local
governance scale. Group Village boundaries often include multiple EAs that are considered
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distinct by the National Statistical Office.

In practice, adaptation finance is distributed to

G roup Village Headmen and not EAs.

A b rief elaboration o f the political and adm inistrative bureaucracies is required to highlight
the com plexities o f tracking adaptation finance down to local level im plementation;
following this is a discussion on selecting matched village pairs from the same Group Village.
M alaw i is divided into 28 districts.

Each district is com posed o f num erous Traditional

A uthority areas, further subdivided into a num ber o f Group Village Headm an areas, which
are a collection o f villages (typically between 7 and 15).

However, M alawi officially

recognises another separate adm inistrative area below the Traditional Authority level; this
area is known as an EA and is used by the National Statistics Office to collect data. The EAs
and Group Village Headman areas are fundam entally separate adm inistrative zones and
boundaries do not correspond. Finally, individual M alawian villages represent the smallest
political and administrative unit. These scale distinctions are crucial as the data used in this
m atching analysis are collected at EA level, as only these are officially mapped. However,
adaptation finance is channelled through Group Villages.

As both financed and unfinanced villages can exist within the same Group Village, District
Council representatives and villagers stress the need to select adaptation finance and informal
practice villages from different Group Village H eadm an adm inistrations. This limits the
effects o f funded village activities spilling over into proxim ate locations and biasing results.

To summarise, village selection took the following course:

first, locations o f adaptafion

finance villages are provided by District Council representatives; second, inform al practice
villages are found that offer maxim um variable matches using EA G eographical Infonnation
Systems data; third, locations are checked by District Council representatives and villagers to
ensure m atching pairs occupy different Group Village Headm an adm inistrations; finally, to
m axim ise fixed effects, m atched village pairs m ust be located w ithin the same Traditional
A uthority, a larger political unit.

For m atching results see Table 7.2, and for corresponding locations, see Figure 2. In addition
to variable matches on Table 7.2, village selection secured pairs with the same livelihood,
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ethnicity, language and electoral constituency to incorporate fixed effects.

Some notable

heterogeneity exists across villages related to issues o f access to medical treatment, electricity,
and to a lesser extent, water. Significant disparities in access to public goods provision exist
across Traditional A uthorities, but due to selecting villages in pairs, there is no reason to
think this systematically biases results. Finally, village populations were difficult to m easure,
which can potentially influence results. Sm aller or larger populations may have abilities to
address climate risks never uncovered through focus groups.
T a b le 7.2: Variable m atching results

Adaptation
Finance

Poverty

Mbenje

Education

Medical

X

X

Water

Electricity

Informal
Practice

Livestock

Vulnerability

Assistance

X

X

X

Kanyanya

X

X

Sabola

X

X

X

Kalonga

Mpi$amanja

X

Chapinga

X

X

Kandodo

X

X

X

X

X

Chatacha

Moses
Chimphepo

X

X

X

X

X

Tlimbenawa

Nyamphota

X

X

X

X

X

Mafale

X

X

X

X

X

X

Bushiri

X

X

Saidi

M ’Manga
Chizuwi
Mtika

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Mikute
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Figure 7.3: M atched study villages in Nsanje, Chikwawa and Salima.
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7.3.3 Adaptation Finance Interventions
Adaptation finance community level interventions include irrigation, drought cropping, flood
protection, early warning systems, tree planting, conservation farming and fertiliser
distribution. Each intervention addresses at least one factor contributing to climate risk, such
as drought, flooding, storms and land degradation.

The study selects adaptation finance

villages based on either the presence o f a project at the time fieldwork was conducted, or its
recent implementation (within the last five years).

Working closely with District

Development Officers ensures interventions met either narrow or broad definitions of
adaptation finance (prior categorisations efforts include Roberts and Peratsakis, 2011;
Weaver, Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).

Narrow adaptation finance is adaptation in direct

association with climate change; broad adaptation finance aims at vulnerabihty reduction in
terms of the direct and indirect effects o f climate change as understood by the IPCC (2001).
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Those effects include drought, desertification, land degradation, floods, hurricanes and
tem perature increases.

Subnational tracking o f adaptation finance, especially to the point o f ground level
interventions, is a com plex process. Exam ples o f program s designed to track the distribution
o f monies include The Nepal Climate Public Expenditure and Institutional Review that tracks
ministry level adaptation spending (Jones, M itchell and Silva Villaneuva, 2012) and the
Climate Change and African Political Stability Program, through the developm ent o f a
replicable m ethodology first applied to project activities in M alawi (W eaver, B aker and
Peratsakis, 2012).

Using various forms o f inform ation on finance distribution, fieldwork

across the G reat Lakes region has shown how governm ents and bilateral donors lose control
over the type o f interventions taking place once the funds drop below the district level. In
Malawi, a com plex local adm inistrative system receives funds and dictates final distribution:
the com m ittee system, im plem enting agencies, traditional leaders and D istrict D evelopm ent
Officers determ ine the destinations and exact character o f com m unity-level interventions.
Hence, inform ation provided by the local D istrict Developm ent Officers is the best means
available by which to categorise and evaluate assistance as adaptation finance.

7.3.4 Survey Data Collection
Survey data are collected through discussion groups using participatory vulnerability
assessments.

District Council representatives, the village head, senior figures w ithin the

village, and both male and female adult members were present. Groups ranged betw een ten
to forty participants with a tendency for more men than women. All discussions w ere held in
Chichewa and translated into English by at least two translators. Questions related to specific
vulnerabilities, type and frequency o f biophysical hazards, adaptation finance projects and
on-going inform al practices and fell into the following categories: identification o f general
vulnerabilities, climate vulnerability, biophysical hazards, informal adaptive practices and
adaptation finance projects/interventions.

Village heads and senior figures answ ered the m ajority o f questions, either on their own, or
based on input from villagers. One possible m ethodological shortcom ing was the consistent
presence o f V illage D evelopm ent Comm ittee representatives.

These individuals have an
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incentive to speak positively about adaptation finance interventions, especially in the
presence o f D istrict Council representatives who arranged our meetings. The allocation o f
adaptation finance and other assistance monies are made through District Executive
Committees, where District Council representatives are influential in providing inform ation
to other deciding members.

N evertheless, despite their presence. V illage Developm ent

Comm ittee representatives were rarely prom inent in the discussion groups, as these
individuals were not village heads and often not senior village members.

7.4 Results
The following section analyses village group discussions in Nsanje, Chikwawa and Salima.
Part one investigates village exposure to climate risk factors and biophysical hazards; part
two investigates whether villages address these factors and hazards and compares across
adaptation finance and infonnal practice villages; and part three determines the quality o f
adaptations through the framework o f positive and negative adaptation based on which
villages secure sustainable and agency enhancing adaptations.

7.4.1 Climate Risk and Biophysical Hazards
All village respondents express hunger and poverty as a prim ary concern that is becom ing
more severe in recent years. Reliance on increasingly lower-yielding subsistence agriculture
results in a multi-faceted deterioration in their economic and social situation.

Villagers

consistently indicate links between climate and their worsening predicam ent by recognising
that numerous and com pounded climate risks are exacerbating pre-existing adverse social and
livelihood consequences.
Villagers across Nsanje, Chikwawa and Salima identify them selves as highly climate
vulnerable, regardless o f whether funded interventions are present or not.

Biophysical

hazards and their social consequences are evenly distributed across the two categories.
Villagers are exposed to five hazards: flooding, erratic rainfall, drought, strong winds and
temperature extremes.
Flooding is a prim ary concern.

Sixteen o f 18 discussion groups identify flooding, and

increases in flooding frequency, as a hazard attributable to village proxim ity to rivers,
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tributaries, or Lake M alawi. Further, villages are typically situated on flat areas causing river
flooding to spread significant distances during seasonal rains. Erratic rainfall is a perpetual
challenge.

Fifteen o f 18 village discussion groups state that in years past rains enabled

planting in November.

M ore recently, later and shorter rains inhibit planting until late

D ecem ber to January.

This depiction was consistent across affected villages.

Further,

drought is a significant hazard for many, affecting 13 o f 18 villages w ith longer and ever
more consistent periods o f little or no rain. Strong winds concerned 6 o f 18 villages, and in
particular, those in Salima district (5 out o f the 6 villages).

Salima is proxim ate to Lake

M alawi, and therefore few er surrounding trees offer protection.

Finally, tem perature

increases are a hazard for two Salima villages.
The negative social consequences o f physical effects are num erous and often occur
simultaneously: flooding, drought, erratic rains and strong winds results in land degradation,
tem porary relocation, loss o f assets, dam age to houses, physical injury, lower crop yields,
poverty exacerbation, hunger and disease outbreak. Exposure to one or more hazards in turn
weakens the position o f com m unities to w ithstand any that follow.

7.4.2 Actions Addressing Climate Risk Factors
Both formal and inform al actions address climate risks, and practices vary between villages.
Table 7.3 sets out the proportion o f adaptation finance or infonnal actions attending to self
identified climate risk.
T able 7.3: Clim ate risk fa c to rs a n d action taken
Adaptation Finance Villages

Infonnal Practice Villages

Risk

Action

Risk

Action

Flood

9/9

7/9

7/9

2/9

Drought

8/9

8/9

5/9

2/9

Climate Risk Factor

Dry Spells

4/9

2/9

3/9

2/9

Erratic Rains

4/9

4/9

4/9

2/9

Disease Outbreak

3/9

0/9

1/9

0/9

Strong Winds

3/9

1/9

3/9

1/9

Land Degradation

4/9

4/9

4/9

0/9

Pest Attack

1/9

0/9

0/9

0/9

Temperature Rise

1/9

0/9

2/9

0/9

Storms

0/9

0/9

1/9

1/9
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A d aptation finance villages address tw ice as m any clim ate risks as villages w ithout
interventions: adaptation finance villages offer at least one action tow ards 26 o f the 37 (0.70)
identified risk factors; com pared to 10 o f 30 (0.33) for inform al practice villages. This is a
consistent trend across cases. Further, som e inform al practice villages fail to undertake any
inform al actions.

T iim benaw a, M afale and B ushiri all either took no inforaial actions, or

actions w ere n o t directed tow ards risk factors. C onversely, adaptation finance villages took
at least one action.

Flooding and drought are the m ost com m on adaptation finance

interventions w ith 7 and 8 villages engaging in flood and drought m itigation respectively.

7.4.3 Qualitative Differences Between Formal and Informal Actions
To evaluate village actions, the livelihood literature offers a conceptual fram ew ork to
distinguish positive from negative adaptation. D avies and H ossain (1997) states;

“Positive adaptation is o f choice and can be reversed i f fortunes change and usually
leads to increased security and sometimes wealth. It is concerned with risk reduction
and is likely to involve an intensification o f existing livelihood strategies or
diversification into neighbouring livelihood system s Negative adaptation is o f
necessity, tends to be irreversible and frequently fails to contribute to a lasting
reduction in vulnerability. It occurs when the poor are fo rced to adapt their
livelihoods because they can no longer cope with short-term shocks and need to alter
fundamentally the ways in which they subsist (p. 5)
”

W hat follow s identifies, discusses and com pares the qualities o f adaptation finance and
inform al practice actions - classified as negative adaptation and positive adaptation (see
T able 7.4). T he optim al scenario is w hen actions increase agency and security for villagers,
intensify existing livelihoods and offering an enduring and sustainable clim ate vulnerability
reduction strategy.
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Table 7.4: Adaptation finance and informal practices categorised into positive and negative adaptation
Villages

Villages
Adaptation
Finance

Infomial
Practice

L ess Preferred Food

2/9

3/9

2/9

W inter Cropping

4 /9

3/9

7/9

1/9

Temporary Labour

3/9

4 /9

Tree Planting

3/9

4 /9

F irew ood S ellin g

4 /9

2/9

C onservation Farming

2/9

0/9

S ellin g Grass/Bananas

1/9

2 /9

T echnical Training

2/9

0/9

S ellin g L ivestock

1/9

2 /9

Early W arning

1/9

0/9

B rew ing A lco h o l

1/9

0 /9

Fertiliser/C om post

2/9

1/9

Temporary R elocation

0/9

1/9

M osquito N ets

1/9

0/9

F ood A id

2/9

0/9

Seeds

2/9

0/9

Riverbank C ultivation

2/9

1/9

Adaptation
Finance

Informal
Practice

Irrigation

8/9

3/9

D rought Crops

2/9

F lood Protection

Positive Adaptation

Negative Adaptation

Several examples underscore how adaptation finance interventions elicit positive adaptation
over informal practices; adaptation finance provides 7 o f the 8 flood defences in the fonri o f
riverbed excavation and riverbank reinforcement. These activities raise, or at least fortify,
the threshold for w hen waters break to becom e floods, increasing security and facilitating
lasting climate vulnerability reduction.

Contrast these actions with informal practices o f

tem porary relocation to higher ground as a flooding adaptation: im m ediate physical security
is assured, but this endangers rem aining and im mobile assets. As such, relocation offers no
medium to long term lessening o f climate vulnerability.

Further, slow w ithdraw ing

floodwater forces villagers to transform their lives and temporarily re-establish livelihoods
elsewhere, further eroding assets and com prom ising future agency and security.

One financed intervention develops an early w arning system, which applies the proliferation
o f mobile phone technology to organise highland villagers to alert lowlanders o f im pending
floods. Such an intervention fails to stop flooding, but provides villagers with m ore time to
organise family and moveable assets to a place o f safety.

This intervention increases the

agency o f villagers, relative to the more reactive informal relocation strategy, to better protect
assets and contribute to future agency and security.

A daptation finance provides 8 o f the 11 irrigation activities that offer the greatest protection
from erratic rains and drought. This intensifies existing livelihoods, enhances food security
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and offers corresponding reductions in climate vaalnerability. Naturally, variation exists in
the scale and capacity o f irrigation interventions.

Treadle pumps that transfer w ater to

planting areas are common. However, villagers’ com plain about the low carrying capacity o f
pum ps and the inability to replace broken parts.

Conversely, an irrigation intervention in

Chizuwi (Salima) best dem onstrates the capacity to secure all aspects o f positive adaptation.
The intervention involved raised w ater tanks fed through a solar pump, and waters a maize
field where all village participants are allotted two rows.

One villager estim ated each

participant receives more than 300 kilograms o f maize each year from their allotment.
Informal actions include cultivating drought resistant crops such as sorghum, millet, cassava
and drought resistant maize.

Drought resistant cropping is a positive adaptation practice

through increasing food security and wealth and with corresponding lessening o f climate
vulnerability. Nevertheless, drought resistant cropping has benefits in an absolute sense, but
is inferior relative to financed irrigation interventions.

Com prehensive w ater m anagem ent

circumvents drought as a biophysical hazard and leaves farmers with greater choice regarding
which crops to grow and land m anagem ent in general.

Three adaptation finance villages and four informal practice villages engage in tree planting.
These actions offer lasting climate vulnerability reduction by direcdy m itigating the effects o f
high winds on the physical security o f villagers and their property. However, considerable
variation exists in the degree o f protection offered between the two categories o f village. In
adaptation finance villages, tree planting occurred many years before; trees were, therefore,
more established, greater in height and breadth, and thus offered greater protection. This was
consistent across cases and suggested inform al practice villages learn from intervention
policy, but with a considerable time lag. Further, villagers in informal villages did not avail
o f technical advice from im plem enting agencies.

For instance, informal tree planting in

M afale (Chikwawa) failed due to insufficient rainfall and poor ground fertility.

Adaptation finance villages had the capacity to combine negative and positive adaptations
depending on circumstances and timelines.

Conversely, inform al action villages engage

predominantly, and in some cases exclusively (Chatacha and K anyanya in Nsanje district), in
negative adaptations that fail to reduce climate vulnerability. These involve w inter cropping,
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riverbank cultivation, consum ing inferior foodstuffs, receiving food aid and farm -labouring term ed ganyu. W inter cropping practices are reported as a cause o f land degradation through
over-use. Riverbank cultivation provides accessible water, but when seasonal rains arrive,
crops are the first assets w ashed away.
com prom ising

productive

capacity,

These practices constrain future agency by

wealth,

and

consequentially,

increases

climate

vulnerability. H arvesting less preferred foods (such as dried water-lily roots term ed nyika)
established new physical dangers in terms o f frequent crocodile attacks.

In addition,

substituting nyika for cultivated foodstuffs com prom ises food security and represents an act
o f necessity.

Finally, ganyu is recognised as a highly exploitative practice w ithin M alawi

[see Bryceson (2006) for a focus on this claim] that alters the way villagers subsist and offers
no sustainable climate vulnerability reduction.

Food aid represents the only adaptation finance intervention with negative m edium to long
term climate vulnerability implications. Food aid establishes dependency am ongst recipients
by failing to develop forward-looking and im manent solutions to hunger in times o f low crop
yields.

Some researchers report adverse consequences due to the stifling o f market

m echanism s (M iddleton and O ’Keffe, 1998).

Such interventions possibly weaken security

and reduce long-term wealth.

Numerous inform al livelihood diversification strategies - firewood collection and selling,
banana selling, selling o f livestock and brew ing alcohol - intuitively contribute to intensifying
existing livelihoods.

Nevertheless, several issues question the agency-enhancing and

sustainable character o f actions. Collecting and selling firewood can result in deforestation
and the establishm ent o f new flood plains. Alcohol brew ing has negative physical and social
consequences that offset benefits associated with diversifying livelihoods. Livestock selling
is inherently unsustainable and a positive action only when acting through choice. Only the
sale o f bananas can be considered positive adaptation, as it sim ultaneously intensifies and
diversifies existing livelihood strategies; but this assumes the bananas sold are surplus
foodstuffs and thus an action o f choice rather than necessity.

In summation, relative to informal practices, adaptation finance actions consistently increase
the agency o f villagers, intensify existing livelihoods and offer sustainable vulnerability
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reduction strategies.

This is clearest with regard to approaches addressing the prim ary

hazards/risk factors o f flooding and drought. The trend continues, but issues becom e more
nuanced, when tree planting, livelihood diversification and the weakest negative adaptations
are investigated. For instance, both adaptation finance and infom ial practice villages plant
trees for physical protection, but the form er have more success planting trees and secure a
greater protection for villagers. Though many adaptation finance villages engage in negative
adaptation, they com bine negative and positive adaptation actions to develop an array o f
options to address climate risk factors.

Conversely, informal practice villages are

predom inantly reliant on negative adaptation strategies that erode future agency, wealth and
offer little sustainable clim ate vulnerability reduction.

7.5 Discussion
Findings indicate that adaptation finance is a relatively effective means to address climate
risk. Results show a tangible im pact o f adaptation finance relative to informal practice across
southern and eastern regions o f M alawi. Further, adaptation finance villages address more
clim ate risks and consistently elicit greater agency, security, and a more sustainable lessening
o f climate vulnerability.

There are exceptions: some adaptation finance villages fail to

address many climate risks identified by villagers, possibly due to the sheer num ber o f
clim ate risks certain villages have exposure to; and many still adapt in short-tenn and
reactive ways, but typically this is accom panied by other m ore vulnerability reducing actions.
A small proportion o f infonnal practice villages address all climate risks, and o f these actions,
m any are providing security and lasting vulnerability reduction. However, the trend signifies
adaptation finance is assisting climate vulnerable communities.

D eveloping a m ethod for measuring and analysing adaptation finance effectiveness has
im plications for academ ic and developm ent assistance communities.

The method is

transferable to other contexts and has several strengths: first, incorporating indicators to
broadly

assess and com pare vulnerable locations based on local factors, develops

G eographical Inform ation Systems based matching village pairs for a quasi-experim ent
setting; second, participatory surveys assess how villagers understand and deal w ith localised
clim ate risks and adaptation.

Finally, the assessm ent is transferable to determ ine the
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strengths and weaknesses o f different adaptation and coping practices in other contexts. All
is made possible due to the considerable data and transparency efforts underw ay in M alawi
and illustrates the benefit o f sim ilar endeavours for other developing states. All com bined,
this process delivers the means to m easure effectiveness for adaptation finance and thus
provides an em pirical contribution to burgeoning academic and policy debates.

Second, the study speaks to academic debates following com m odity flows across scales, and
another concerning the local realities o f global interventions. The fonner prim arily focuses
on North-South m ulti-scalar com m odity flows, while the latter is investigated w ithin the
context of, for example, A IDS/HIV interventions.

Y et few offer empirical evidence from

data-driven m ulti-scalar investigations following material processes as they pass through and
across scales.

Following adaptation finance provides a means to understand funding

distribution through multiple bureaucratic administrations and reveals the micro reality o f
international funding efforts for local level actors these actions are designed to assist: on the
international scale, it reveals how funding flows are directed by donor-recipient trade and
political linkages, governance factors and not by climate vulnerability; on the subnational
scale, econom ically productive districts receive disproportionately large am ounts o f funding
activities, while climate vulnerable districts collect the least; finally, local im plem entation has
positive im plications for vulnerable com m unities in term s o f climate risk reduction. If the
m ost eligible receive funds, there is a discem able impact.

Third, the findings are o f consequence to those engaged in the climate finance debate within
the UNFCCC.

A cadem ic and policy research has long been concerned with problem s o f

accounting for new and additional funds and the reclassification o f developm ent assistance as
adaptation.

An alternative solution is to access local level inform ation on the aims and

objectives o f funds, identifying a sample as adaptation finance, and then evaluating their
effectiveness in term s o f climate risk reduction. To account for effectiveness, local level
studies should be privileged, as well as local actors. W orking with local level im plem enters’
o f funds, such as D istrict Council representatives, offer unparalleled prim ary sources about
the precise characteristics o f fiinds, the beneficiaries and outcomes. The study thus navigates
around the stasis o f accounting for climate finance and instead offers a solution concentrating
on the outcome o f funds. Implied w ithin this perspective is that increased am ounts spent by
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developed states is irrelevant if funds arrive in the least vulnerable locations, and once there,
make little im pact on the lives o f poor and m arginalised households and communities.

Fourth, the study offers local level em pirical research to the climate justice discussion. Often
debates focus on the higher scales o f climate change governance, or deliberate on ideal
principles. Tracking adaptation finance explores the social, political and econom ic reality o f
vulnerable com munities and their interactions with climate related hazards.

Further, the

finding that adaptation finance reduces climate risk o f these actors is encouraging for those
cam paigning for greater funding flows to least developed states.

This suggests that

individuals and groups lobbying to secure funds are positively influencing the predicam ent
for the poor and m arginalised in the developing world.

Funding does change the lives o f

people exposed to climate change, and w hen directed towards the most vulnerable, provides a
m eans o f addressing climate variability and change impacts as a justice issue.

Nevertheless, several negative procedural justice dynam ics uncovered across villages may
directly impact the experience o f adaptation finance implementation. These are prim arily due
to pow er relations at the com munity level and reveal further barriers to delivering fiinds for
the most vulnerable. Household interviews within villages consistently found many families
either not participating or excluded from availing o f certain interventions.

For instance.

V illage Headmen sometimes control cassava gardens themselves; many villagers’ never had
the opportunity to avail o f public works program s such as flood defences; in some villages it
was clear that the m ost productive and functional households where the main recipients o f
funds. A fiirther issue was the asymm etrical access men have to such interventions relative
to women.

These incidences suggest that gender, household functionality, and affiliation

with Traditional Leaders, determines access to adaptation funds. Therefore, further research
needs to better understand the pow er dynam ics w ithin villages, possibly focusing on the
household as the unit o f analysis, and how these final stages o f decision-m aking structures
the types o f individuals that access and avail o f adaptation finance.

The final implication resides with the long discussed present and historical responsibilities o f
developed states and their proclam ations to address equity w ithin the UNFCCC. The finding
suggests some actions o f developed states are working to am eliorate the double inequality o f
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risk and responsibility. W ithin the context o f adaptation, climate justice is being addressed
through finance from those responsible, but only in the at risk com munities w here adaptation
finance arrives.
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Climate Justice: A Multi-Scalar Analysis
Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Introduction
This concluding chapter initially summarises the findings o f the thesis and how these
accum ulate as a m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice.

Section 8.3 discusses the

contributions made by the thesis to various debates, frameworks and theories in social
science; and Section 8.4 explains the significance to the practice o f adaptation finance
governance and im plem entation, and the UNFCCC regim e more generally. The final section
briefly discusses the type o f direction future research could take on these issues and describes
that which has already begun.
In particular, the work concludes through a discussion o f conceptual developm ents and
challenges associated with m aking an early contribution to the adaptation finance distribution
and climate vulnerability debate; and the analytical advantages o f following m ulti-scalar
processes - such as adaptation finance - using an inducfive approach to develop findings for
the climate justice discussion; finally, the thesis offers a new base fram ework and research
design to analyse local level effecdveness o f adaptation finance, introducing an improved
m ethodology into what has hitherto been a debate existing in the grey literature o f
participatory climate vulnerability assessments.
The practical significance o f the research contained w ithin this thesis rests prim arily on
substantiating the disparity between UNFCCC principles o f equity and its practice o f
overseeing a process that may be contributing to inequality across and within African states.
Second, the thesis improves the developm ent and docum entation o f local level climate
vulnerability assessm ents for a range o f state and non-state actors involved in adaptation
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finance planning and im plem entation. Third, the thesis makes an em pirical contribution for
climate justice activists, advocates and policym akers to better understand the nuances o f
climate justice relationships as an observable phenom enon through adaptation finance.

8.2 Thesis and Findings
The thesis answers a series o f questions by following adaptation finance from international
donation to ground-level im plem entation.
towards climate vulnerable states?

Is international adaptation finance distribution

Is subnational adaptation finance distribution given to

climate vulnerable districts/regions? Does adaptation finance result in a relative reduction in
climate risk for the m ost climate vulnerable communities?
Frameworks from international and subnational resource distribution, and participatory
vulnerability assessm ents, enable the developm ent o f hypotheses comparing; a) patterns o f
adaptation finance distribution based on need and donor self-interest; b) the relative
effectiveness o f adaptation interventions in reducing climate risk.

The m ulti-scalar

framework requires a disproportion share o f funds be given to highly clim ate vulnerable
states and subnational districts; and a reducdon in climate risk for the m ost vulnerable
communities.
The finding that there is a failure to direct adaptation finance to relatively clim ate vulnerable
states, let alone the m ost climate vulnerable, questions the substance o f claims made by
policymakers and their agreements (UNFCCC, 1992; 1998; 2010).

Likewise, advisory

inform ation regarding the needs o f the m ost vulnerable in relation to clim ate finance
produced by academics and policy researchers clearly has little im pact on decision-m aking
(Roberts and Parks, 2007; Paavola and Adger, 2006; Bird, Brown and Schalatek, 2011). An
analysis o f international adaptation finance suggests that physical vulnerability shows no
relationship; socio-econom ic vulnerability param eters offer little conclusive evidence, but
may suggest low vulnerability induces higher allocation; the prim ary determ inants are donorrecipient interest linkages, recipient governance and existing donor presence.

Therefore, the

accumulative m ulti-scalar evaluation o f climate justice never realises the second stage, let
alone final realisation.
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In the subnational analysis in M alawi, physical vulnerability drives allocation, but socio
economic vulnerability indicators show an inverse relationship that, due to their greater
contribution to overall climate risk (M aplecroft, 2011; Busby, Smith and W hite, 2011), mean
the m ost vubierable are receiving the least adaptation finance.

To the credit o f the

Governm ent o f M alawi, donor interest indicators contradict theory: funding arrives in
districts least supportive o f the incum bent President. Therefore, patronage has little role in
the allocation process.

Instead, accessibility for donors and cost m inim isation determines

allocation, as adequate infrastructure and levels o f developm ent assistance m atter the most
w hen deciding the direction o f adaptation finance.
Subnational distribution reaffirm s many o f the findings o f international adaptation finance.
Funds are not directed to the most climate vulnerable states - neither is adaptation finance
going to the most vulnerable districts within M alawi.

The highlighting o f this finding on

multiple scales illustrates the value o f the approach. Even if international donors m anaged to
change allocation behaviour and direct funds to vulnerable states, there remains no indication
that the most vulnerable are receiving disproportionately more adaptation finance than those
with medium to low vulnerability w ithin the state.

Principles o f equity are not transferable

into practice, particularly those espoused by subnational governance researchers (Adger,
Paavola, Huq, et al., 2006; Ayers, 2009), because recipients do not fulfill other criteria that
m eet donor preferences.
If adaptation finance is not directed to the most climate vulnerable, this questions research
taking finance amounts as an indicator o f progress (Buchner, Brown and Corfee-M orlot,
2011; Buchner, Falconer, H erve-M ignucci et a l, 2013), through goals such as the Fast Start
Finance $30bn between 2010-2012 (Stadelmann, Brown and H om lein, 2012). However, the
debate requires more evidence (and internally consistent data on which to construct the
evidence), building on the w ork o f Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al. (2013) to
test different samples and alternative measures o f vulnerability. Only once consistencies in
the conclusions o f study iterations em erge will these findings begin to develop authority
w ithin the context o f academic debates.

Otherwise, if the findings o f this thesis are

representative o f the universe o f adaptation finance allocation, funding may be contributing
to an inequality that this very finance is designed to address.
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The findings on local level effectiveness are more positive.

Adaptation finance results in

greater reductions in climate risk relative to autonomous adaptive actions.

This m ay be

intuitive to researchers and practitioners, but has not been systematically tested. A daptation
finance enhances the agency o f villagers, fosters security, and sustainably reduces climate
vulnerability. This was found using the perceptions o f communities in eighteen villages in
the districts o f Nsanje, Chikwawa and Salima, representing some o f the m ost climate
vulnerable com m unities in m ainland Africa.
A daptation finance does have discernible vulnerability reduction effects if it arrives in at risk
com m unities in M alawi.

The finding speaks to the growing num ber o f scholars and

researchers concerned with adaptation finance effectiveness (Barr, Fankhauser, Hamilton,
2010; M cEvoy, M atczak, Banaszak, et al., 2010; Rawlani and Sovacool, 2011; CanalesTrujillo and N akhooda, 2013; Forstater, N akhooda and W atson, 2013); com m unity level
adaptation in general (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009; Reid, 2009); and other climate justice
literature recognising com munities as the prim ary actors (Thomas and Twyman, 2005).
However, this study represented a tiny fraction o f local level im plem entation activity, which
can take on seem ingly infinite fonns. Therefore, the finding requires researchers to jo in and
establish a debate within the peer-review literature to begin to increm entally and iteratively
build more authoritative understandings o f this essential part o f adaptation finance.

Only

once this academic discussion reaches maturity can there be any aspiration o f influencing
prom inent policymakers.
Overall, the m ulti-scalar analysis reveals that climate justice is not realised within the context
o f adaptafion finance.
vulnerable receiving
states/districts.

At no stage in this, albeit limited, analysis are the m ost climate
a disproportionate

share

o f funds relative

to

less vulnerable

Nevertheless, docum enting the capacity o f adaptation finance to reduce

vulnerability in at risk com munities raises the prospect that m ulti-scalar climate justice could
be done if more ju st allocation criteria (Guillaumont, 2012) was applied by decision-m akers
in international developm ent agencies and fund allocation bodies.

Therefore, from the

research outlined above there were several theoretical contributions.
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8.3 Theoretical Contributions
The following section outlines theoretical developments made by the thesis. The first sub
section discusses contributions relating to adaptation finance and climate vulnerability. The
second outlines the benefits o f conducting a m ulti-scalar analysis.

The third explains the

value o f developing broadly interdisciplinary frameworks to follow processes such as
adaptation finance. The final sub-section details theoretical developments made specifically
through the local level study.

8.3.1 Adaptation Finance Distribution and Climate Vulnerability
The thesis responds to research into the inequalities o f climate change through the analysis o f
adaptation finance as a facilitator o f behavioural change to lessen impacts. International and
subnational empirical research navigates various challenges to provide academ ic (Klein and
M oehner, 2011; Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013) and policy (Bird, Brown and Schalatek,
2011; Schalatek and Bird, 2010) debates with findings about the direction o f adaptation
finance on multiple levels.

The international and subnational empirical sections (Chapters 5

& 6) provide evidence for the long-needed debate into adaptation finance distribution and
climate vulnerability (Klein and M oehner, 2011; Hulme, O ’Neill and Dessai, 2011; Ciplet,
Roberts and Khan, 2013) and establishes precedents by developing large-n allocation models
for adaptation finance based on recipient need and donor interest o f the developm ent aid
literatures (Alesina and Dollar, 2000; Berthelem y, 2006; M cG illivray and W hite, 1993);
together with operationalising new definitions to isolate and gather original data (see Jones,
M itchell, V illaneua et al., 2012).
One conceptual problem has been that poverty equates to need in the developm ent aid
literature (Harrigan and W ang, 2011; Francken, M inten and Swinnen, 2012), while
adaptation finance distribution addresses many socio-econom ic factors, but which are often
highly correlated with each other and connected to poverty.

The solution was to include

factors that represent climate exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity, and then develop
models incorporating each factor individually. In addition, the study chose the pressure and
release m odel (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon et al., 2004) to interpret the findings in terms o f
climate vulnerability and risk.
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A further barrier to investigating international and subnational adaptation finance allocation
are the problem s o f operationalising donor interest (Berthelem y, 2006; Feeny & M cGillivray,
2008).

First, international adaptation finance data samples are too small to design donor-

recipient country dyads. At the international level, an indicator expressing the am ounts o f
bilateral trade to the recipient was the best available solution; though the subnational level
data enabled central govem m ent-district linkages that directly captured the role o f donor
interest in adaptation finance allocation. Second, donor interest is typically problem atic for
multilateral models, due to transfers originating from a collection o f states.

Years since

UNFCCC ratification offer one means to represent multilateral donor interest within the
climate regime, particularly as m any o f the most climate vulnerable states were late to the
engage in the process [M adagascar (1999); Rwanda (1998); Somalia (2009)].
Climate funds vary in their allocation criteria (Shankland and Chambote, 2011; H anneling
and Kaloga, 2011) and certain donors are known to provide finance according to need
(Berthelem y, 2006). The objective was to join Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al.
(2013) in studying the relationship between adaptation finance distribution and climate
vulnerability, and set out some means for other researchers to investigate further.

In

particular, the thesis provides some prelim inary grounding to model adaptation finance using
sim ilar methods to the m ainstream developm ent assistance literature.

8.3.2 M ulti-Scalar Analysis
The thesis contributes to research into following the thing, involving global N orth-South
com m odity flows (Gregson, Crang, A ham ed et al., 2010; Brooks, 2012), e-waste (Crewe,
2000; Crang, Hughes, Gregson, et al., 2013; Lepawsky and Billah, 2011) and waste
governance more generally (Davies, 2012).

Following such flows incorporates actors on

multiple scales o f the stripping, production and consum ption process (Lepawsky and Billah,
2011; Brooks, 2013). The m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice offers in-depth systematic
docum entation o f adaptation finance flows, by fiising the prom inent junctures o f this topdown distribution and im plem entation process.
In addition, the thesis adds to conceptual debates on scale. In particular, the scale literature
explains cross-scale dynamics o f m anaging the envirormient (Cash, Adger, Berkes et al.,
2006); or clim ate adaptation more specifically (Osbhar, Twym an A dger et al., 2008). Ayers
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(2010) and Davies and Kirwan (2010) explores the paradox w here climate risk is
sim ultaneously a global discourse and a local experience, which itself is connected to
research into m ulti-scalar socio-technical transitions (Raven, Schot and Berkhout, 2012) and
sustainable city developm ent (Giovarmetti and Pagliacci, 2010). The m ulti-scalar analysis o f
climate justice systematically conceptualises the junctures o f adaptation finance in a way that
facilitates an em pirical study o f a sim ultaneously global and local phenom enon.
Recent research documents a m ulti-scalar financing distribution and im plem entation process
(Cohen, 2008a; 2008b); outlining national destinations o f financing from the W orld Bank,
Global Fund, President’s Em ergency Plan for Aids R elief and the Gates Foundation;
following funds to Uganda (Cohen, 2008c) and Botsw ana (Cohen, 2008d) and finding
corruption, civil war, and poor infrastructure inhibiting distribution (Cohen, 2008e).

The

m ulti-scalar analysis o f climate justice adds to this overall project by conceptualising justice
in terms o f recipient need and following adaptation finance down to places where need is at
its highest. This is justice as an accum ulative scalar process.
Scholars are well aware o f the many scalar dynam ics o f environmental governance
(A ndonova and M itchell, 2010); and there is a significant body o f literature analysing
adaptation finance on the intem adonal (Stadelmann, Persson, Ratajczak-Juszko et al., 2013),
subnational (Tumushhabe, M uhumuza, N atam ba et a l, 2013) and local levels (Adger,
Paavola, Huq et al., 2006). However, what is lacking is a discussion between these scholars,
regarding either adaptation finance or climate justice. Finance for adaptation passes through
many actors on different points o f accum ulation and m aterialisation, and each juncture has
justice implications.

The thesis invites these researchers to develop similar accumulating

conceptual frameworks for other observable m ulti-scalar flows in the field and em pirically
docum ent their passage as a more holistic understanding.

8.3.3 Interdisciplinary Integration
The thesis dem onstrates the benefits o f m oving beyond single disciplinary constraints. As
stated previously, this thesis provides an inter-disciplinary approach to climate justice by
integrating the insights from two or more disciplines in order to offer a more com prehensive
perspective.

These include frameworks and theories prim arily from the disciplines o f

Geography, Econom ics and Political Science: international polifical econom ists (Alesina and
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Dollar, 2000), IR (Keohane and Levy, 1996), developm ent (Fenny and M cGillivray, 2008)
and vulnerability scholars (Luers, Lobell, Sklar et al., 2003; Schroter, Polsky and Patt, 2005).
The broadly inter-disciplinary approach o f this thesis addresses one o f the many com plex
clim ate change issues often deem ed problem atic to attempt within a single discipline (Auer,
2000). The lim itations o f discipline-based investigations are evident in recent descriptive
w ork o f prom inent political scientists:

Keohane and V ictor (2011) describe a regim e

com plex o f climate change governance; A bbot (2012) sketches the proliferation o f new
clim ate institutions, standards, financing and programs.

A daptation finance is only one o f

m any such com plex real-world processes, and which show a particular prominence in climate
change research.

This thesis dem onstrates the benefits o f researching related processes

through an inducdve approach that incorporates multiple methods o f analysis.

8.3.4 Local Level Effectiveness
The thesis contributes to the adaptation finance and vulnerability assessm ent literatures by
m easuring the im pact o f funds on local experiences o f climate risk. The adaptation literature
is overw helm ingly theoretical, with far fewer researchers em pirically investigating groundlevel adaptation (Ayers and Forsyth, 2009, Sovacool, 2012; Forsyth and Evans, 2013).
V ulnerability assessm ents typically remain within the grey literature o f developm ent
organisations (Care International, 2009; N akalevu, 2006), though some local level peerreview ed literature exists (Vasquez-Leon, W est and Finan, 2003).
Despite many suggestions o f the need to assess the effectiveness o f adaptation finance (Barr,
Fankhauser and Hamilton, 2010; M cEvoy, M atczak, Banaszak, et al., 2010; Rawlani and
Sovacool, 2011;

Stadelmann, Brown and Horalein, 2012), no peer-review research

conceptualises a systematic means to com pare financed adaptadons to autonomous acdons.
Further, using indicator approaches may have observed fund im pact on assumed drivers o f
vulnerability (Deressa, Hassan and Ringler, 2008), but these m easures may not concern or
have any im pact as understood by the given community.

This thesis operationalises the

participatory m ethod as the m ost appropriate vulnerability assessm ent for climate justice
analysis by eliciting the views o f vulnerable communities (Felling, 2007; Van Aalst, Cannon
and Burton, 2008), and which are som ew hat generalisable to other localities (Polsky, N eff
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and Y am al, 2007). In addition to these theoretical contributions, several practical additions
have been made to the literature.

8.4 Practical Contributions
The following section outlines the practical contributions made by this thesis. The first sub
section discusses implications o f the findings for the UNFCCC.

The second outlines the

benefit o f conducting evaluations o f adaptation finance via vulnerability assessments. The
third explains the value o f the research to advocates, activists and policymakers.

8.4.1 Global Climate Regime
There have long been equity concerns about donor-centred policy architectures, such as the
G E F’s Trust Fund and Strategic Fund, which were principally designed for m itigation (Khan
and Roberts, 2013). The requirem ent o f global environm ental benefits in tenns o f emissions
reduction and capacity to absorb additional costs are thought to structure inequitable
allocation outcom es (Mace, 2006)

through directives

like the Resource Allocation

Fram ew ork (Clemencon, 2006). Yet little research has been able to move beyond the focus
on financing structures and actually m easure the inequities o f adaptation finance distribution.
The thesis speaks to policymakers and NGO representatives operating within the UNFCCC,
and its affiliated financing architectures, and evaluates adherence to equity principles
throughout the Convenfion (UNFCCC, 1992), Protocols (UNFCCC, 1998) and Accords
(UNFCCC, 2010); and which are alleged to be included in decisions o f governing bodies
within, for instance, the PPCR (part o f the W orld B ank’s Clim ate Investm ent Funds), Global
Climate Change Alliance and state based inidatives such as Japan’s Fast-Start-Finance. A
great deal o f am biguity and politicisafion exists around allocadon decisions. The Adaptation
Fund is known to allocation finance on a first-com e-first-serve basis (Canales and Nakhooda,
2013); the PPCR Expert Group distribute finance based largely on past engagement,
absorptive capacity and geographic spread (Canales, Barrett and N akhooda, 2014). Yet the
m edia m essages o f the UNFCCC and its related bodies are o f disbursem ents to the most
vulnerable.
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The thesis contributes by testing large-n data for the causes o f adaptation finance allocation.
In particular, the research navigates data gathering challenges (Roberts and Peratakis, 2011)
and vulnerability m easurem ent (Klein and M oehner, 2011) so as to add to debates on
UNFCCC and related policy architectures.

The conclusion is that policym akers and

governing bodies must change current distribution procedures to keep principles m eaningful
(Ciplet, Roberts and Khan, 2013). A separate but equally im portant issue is the effectiveness
o f adaptation finance.

8.4.2 Practical Vulnerability Assessments
The practice o f local level vulnerability assessm ents is still surprisingly uncom m on
(exam ples include Casale, Drimie, Quinlan et al., 2010; Pearce, Smit, Duerden et al., 2010;
Vasquez-Leon, W est, Finan, 2003), as are assessm ents o f ground level adaptation finance
effectiveness (Sovacool, 2012). This prim arily concerns policymakers: international donors
often have little understanding o f how funds materialise at the local level (based on personal
com munications in M alawi with Irish Aid, the N orwegian Embassy, British Council, W orld
Bank, UNDP and various Governm ent M inistry representatives (January, 2013)]; national
governm ents and ministries engaging in adaptation planning (D epartm ent o f Environm ental
Affairs Malawi, 2006); im plem enting agencies, traditional leaders and other local level
planners and implem enters (Dionne, 2013).
The thesis approaches the under-researched practice o f adaptation finance im plem entation.
This literature is to date a mass o f grey findings, with highly politicised assessm ents often
being conducted by m onitoring and evaluation officers o f the organisation responsible for
overseeing funds.

This thesis offers a practical research fram ework that system atically

evaluates the climate risk reduction o f an array o f adaptation finance interventions; enabling
quanfitative and qualitative distinctions betw een adaptive actions (Davies, 1997) that control
for disparities in vulnerability by using a m atching technique to select cases (Nielsen, 2012;
Rubin, 1973).
M ore specifically, the w ork contributes towards understandings o f best climate adaptation
and resilience practices, through evaluating each com m unity action in terms o f sustainable
vulnerability reduction.

Again, such inform ation is com mon to the grey literature produced

by NGOs such as Oxfam (Sterrett, 2011) and national level bodies such as the G overnm ent o f
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the Philippines (Philippines D epartm ent o f Envirormient and Natural Resources, 2013). This
thesis incorporates both formal and inforaial adaptive actions and offers qualitative
distinctions based on security, wealth and sustainability.

This is one part o f an array o f

findings that are o f use to advocates, activists and analysts.

8.4.3 Evidence for Advocates, Activists and Analysts
There is a clear deficiency o f carefully docum ented empirical research that substantiates
climate injustice as an existing phenomenon. The m essage usually centres on the claim that
the N orth caused climate change o f which the South will experience (Angus, 2010; Baer,
2010). A ssertions follow that the North should com pensate the South through empowering
vulnerable localities (Pettit, 2004; Harvey, 2011). Pro-poor, anti-capitalist and social ecology
m ovem ents call for climate justice now (Dawson, 2010; Pettit, 2004; Tokar, 2010) and
forums attract NGOs, com m unity groups and developm ent agencies seeking to address
climate injustice (Barcelos, Hicks and M arlow, 2010).
The thesis provides an account o f the political econom y o f adaptation funding as a form o f
com pensation for climate injustice (Singer, 2004; Hurlbert, 2011).

It investigates climate

justice dynam ics between states (Purdon, 2013), down through the politicised distributive
institutions (Skovgaard, 2012; Osbahr, Twyman, Adger, et al., 2008), on its passage to
becom e adaptation action addressing flood, drought, storms and land degradation (W ilby and
Keenan, 2012).

As such, it informs many facets o f the climate justice debate through

evidence about the distribution and effectiveness o f financing for formal actions.

8.5 Future Research
The thesis raises many questions about climate justice and adaptation finance.

Future

research aims to address some o f the following topics: bridging the scales o f climate justice;
intra-district allocation; developing more com prehensive and robust regression analyses; and
tim e-series analyses o f adaptation finance effectiveness.
An im portance area is the connection between scales, or as is termed, ‘bridging the scales o f
climate ju stice’. In particular, there are discourses o f efficiency and justice in the world o f
adaptation finance, and yet decision-makers often side with their own ufility in practice.
The cross-scale discourse on adaptation finance prom ises accountability and transparency for
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evidence-based efficient decision-m aking; and prom ises adaptation finance distribution will
ultim ately aid com m unities m ost exposed to climate change.

The practice is o f opaque

accounting on am ounts given and funding to econom ically productive areas rather than the
poorest and m ost m arginalised.

These cross-scale constants require careful analysis and

docum entation.
Further work is required to understand local level institutions as facilitators and funders o f
adaptation. Specifically in M alawi, district level governance structures are the prim ary sites
o f finance distribution at the local level and who appear in practice to have a degree o f
independence from governm ent oversight.

W ork is underw ay to analyse the spatial

allocation o f adaptation finance activities w ithin N sanje district using GIS network analysis.
Conversely, traditional leadership are the gatekeepers o f the final stage o f allocation and
im plem entation.

Fieldw ork uncovered patterns in intra-village allocation, w ith many

households in adaptation finance villages never availing o f the benefits o f interventions. It
appears that close connections with traditional leaders are im portant to access funds and this
arrangem ent requires additional investigation.
There is clearly much w ork to be done in ternis o f designing enhanced regression m odels for
climate justice analysis.

First, w ork is required to develop and better substantiate the

adaptation finance and climate vulnerability relationship. Yet more specifically, future
analysis will look to w eight donor contributions relative to their present and historical
emissions. Such an analysis will better elucidate the specific dynam ics between donors and
recipients

and

provide

im proved

understandings

of

climate

justice

relationships.

Nevertheless, these types o f analysis will depend on significant data im provem ents on
multiple levels.
Finally, there is a need to develop a m ulti-scalar analysis o f adaptation finance effectiveness.
Sim ilar efforts so far rem ain at the international scale using aggregated indicator data. The
m ulti-scalar analysis will involve using time-series vulnerability indices to reveal reductions
in climate risk, and develop analytical methods to uncover the role o f finance. In addition,
due to the fine resolution o f geo-spatial indices, the analysis can track effectiveness down
through various political adm inistrations to the village level.

This will facilitate a better
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understanding o f the adaptation finance impact, and its political, social, economic
geographical characteristics.

Appendix A

Appendix to Chapter 5

Appendix A .l: The EIW Project under the Global Climate Change Research Program is
sponsored and funded by the Central Intelligence Agency.

Any opinions, findings, and

conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the CIA or the U.S. Government.
Appendix A.2: AidData 2.0 takes a broad view o f development assistance beyond ODA,
which includes data on grants, mixed loans and grants, loans at discretionary rates from
multilateral agencies, loans for development at market rates, technical assistance, sector
program aid transfers in cash or in kind and some equity investment activities
Appendix A.3.- Features, characteristics and idiosyncrasies o f adaptation finance broadly
defined projects
1. When disaster preparedness or management is stated as the project objective, unless this is
expressed as relating to non-climate change related factors, such as volcanoes and
earthquakes, these projects are included.
2. Sometimes projects have many objectives with climate change adaptation, being just one
(one project type that consistently arose was the numerous UNFCCC enabling activities). In
these instances, the projects were included.
3. A less tolerant view is taken when the direct and indirect effects o f climate change are the
project focus, such as drought or land degradation. Sometimes conflict was stated as the
main objective, with drought mentioned afterwards. Unless the description retained, for
instance, drought as its main objective, this project was excluded.
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4. In many cases, there is some reference to chmate change or vulnerabihty reduction, but the
description doesn’t contain enough infonnation. An affirmative decision required some
reference to ground level climate vulnerability reducing activity.
Projects that are included but are on the margins include: land management; crop
diversification strategies; water management that is not sanitation related; aid for displaced
people where climate change is the stated cause; health provisions in the aftermath o f floods
and droughts related events; improvements livelihoods in environmentally fragile areas;
poverty in arid areas; coastal management; monies for travel to climate change education
workshops.

A ppendix A.4: A daptation Finance Am ount Tables

Table A.4.1: Adaptation finance versus E IW physical vulnerability indicator

E IW

Bilateral

Mean Amount
Coeff.

Multilateral

Mean Amount
.Coeff.

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.20**

$0.50

$0.51

$0.24

$0.44

(0.17**)

(0.00)

(0.09)

(0.06)

(0.02)

$0.10

$0.18

$0.12

$0.14

$0.14

(0.09)

(-0.19**)

(0.09)

(0.04)

(-0.01)

(Spearman Correlation ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1)
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T able A.4.2: Bilateral adaptation finance versus socio-economic climate vulnerability indicators

Climate Vulnerability
GDP per
capita

Mean Am ount
C o e ff

Life
Expectancy

M ean Am ount
. C oeff

Infant
Mortality

M ean Am ount

C oeff

Population
Density

M ean Am ount
C o e ff

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.13

$0.17

$0.09

$0.18

$0.14

(-0.15)

(-0.07)

(0.22**)

(-0.08)

(-0.10***)

$0.17

$0.25

$0.09

$0.07

$0.14

(0.15*)

(-0.08)

(0.11)

(-0.14*)

(0.03)

$0.12

$0.22

$0.17

$0.06

$0.14

(0.12*)

(0.24***)

(-0.02)

(-0.04)

(0.00)

$0.08

$0.17

$0.17

$0.15

$0.14

(0.15**)

(-0,13*)

(-0.01)

(-0.11)

(0.14***)

V

V

(Spearman Correlation ***p < .01, **p

Table A.4.3: Multilateral adaptation finance versus socio-economic climate vulnerability indicators
Climate
Vulnerability
GDP p er
capita

M ean
Am ount
C o e ff

Life
Expectancy

Mean
A m ount
.C o e ff

Infant
Mortality

M ean
Am ount

C o e ff

Population
Density

M ean
Am ount
Coeff.

Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

$0.52

$0.51

$0.30

$0.46

$0.44

(-0.02)

(-0.11)

(-0.05)

(0.08)

(0.10***)

$0.57

$0.57

$0.32

$0.32

$0.44

(-0.17**)

(0.00)

(0.12)

(0.00)

(0.06)

$0.57

$0.54

$0.48

$0.19

$0.44

(0.19***)

(0.00)

(0.04)

(-0.09)

(-0.05)

$0.43

$0.31

$0.38

$0.76

$0.44

(0.00)

(0.07)

(-0.12*)

(-0.12**)

(0.09**)

(Spearman Correlation ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.)
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Table A.4.4: Bilateral and multilateral adaptation finance versus donor interest indicators
Low

Moderate

High

Highest

Overall
Mean

Mean
Amount

$0.10

$0.17

$0.20

$0.10

$0.14

Coeff

(0.00)

(0,11)

(0.00)

(0.05)

(0.10***)

Mean
Amount

$0.26

$0.45

$0.24

$0.92

$0.44

.C o e ff

(-0.02)

(0.00)

(0.11)

(-0.00)

(0.28***)

Donor Interest

Bilateral
Trade

Years in
UNFCCC

(Spearman Correlation

.01, **p < .05, *p < .1.)

Appendix A.5: The Polity IV dataset annually positions states on a spectrum betw een autocracy and
dem ocracy: -10 signifies a com plete autocracy (com plete executive control); +10 indicates a full
dem ocracy which holds frequent and fair elections, and with transparent governm ental institutions
(M arshall and Jaggers, 2 0 II ).
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Appendix A.6: Hausman Test for Fixed /Random Effects
Table A.6.1: Bilateral and multilateral Hausman test fo r random /fixed effects
Climate
Vulnerability

Bilateral

M ultilateral

9.20

4.47

(0.16)

(0.59)

7.72

10.01

(0.17)

(0.12)

9.58

3.55

(0.14)

(0.73)

8.54

4.08

(0.38)

(0.84)

9.88

3.85

(0.12)

(0.69)

Chi2
F JW

GDP p er
capita

Life
Expectancy

(6)

Prob
> Chi2
Chi2
(6)

Prob
> Chi2
CM2
(6)

Prob
> CM2
CM2

Infant
Mortality

Population
Density

(8)

Prob
> CM2
CM2
(6)

Prob
> CM2

Ho: Difference in Coefficients not Systematic
(***p < .01. **p < .05. *p < .].)
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Appendix B

Appendix to Chapter 6
Appendix B .l: Hulme, O ’Neill and Dessai et al (2012) explain how the UNFCCC focus to
date has been on building adaptive capacity, rather than compensation. However, recent talks
in Doha (2012) have begun a process into recognising funds given for loss and damage from
the adverse effects o f climate change as com pensation (Clark, 2012). O ther factors that build
the case for understanding these funds as com pensation are outlined in Barrett (2013).

Appendix B.2: The term activities is preferred over projects for the following reasons: the
geo-referencing m ethodology designed by Strandow, Findley, Nielson, and Powell (2011)
use the tenn projects for international level funding transfers and identify their various geo
referenced com ponents as subnational locations; m ost importantly, the geo-referenced data
provides infonnation on where the specific activity com ponents o f these broader projects are
being implemented. These are not to be confused with village or group-village level projects
or interventions that are at a much finer grain o f disaggregadon.
Appendix B.3:

By definition, ODA addresses poverty alleviation and m ust conform to the

requirements o f prim arily addressing economic developm ent and being concessional in
character (IM F, 2003).

Poverty is a driver o f climate vulnerability, which offers one

explanation for the assimilation o f CFfA into the greater body o f developm ent aid. However,
CFfA is designed to lessen sensitivity and exposure to a physical threat, which is itself
determined by a com plex political, social and econom ic process only partially explained by
poverty (W isner, Blaikie, Cannon et al., 2004; Ayers and Forsyth, 2009).
Appendix

B.4:

D ecision-m aking is conducted through committees: District Executive

Committees exercise executive responsibilities, which are supported by D istrict D evelopm ent
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Comm ittees - com posed o f political and traditional leaders and heads o f sector m inistries.
A rea D evelopm ent Comm ittees and V illage Comm ittees (Local Government Forum, 2012).

A ppendix

B.5:

Narrow CFfA refers to international transfers that m ake an explicit

reference to adaptation in direct association with climate change. The working definition is
any financial transfers with the explicit objective o f facilitating adaptation or strengthening
adaptive capacity to climate change.

Conversely, broadly defined CFfA were located by

w hether these projects sought vulnerability reduction in terms o f the direct and indirect
effects o f climate change. The operational definition o f broad CFfA is any financial transfers
that contribute to climate vulnerability reduction.

Some cases have clear climate

vulnerability reducing objectives with reference to aspects o f climate resilience, climateproofing and coping with climate change. For projects that have no direct clim ate change
reference, inclusion is based on w hether there is reference to chronic and sudden-onset
disasters brought about by drought, desertification, land degradation, floods, hurricanes,
temperature increases and sea-level rise, as suggested by the IPCC report (2001). Hence, the
necessary and sufficient conditions o f inclusion rest on a) w hether any one o f these direct and
indirect effects o f climate change are addressed; and b) w hether the project title or
description contains a number o f features, characteristics and idiosyncrasies related to
vulnerability reduction in relation to clim ate change (for elaboration please see - Barrett,
2013b).
Appendix

B.6:

The complete list o f active donors to M alawi between 2000-2010 is as

follows: AfDB, A ustralian Oversees Aid Program, Arab Bank for Economic D evelopm ent in
Africa, Canadian government. Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, D epartm ent for
International Developm ent, European Union, Food and Agricultural O rganisation for the
United Nations, Flem ish International Cooperation Agency, German Agency for Technical
Cooperation, Icelandic International D evelopm ent Agency, Irish governm ent, Japanese
government, Japan International Cooperation Agency, Kreditanstalt fur W iederaufbau
(KFW ) Reconstruction Credit Institute, Kuwait Fund, N orw egian government, OPEU Fund,
People’s Republic o f China, UNDP, U nited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
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Organization, United Nations High Com m issioner for Refugees (UNHCR), United Nations
Industrial D evelopm ent Organisation, USAID, W orld Food Program , W orld Bank.
Appendix B.7:

The CCAPS program m ethod relies upon a coding exercise that draws from

actual donor project docum ents collected via M alaw i’s A id M anagem ent Platform and
through direct contact with aid donors in the country. The coder reads each project document
in full and identifies all activities w ithin the project. Each activity is then geo-coded and
clim ate coded sim ultaneously by two research assistants, with discrepancies reconciled by a
senior coder (arbitrator). Thus each project is vetted by three trained coders, with an inter
coder reliability rate o f over 84%

The CCAPS program m ethodology codes for climate

relevance o f aid activities using a continuous spectrum. The spectrum includes four poles,
ranging from Ambiguous D evelopm ent (which provides the least benefit to adaptation,
including m aladaptation) to Clim ate-Oriented (which is explicitly designed to address climate
issues).

In between these two categories: Capacity D evelopm ent reflects activities that

enhance resilience to climate change, but without that purpose in mind, and General
D evelopm ent reflects activities that enhance human and environm ental well-being but are not
explicitly driven by or obviously directly relevant to address climate change threats (Weaver,
Baker and Peratsakis, 2012).
A ppendix B.8:

Ibid

A ppendix B.9:

Climate oriented: Coding isolates 123 entries between 2000-2010. Data are

aggregated at the district level by year using GIS shapefiles, involving 286 district-year units,
and ranging between 0-4 activities. Capacity development: Coding isolates 846 entries o f
capacity developm ent adaptation finance between 2000-2010. A daptation finance data are
aggregated at the district level by year using GIS shapefiles, and provides 286 district-year
units, ranging between 0-34 activities.

Appendix B.IO:

Projects may have no direct climate change reference, but there is an

association to climate change chronic and sudden-onset disasters brought about by drought,
desertification, land degradation, floods, hurricanes, tem perature increases and sea-level rise,
as suggested by the IPCC report 2001.
Appendix B .ll: G eo-coding is either presently underway, or plans are in motion, in Haiti,
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Nepal, Laos, Senegal and Uganda.

Appendix B.12: The EIW Project under the Global Climate Change Research Program is
sponsored and funded by the Central Intelligence Agency.

A ny opinions, findings, and

conclusions, or recom m endations expressed in this material are those o f the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views o f the CIA or the U.S. Government.
A ppendix B.13: EIW include socio-economic indicators, but disaggregated time-series data
are only available for political atrocities and internal war, neither o f which are applicable to
the M alawi context.
Appendix

B.14: This study first investigated district linkages to president’s ethnicity,

language and religion, but none captured any clear patterns; second, the m argin o f victory
uncovered the same broadly negative relationship as with the percentage o f vote; third,
exam ining w hether a district returned a candidate o f the presidents party was not possible due
to Bingu wa M utharika changing parties while in office.

Appendix

B.15: The expectation is for /^i to be positive in this arrangem ent since higher

climate vulnerability raises demand and supply for CFfA distribution within districts
suffering climate related challenges. There is an anticipation that .^2 will be positive, due to
the necessity o f governments to reward districts who are political supporters with resource
distribution.

This is most prom inent in African states where client-based politics is well

theorised, due to the ethno-regional political party formations that are understood to structure
elite behaviour. .^3 can also be forecast as holding a positive value, as the larger the general
developm ent aid network w ithin the district, the m ore am enable the environm ent for further
donor activity. /^4 should hold a positive value given that greater absorption capacity makes
the district a suitable location to gain a greater yield in terms o f climate resihence. However,
if

is positive, this will be conditional upon

indicators w ithin

holding minus values as the socio-economic

will have to be inversely related to CFfA distribution.

,^5 can be

expected to be positive due to the fact that CFfA projects are often designed for agricultural
areas. In turn, this suggests that clim ate-oriented CFfA may have a stronger positive effect
than capacity developm ent CFfA.
A ppendix B.16: The intercept and regression coefficients are estim ated using the maximum
181

likelihood procedure.
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Appendix C

Appendix to Chapter 7
Appendix C .l: All adaptation finance transfers are selected through hum an coding o f the
available descriptions. N arrow adaptation finance refers to any financial transfers with the
explicit objective o f facilitating adaptation or strengthening adaptive capacity to climate
change - the im perative is that funds have a stated reference to adaptation or resilience and
that the purpose is to address climate change; broad adaptation finance transfers were located
by whether these monies sought climate vulnerability reduction in terms o f the IPC C ’s
understanding o f the direct and indirect effects o f climate change-chronic and sudden-onset
disasters brought about by drought, desertification, land degradation, floods, hurricanes,
temperature increases and sea-level rise. If descriptions claim to address any o f these issues,
then they were classified as broad adaptation finance and included in the sample.
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